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The TCN (Transatlantic Curriculum in Nursing) programme was the first Transatlan-
tic Dual Degree Programme in Nursing in the world. Within the European Union, 

the programme was funded by the EU-US Atlantis programme, which is a part of the 
EACEA (Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency), and in the US it was 
funded by the FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education) during the 
years 2007-2012. The universities involved in this programme were Semmelweis Univer-
sity in Hungary, which acted as the programme coordinator, and Laurea University of 
Applied Sciences in Finland, which served as a partner in the programme. In the United 
States, the Nazareth College of Rochester served as the coordinator for the programme. 
Participation in the programme gave students the possibility to obtain two degrees — 
a degree from their home institution and another degree from a US institution for EU 
students and from a leading EU institution for US students. 

The aim of this publication is to describe the experiences, outcomes and future 
challenges for such developments in higher education. The publication consists of 

articles concerning students´ and teachers´ views on their experiences with the TCN 
EU-US Atlantis programme.  In addition, the publication describes the levels of recog-
nition, management activities and future challenges for the TCN programme. The pro-
gramme provided teachers with the opportunity to become acquainted with different 
pedagogical approaches and different teaching and assessment methods. TCN students 
became aware of the strengths and weaknesses of health care systems in the partner 
countries. These experiences motivated students to utilise their new learning skills and 
to continue developing their professional and personal skills. The TNC project expan-
ded international and national co-operation between partners and on the level of higher 
education. The TCN programme has been recognized both nationally and internatio-
nally and in working life.    

Teachers and students need international experience and the competence for mana-
ging in a world where work and networking are increasingly becoming more globa-

lised. During the project, the partners have been able to create common practices for 
project management and the comparability and transparency of curriculums and stu-
dent tutoring. The experiences and findings from the TCN programme have been encou-
raging and have promoted the TCN partners to continue co-operating and developing 
curriculums in participant countries and to continue providing study possibilities for 
new students and teachers. 
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Forewordsh

mlanning=for=the=qransatlantic=`urriculum=in=kursing=Eq`kF=programme=started=in=OMMS=with=
the=purpose=of=developing=and=applying=a=transatlantic=dual=_achelor’s=degree=programme=in=
the =field =of =nursing =educationK =qhe =q`k =Atlantis =programmeI =which =receives =support =from =
both=the=br=and=rnited=ptatesI=was=accepted=for=the=years=OMMTJOMNN=and=it=continued=until=
the=end=of=OMNOI=constituting=an=important=strategic=milestone=in=the=internationalisation=of=
all= three= participating= universitiesW= kazareth= `ollege= in= oochesterI= kvI= pemmelweis=
rniversity= in= _udapestI= eungary= and= iaurea= rniversity= of= Applied= pciences= in= santaaI=
cinlandK =qhe =objectives =of =the =q`k =dualJdegree =programme =were =to =offer =students =and =
academic =staff =members =a =multinational =and =multicultural =perspective =and =a =broader =
understanding=of=the=nursing=profession=as=it=is=practiced=in=burope=and=the=rnited=ptatesK==
=
qhe=main=objectives=of=the=q`k=programme=were=defined=as=followsW==
=

· qo=prepare=a=culturally=competent=international=nursing=workforce=for=the=processes=
of=globalisation=and=to=provide=them=with=broad=educational=experiencesX=

· qo=create=mechanisms=for=the=exchange=of=undergraduate=students=majoring=in==
kursingX==

· qo=develop=a=dualJdegree=model=that=facilitates=the=growth=of=the=nursing=workforce=
by= developing= international= nursing= leadership= and= providing= them= with= a= globalI=
transJcultural=perspectiveX=

· qo= share= evidenceJbased= practice= standards= for= education= that= cross= international=
boundariesK==
=

qhe= q`k= dualJdegree= programme= has= been= seamlessly= integrated= into= the= various=
institutionsK= ft=has= been= built=on= the=strengths= of=each= partner= institutionI= in= which=iaurea=
rAp=is=known=for=its=own=pedagogical=approachI=called=“iearning=by=aeveloping”I=as=well=as=
for =its =improvements =to =the =field =of =healthI =kazareth =`ollege =is =recognised =as =an =expert =in =
transcultural= nursing=and= pemmelweis= rniversity= is= recognised= for= its= competence= in=crisis=
situations= and= in= making= professional= improvementsK= oather= than= create= a= new= teaching=
programmeI= the= objective= of= the= q`k= programme= was= to= incorporate= the= already= existing=
and=accredited=teaching=programmes=into=a=dualJdegree=structureK==
=
pemmelweis=rniversity=was= responsible= for=coordinating=the=entire=projectI=while= kazareth=
`ollege= handled= the= transJcultural= nursing= leadership= and= iaurea= rAp= facilitated= mobility=
within= the= projectK= qhe= three= universities= organised= several= project= meetingsI= coordinated=
their= final= exams= and= thesis= work= evaluationsI= organised= staff= conferences= in= all= three=
countries=and=devised=common=ways=for=handling=personal=reports=and=student=interviews=as=
well=as=the=quality=assurance=methods=conducted=according=to=best=practicesK=
=
lut=of=a=total=of=TM=applicantsI=QV=were=selected=for=the=q`k=dualJdegree=programmeK=As=a=
resultI =OS =dual =degreesI =VM =student =exchangesI =TS =faculty =member =exchanges =and =OS =rp =
ebpf =exams =have =been =completed =as =a =part =of =the =projectK =qhese =facts =have =all =been =
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recognised= and= are= greatly= appreciated= in= all= three= institutionsK= joreoverI= additional=
personal=resources=and=effortsI=such=as=building=friendships=during=the=projectI =have=helped=
form=the=basis=for=future=successful=collaborationK=
=
bnormous=gratitude=should=be=expressed=to=all=those=involved=in=the=q`k=programme=due=to=
their=professionalism=in=developingI= implementing=and=evaluating=this=projectK=hey=persons=
responsible=for=the=success=of=this=project=include=aean=gudit=jészáros=and=ar=pandor=eollos=
from =pemmelweis =rniversityI =Associate =aean =jarie =l’qoole =and =ar =jary =jaher =from =
kazareth=`ollege=and=penior=iecturer=quula=fkonen=from=iaurea=rApK=curthermoreI=the=staff=
membersI= lecturersI=steering=group=membersI=administration=and=international=department=
from =each =institutionI =as =well =as =matrizia =joreau =and =oea =_runilla =from =the =br’s =bA`bA =
EbducationI= Audiovisual= and= `ultural= bxecutive= AgencyFI= deserve= mention= for= their= active=
support=for=the=programmeK=
=
fn=terms=of=making=the=whole=project=possibleI=f=will=address=my=final=appreciation=to=all=the=
wonderful=students=who=have=participated=in=the=q`k=programmeK=
=
qhank=you>=
=
“te may have all come on different shipsI but we’re in the same boat now.”  
= = = J=jartin=iuther=hing=grK=
=
santaaI=ON=cebruary=OMNP=
=
qaina=siiala=
airector==
iaurea=rniversity=of=Applied=pciences=
cinland  
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Introductionh
PenttieRauhalarePhDreemeritusePresidenteofeLaureaeUniversityeofe
AppliedeSciencesreFinlande

qhe =qransatlantic =`urriculum =in =kursing =Eq`kF =programme =is =the =first =dual =degree =proJ
gramme=in=nursing=organised=between=the=rnited=ptates=and=buropeK=fn=the=rnited=ptatesI=it=
received=the=fnnovation=in=kursing=Award=in=OMNMK=qhe=q`k=programme=has=created=totally=
new= pathways= to= internationalising= higher= education= institutionsK= qraditional= international=
activities= at= higher= education= institutions= have= included= student= exchanges= and= staff=
exchangesK=aeeper=forms=of=coJoperationI=for=instance=offering=dual=degrees=or=coJoperating=
in =curriculum =workI =have =not =been =so =commonK =qhe =increasingly =globalised =world =makes =it =
necessary= to=search= for= more=profound=forms=of= international= coJoperation= between= higher=
education= institutionsK= qhe= top= universities= in= the= rp= are= already= offering= worldJwide=
teaching= over= the= internetK= qhat= type= of= development= also= requires= that= curricula= be= coJ
created=on=a=more=intensive=levelK==
=
qhe=q`k=programme=is=also=a=good=example=of=longJlasting=international=coJoperationK=qhe=
first= visit= between= pemmelweis= rniversity= in= eungary= and= iaurea= rniversity= of= Applied=
pciences= in= cinland= took= place= already= in= the= midJNVVMsK= ft= was= important= that= the=
delegation=from=iaurea=consisted=of=a=broad=and=comprehensive=range=of=staff=expertiseK=qhe=
coJoperation=that=began=at=that=time=gave=both=higher=education=institutions=the=possibility=
to=become=familiar=with=each=otherK=qhis=was=a=necessary=first=step=towards=deeper=levels=of=
coJoperationK= A= little= laterI= these= too= higher= education= institutions= were= happy= to= include=
kazareth =`ollege =in =oochesterI =kew =vork =as =a =partnerI =which =made =the =cooperation =truly =
international=and=transatlanticK==
=
qhe =nurse =profession =has =some =special =features =that =recommend =it =for =international =coJ
operation=programmes=such=as=the=q`k=programmeK=ft=is=in=some=way=uniform=in=all =counJ
triesI=because=illnesses=and=human=biology=are=the=same=everywhereK=_ut=the=societiesI=their=
lawsI=nursing=practices=and=the=cultural=features=of=nursing=in=various=parts=of=the=world=are=
differentK=fn=all=countriesI=the=nurse=profession=is=also=protected=by=national=degreesK=ln=the=
other=handI=nurses=are=extremely=mobile=and=often=move=between=different=countriesK=pome=
countries =have =too =many =nurses =and =other =countries =have =too =few =nursesK =AlsoI =the =salary =
levels= in=some= countries=may=be= temptingI=especially= for=nurses= from=developing=countries=
who=want=to=work=abroadK=qhe=surplus=and=shortage=of=nurses=in=various=parts=of=the=world=
has=shifted=periodically=from=one=country=to=anotherK=cor=instanceI=in=cinland=there=is=now=a=
shortage=of=nursesI=but=during=the=recession=at=the=beginning=of=the=NVVMs=many=nurses=were=
unemployedK=qhereforeI=the=dual=degree=programme=can=help=guarantee=that=students=a=will=
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find= employment= in= the= international= labour= marketK= ft= was= noted= during= the= q`k=
programme=that=it=also=encouraged=students=to=think=more=seriously=about=working=abroadK==
=
qhe= main= result= of= the= q`k= programmeI= howeverI= is= not= that= it= contributes= to= the= internaJ
tional=mobility=of=nursesK=A=much=more=important=result=of=the=project=is=that=it =has=offered=
new =ways =for =developing =the =professionK =ft =has =made =it =possible =to =benchmark =good =pracJ
tices= in=nursing= in=cinlandI= eungary=and=the= rpK= qhe=social= conditions= are=differentK= fn=the=
rnited=ptatesI=health=care=is=mainly=handled=on=a=private=basisK=fn=buropeI=especially=in=the=
kordic= and= bastern= buropean= countriesI= the= health= care= responsibility= is= more= equally=
divided=between=the=public=and=the=private=sectorI=with=the=public=sector=having=the=greater=
share=of=the=responsibilityK=
=
qhere= are= also= different= pedagogical= approaches= in= the= different= higher= education= instituJ
tionsI= even= thoughI= for= instanceI= certain= pedagogical= influences= such= as= problemJbased=
learning= have= become= disseminated= throughout= the= worldK= AdditionallyI= the= practical=
applications= may= differ= in= higher= education= institutionsK= cor= instanceI= the= iearning= by=
aeveloping =EibaF =modelI =which =has =been =part =of =the =pedagogical =framework =at =iaurea =for =
many=yearsI=has=interested=other=partnersK=ft=has=also=been=possible=to=compare=the=thesis=
requirements =at =iaureaI =kazareth =and =pemmelweisK =poI =the =project =has =also =provided =an =
important=learning=environment=for=the=staff=as=well=as=for=the=studentsK==
=
qhe= dual= degree= programme= between= burope= and= the=rnited= ptates= has= also= been= a= good=
means= of= developing= project= management= skillsK= qhere= were= hardly= any= guidelines= about=
how=this=kind=of=a=project=should=be=implementedK=fn=cinlandI=we=received=a=good=amount=of=
help=from=the=planning=guidelines=produced=by=the=kational=_oard=of=bducation=in=OMMTK=_ut=
many= details= still= needed= to= be= resolvedK= qhe= experiences= of= the= participating= staff= will= be=
useful=in=the=future=when=carrying=out=similar=projectsK==
=
qhis= publication= has= gathered= together= the= experiences= and= good= practices= from= the= staffI=
studentsI= project=management=and=faculty=management= that=helped= foster=new=opportuniJ
ties= in= the= field= of= dual= degree= programmesK= lne= article= deals= with= recognition= mattersI=
which=are=essential=when=it=comes=to=the=nursing=professionK=
=
 =
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ProjecthmanagementhofhthehTCNh
EUuUShAtlantishprogrammehath
LaureahUniversityhofhAppliedh
Sciencesh
TuulaeIkonenreMScreRNreSenioreLecturerreLaureaeUniversityeofe
AppliedeSciencesreFinlandee
TaimieRautiainenreMScreRNreSenioreLecturerreLaureaeUniversityeofe
AppliedeSciencesreFinlande

Introductionh
=
qhis= article= describes= the= planningI= implementationI= outcomes= and= closing= of= the=
qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogramme=in=kursing=project=and=evaluates=these=aspects=from=
the= perspective= of= iaurea= as= an= br= project= partnerK= lf= the= higher= education= institutions=
participating= in= the= projectI= the= eungarian= pemmelweis= rniversity= took= charge= of= the=
projectDs=br=coordination=partnered=with=iaurea=rniversity=of=Applied=pciences=from=cinlandK=
qhe=project=partner=and=coordinator=in=the=rpA=was=kazareth=`ollege=of=oochesterK=
==
qhe=participation=of=iaurea=rniversity=of=Applied=pciences=in=the=q`k=project=Eqransatlantic=
`urriculum= in= kursingF= was= made= possible= by= iaureaDs= longJstanding= cooperation= with=
pemmelweis= rniversityI= which=had= an= existing=partnership= in=place= with=kazareth= `ollegeK=
qhe =q`k =project =was =funded =by =the =brJrp =Atlantis =programme =based =on =an =application =
addressed =to =the =bA`bA =Eqhe =bducationI =Audiovisual =and =`ulture =bxecutive =AgencyF =for =
OMMTJ =OMNNK =qhe =general =aim =of =the =brJrp =Atlantis =programme =is =to =promote =closer =
understanding= between= the= peoples= of= the= buropean= `ommunity= and= the= rnited= ptates= of=
America= including= broader= knowledge= of= their= languagesI= cultures= and= institutionsK= qhe=
operative= objectives=of= the= programme=were= improving= the= quality= of= transatlantic= student=
mobility=by=promoting= transparencyI= mutual=recognition= of=study=and=clinical=study=periods=
andI= if= necessaryI= the= transfer= of= academic= creditsK= fn= additionI= the= programme= promotes=
partnerships= among= higher= education= and= vocational= education= and= training= institutionsI=
professional=associationsI=public=authoritiesI=business=and=other=associations=and=debate=on=
operating=policiesI=and=stimulates=exchange=of=experiencesK=lther=aims=include=transatlantic=
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mobility= of= professionals= between= the= buropean= `ommunity= and= the= rnited= ptatesK=
Eburopean=rnion=OMMSKF=
=
qhe =general =and =operational =goals =of =the =brJrp =Atlantis =programme =were =taken =into =
consideration =in =the =planning =and =implementation =of =the =q`k =projectK =qhe =q`k =project =
aimed=to=promote=a=global=and=multicultural=perspective=in=developing=nursing=educationK=fn=
additionI= the= project= strived= to= share= good= practices= in= nursing= education= in= various=
countriesK=qhe=goals=also=included=creating=and=developing=the=practices=of=the=international=
student =exchange =programmeK =qhe =more =extensive =aim =of =the =project =was =to =produce =an =
international=model=for=a=programme=leading=to=a=dual=degree=in=nursingK==
=
mroject= implementation= started= in= OMMT= and= continued= until= OMNOK= bach= of= the= project=
partners=determined=the=personnel=resources=and=operating=methods=required=in=the=project=
following= the= practices= of= their= own= organisationsK= mroject= implementation= comprised=
determined= efforts= to= reach= the= set= objectivesK= that= made= the= project= particularly=
challenging =was =the =fact =that =this =was =the =first =brJrp =dual =degree =programme =in =nursingI =
and=consequentlyI= all= regulationsI= recognition=of=degreesI=agreements=and=practices=had=to=
be=carefully=examinedI=or=new=practices=had=to=be=modifiedK=
=
qhe=q`k= project=was= highly=successful= in=achieving= its= goals= regarding=student=exchangesK=
Almost=all=iaurea=students=taking=part=in=the=programme=obtained=a=dual=degree=in=nursingI=
which=means= that= they= received= a= certificate= both= from=their= home= institution=and= from=its=
counterpart= in=the= rpAK= ptudent= feedback= indicated= that=the= students= had= developed= their=
global= and= multicultural= thinkingK= cinnish= studentsI= in= particularI= said= that= their= language=
skills=had=improved=dramaticallyK=Efkonen=C=oautiainen=OMNOKF=
=
fn= the= course= of= the= projectI= methods= related= to= process= management= were= createdI=
including =a =joint =online =application =programmeI =reference =tables =for =comparing =studiesI =a =
recognition= procedureI= and= methods= for= verifying= the= correctness= of= certificate= details= and=
completing=the=final=ebpf=examination=E`omprehensive=bxit=bxaminationFK=
=
qhe=q`k=project=has=been=evaluated=annually=with=reference=to=the=programme=aims=through=
interim= reportingI= at= project= meetings= between= the= partnersI= at= management= meetings=
organised= by= the= bA`bA= and= on= the= basis= of= the= quality= systems= in= each= participating=
countryK=_ased=on=the=evaluationsI=for=example=programme=visibility=in=the=electronic=media=
was=improvedK=qhe=final=project=evaluation=was=implemented=in=autumn=OMNO=in=connection=
with=submission=of=the=final=report=and=the=closing=seminar=held=at=pemmelweis=rniversityK=
=
Ahprojecthashahworkhmethodh
=
A =project =generally =refers =to =a =work =process =that =has =goalsI =a =schedule =and =resourcesK =
qraditionallyI=a=project=has=been=considered=successful=when=it=has=kept=to=its=schedule=and=
budget =and =achieved =the =goals =and =quality =standards =set =for =itK =Eherzner =NVVUI =qonnquist =
OMMUKF=qhis=mainly=applies=to=delivery=and=product=development=projectsK==
=



=
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qhe =project =has =also =become =more =common =as =a =work =method =in =service =organisationsI =
where=developing=operations=is=at=the=core=of=projectsK=fn=projects=of=this=typeI=the=goals=are=
not =easy =to =specify =in =the =planning =stageI =nor =are =the =goals =and =operating =methods =always =
clearJcutK= `ommunicationI= relationships= between= the= actorsI= experiences= and=
interpretations=are=a=key=part=of=a=development=projectK=Erotila=OMNNKF=
=
According= to= _ryde= and= ieighton= EOMMVFI= a= projectJoriented= working= culture= is= a= relatively=
new=work=method=in=higher=education=institutionsI= and=as=a=consequenceI=such= institutions=
have= not= yet= developed= the= structuresI= management= techniquesI= personnel= and= operating=
models= needed= in= a= project= organisationK= eigher= education= institutions= are= increasingly=
turning=into=organisations=operating=on=the=same=principles= as= businessesI= in=which=project=
work=is=the=usual=operating=methodK=eoweverI=project=work=as=a=teaching=method=remains=an=
unusual=conceptK=
=
qhe=starting=points=of=education=at=iaurea=combine=teachingI=research=and=development=as=
well =as =regional =developmentK =qhe =principle =of =iearning =by =aeveloping =EibaF =is =followed =in =
teachingI=in=which=projects=play=a=key=role=in=the=teachingI=learning=and=guidance=processesK=
qhis= operating= model= has= helped= to= turn= iaurea= increasingly= into= a= project= organisationK=
Ecränti=C=mirinen=OMMRKF=
=
ThehplanninghofhthehTCNhprojecth
=
According= to= siirkorpi= EOMMMFI= planning= a= project=means= ”solving= certain= core= questions= in=
advanceI =so =that =the =participants =will =know =what =they =intend =to =doI =why =and =how”K =A =key =
part=of=the=core=questions=is=defining=the=purpose=and=objective=of=the=project=at=a=sufficiently=
detailed =level =to =ensure =that =all =project =participants =know =what =they =should =be =aiming =forK =
qhe =project =plan =must =also =identify =the =customers =and =stakeholders =and =their =needsK =ft =is =
necessary =to =consider =how =the =project =will =benefit =the =customersI =and =how =the =required =
resources= will= be= acquired= and= managedK= After= thisI= the= parties= implementing= the= project=
should= be=activated=and=their=commitment=ensuredI=and=the=activities=should= be=organisedK=
Agreement=should= be=reached=upon=the=means= and=solution= models= needed= to=ensure=that=
the=project=will=be=productiveI=and=upon=the=steering=of=activities=and=exploitation=of=resultsK=
Esiirkorpi= OMMMKF= thile= the= plan= must= be= sufficiently= detailedI= it= must= also= allow= for=
modifications=as=the=project=progressesI=especially=in=case=of=development=projects=Esiirkorpi=
OMMMFK==
=
mrocessJlike= unfolding= and= multiple= alternative= solutions= and= channels= are= typical= for=
development=projectsK=qhe=goals=set=at=the=beginning=will =become=more=specificI =or=less=soI=
during=the= processK= qhe=project=may=also= inadvertently= become=sideJtrackedK= ln=the=other=
handI= selecting= to= digress= may= be= necessary= in= some= situationsK= that= is= essential= is= that=
choices=between=alternative=directions=are=made=consciouslyK=EpeppänenJgärvelä=OMMQKF=
=
qhe =planning =phase =of =the =q`k =project =started =as =early =as =in =OMMSI =at =which =time =
pemmelweis=rniversity=and=kazareth=`ollege=drew=up=the=first=version=of=their=application=to=
the= brJrp= Atlantis= –= cipse= programmeK= A= complemented= application= was= requested= in=
OMMTK =iaurea =joined =in =the =same =yearI =and =the =project =was =approved =and =funding =was =
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granted=for=OMMT=J=OMNNK=fn=addition=to=bilateral=agreementsI=a=joint=jor=Ejemorandum=of=
rnderstandingF=between=all=partners=was=requiredI=and=this=was=drawn=up=in=the=early=stages=
of=the=project=in=OMMUK=qhe=jemorandum=of=rnderstanding=specified=the=purpose=and=goals=
of= the= cooperationI= which= included= expanding= academic= cooperation= and= promoting= the=
internationalisation= of= the= education= and= multicultural= nursingK= qhe= specific= goal= was= to=
create =a =degree =programme =that =would =lead =to =a =dual =degree =in =nursing =that =is =formally =
recognized=both=in=the=rpA=and=the=brK=qhe=jor=also=contained=more=detailed=guidelines=on=
such= aspects= as= project= organisationI= student= and= teacher= exchangesI= fundingI= followJupI=
publications=and=the=roles=of=the=project=partnersK==
=
fn=addition=to=the=jemorandum=of=rnderstandingI=the=cinnish=kational=_oard=of=bducation=
recommendation=EOMNMF=on=aesign=and=fmplementation=of=gointLaouble=aegrees=was=taken=
into=account=in=project=planningK=qhe=cinnish=kational=pupervisory=Authority=for=telfare=and=
eealth= EsalviraF= was= contacted= to= establish= the= possibilities= of= those= having= completed= a=
dual=degree=in=nursing=originating=from=outside=the=brLbbA=area=to=apply=for=a=right=to=serve=
as=a=qualified=nurse=and=their=entitlement=to=use=the=professional=title=of=a=nurse=in=cinlandK=
=
qhe=project=plan=may=be=helpful=when=evaluating=the=progress=of=the=projectI =and=it =may=be=
used=as=a=tool=if=the=project=activities=do=not=proceed=as=plannedK=fn=development=projects=in=
particularI= it= is=extremely= common=that=the= goals=and=methods= will=only=be=specified= in=the=
course=of=the=projectI=as=a=result=of=which=some=changes=need=to=be=made=in=the=project=planK=
Eburopean=rnion=OMMQKF=qhe=q`k=project=was=a=development=project=in=its=natureI=and=the=
goals =set =for =the =project =were =based =on =the =very =general =objectives =of =the =brJrp =AtlantisJ
cipse =programme =and =also =the =operational =goals =set =for =the =project =derived =from =this =
programmeK =bven =the =latter =were =drawn =up =at =such =a =general =level =that =further =critical =
success=factors=that=could=be=gauged=in=greater=detail=had=to=be=formulated=for=themK=cor=this=
purposeI =the =project =was =divided =into =subJprocessesI =for =which =goalsI =resourcesI =
responsibilities=and=critical=success=factors=were=specifiedK=Eoautiainen=et=alK=OMMVKF=
=
ThehimplementationhofhthehTCNhprojecth
=
then=implementing=a=projectI=it=must=be=made=sure=that=the=project=aims=for=certain=goalsI=it=
keeps=to=its=schedule=and=budget=and=that=the=resources=are=adequate=and=optimally=usedK=fn=
the=implementation=phaseI=the=need=for=reform=or=modifications=during=the=process=needs=to=
be =assessed =as =wellK =qhis =requires =flexibilityI =close =cooperation =with =stakeholders =and =selfJ
directivenessK= qhe= funding= decision= concerning= the= q`k= project= was= received= in= autumn=
OMMTI= and= project= implementation= was= launched= in= spring= OMMUK= fn= the= initial= phaseI= the=
`oordinator=for=fnternational=Activities=was=appointed=mroject=janagerI=and=a=project=team=
and=a=steering=group=were=set=up=for=the=projectK==
=
According=to=the=project=planI=four=students=from=iaureaI=eight=from=the=rpA=and=four=from=
eungary=would=take=part=in=the=student=exchange=every=yearK=qhe=overall=target=for=student=
exchanges=was=the=mobility=of=QU=studentsK=qhe=first=four=American=exchange=students=came=
to =iaurea =qikkurila =as =early =as =in =ganuary =OMMUK =iaureaDs =task =was =to =offer =them =studies =
amounting= to= PQ= b`qp= credits= == NT= rp= `reditsI= with= clinical= placements= and= theoretical=
studies= combining= to= form= a= consistent= moduleK= cinnish= studies= were= also= part= of= the=
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programmeK=All=the=American=students=followed=their=own=curriculum=and=personal=learning=
agreements=were=signed=by=the=studentsK==
=
fn =order =to =set =up =a =consistent =application =process =for =the =student =exchangesI =an =online =
application=form=was=developed=during=the=project=by=iaureaK=qhis=also=made=it=possible=for=
the=partners=to=monitor=data=related=to=student=mobilityI=both=regarding=incoming=exchange=
students=and=iaureaDs=own=studentsK=fn=additionI=from=OMNN=on=the=pole=jove=system=was=
introduced=for=all=incoming=and=outgoing=exchange=students=at=iaureaK=
=
qhe= application= process= of= students= sent= out= from= iaurea= was= different= from= the= typical=
application= process= for= international= exchanges= in= the= institutionK= aue= to= the= need= to=
coordinate= the= studies= with= the= schedules= in= the= rpAI= the= application= process= had= to= be=
brought =forwardI =and =the =students =were =coached =as =a =separate =groupK =qhe =exchange =
students= were= selected= based= on= an= entrance= examination= that= tested= the= applicantsD=
language=skills=and=motivationI=and=their=study=attainments=so=far=were=also=evaluatedK=All =
secondJyear =nursing =students =at =iaurea =were =eligible =to =applyK =A =total =of =PQ =students =from =
iaurea=applied=for=a=place=in=the=q`k=programmeI=and=NT=were=selectedK=fn=totalI=the=number=
of=applicants=from=the=various=partner=institutions=was=TM=studentsK=A=substantial=grant=from=
the=brJrp=Atlantis=programme=was=available=for=the=students=for=the=exchange=period=in=the=
rpAK= qhe= grant= available= for= exchange= period= to= eungary= consisted= of= clinical= placements=
under=the=brasmus=programmeK=
=
qhe=selected=students=took=part=in=a=coaching=periodI=the=essential=contents=of=which=covered=
cultural=knowledge=of=the=host=countryI=different=educational=systemsI=ideas=of=learningI=the=
role=of=the=student=in=the=host=countryI=studies=and=practical=arrangements=including=travelI=
health=regulations=and=housing=arrangementsK=qhe=selected=students=had=an=opportunity=to=
get=to=know=each=otherI=and=they= received=additional=instructions= for= their= exchange=period=
during=an=international=week=organised=at=iaureaK=
=
qhe =exchange =students =had =to =complete =studies =at =kazareth =`ollege =amounting =to =PM =rp =
`redits===SM=b`qp=creditsK=fn=the=beginningI=registration=for=courses=presented=problemsI=as=
a=result=of=which=the=students=had=to=take=extra=studies=after=returning=to=their=home=country=
in=order= to= also= obtain=a=certificate= from=the= rpAK=qhe=planning= and= registration=of= studies=
was=brought=forward=for=the=following=groups=of=students=to=allow=them=to=complete=at=least=
the=requisite=SM=creditsK=
=
At=kazareth=`ollegeI=the=students=took=nursing=studies= in=such=areas=as=maternity=care=and=
womenDs= healthI= internal= and= surgical= nursingI= transcultural= nursing= and= leadershipK=
`ompulsory=general=studies=included=American=historyI=world=religionsI=music=and=literatureK=
A= separate= terminology= course= prepared= the= students= for= the= ebpf= examinationK= `linical=
placements=were=integrated=in=theory=studiesI=and=they=were=also=partly=realised=in=a=group=
supervised=by=a=teacherK=ptudy=visits=were=also=part=of=the=studiesK=
=
fmmediately= after= returning= from= the= rpAI= the= students= continued= their= studies= at= the=
beginning= of= the= year= in= pemmelweis= rniversityK= qheir= studies= in= eungary= mainly= included=
clinical=studies=promoting=professional=skills=both=in=hospitals=and=in=primary=health=careK=fn=
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eungaryI= the= students= took= at= minimum= OMJOR= b`qp= credits= during= the= threeJmonth=
brasmus=exchange=programmeK=
=
qhe=credit=recognition=plan=was=checked=several=times=during=the=exchange=periodI=and=final=
recognition= took= place= immediately= after= the= conclusion= of= the= exchanges= with= the= help= of=
the= officer= responsible= for= the= study= registerK= cor= the= purposes= of= credit= recognitionI=
similarities= between= courses= were= examinedI= and= the= contentsI= goals= and= workloads= of=
coursesI =aims =of =the =programmeI =learning =outcomes =and =the =qualification =obtained =were =
verified= several= timesK= iaureaDs= degree= certificateI= a= transcript= of= records= and= the= aiploma=
pupplement= were= drawn= up= to= comply= with= the= cinnish= kational= _oard= of= bducationDs=
instructions= EOMMVFK= qhe= students= first= received= their= degree= certificates= from= their= home=
institutionI=after=which=their=studies=at=iaurea=and=pemmelweis=could=be=recognised=as=part=
of= their= degree= from= kazareth= `ollegeK= fn= this= programme= the= students= received= two=
separate=degree=certificatesI=in=addition=to=which=a=separate=q`k=`ertificate=was=attachedK=A=
condition= for= obtaining= the= degree= certificate= was= passing= the= ebpf= examinationI= which=
proved =a =challenge =for =the =studentsK =A =requirement =for =taking =the =ebpf =exam =outside =the =
rnited= ptates= was= that= the= host= institution= granted= iaurea= rights= to= administrate= a= ebpf=
examinationK=
=
qhe=exchange=students=coming=to=iaurea=from=pemmelweis=rniversity=and=kazareth=`ollege=
came= at= different= times= and= with=different= study=backgroundsK= As= they= arrivedI= orientation=
studies=were=organised=for=these=students=on=subjects=including=the=pedagogical=iba=model=
in=iaureaI=cinnish=cultureI=the=studentDs=role=and=practical=arrangementsK=qhe=students=from=
pemmelweis=rniversity=were=fourthJyear=students=who=had=already=completed=their=studies=
in= the= rpAK= qhe= Americans= were= as= a= rule= secondJyear= students= who= had= completed= their=
general=studies=and=started=on=their=first=year=of=nursing=studiesK=
=
qhe= studies= offered= to= the= exchange= students= at= iaurea= included= an= introduction= to= the=
cinnish= health= care= systemI= evidenceJbased= action= in= health= promotionI= evidenceJbased=
nursingI=making=a=start=with=a=_achelorDs=thesisI=clinical=placements=mainly=in=primary=health=
care=as=well=as=cinnish=studiesK=lther=exchange=students=in=various=degree=programmes=and=
a=few=of=iaureaDs=cinnish=students=also=took=part=in=these=studiesK==
=
AdditionallyI= the= students= took= part= in= the= planning= and= implementation= of= the= annual=
fnternational=teek=as=project=workK= After= they=had=completed= their=studiesI= feedback=was=
collected=from=the=students=on=the=progress=of=and=arrangements=for=their=studies=using=the=
online=fkhA=feedback=form=targeted=at=international=studentsK=An=eJmail=questionnaire=was=
also=sent=to=them=on=the=theme=of=health=promotionK=_ased=on=the=feedback=and=teacher=selfJ
evaluationsI= modifications= were= made= in= the= way= the= teaching= was= implemented= the=
following= yearK= qhe= American= students=completed= PQ= b`qp= credits= at= iaureaI= whereas= the=
eungarian =students =completed =OTJOV =b`qp =creditsK =qheir =studies =were =regularly =guided =by =
teacher=and=student=tutorsK==
=
qhe=first=teacher=exchanges=took=place=in=OMMU=with=the=key=aim=of=comparing=curricula=as=
well= as= the= contentsI= implementation= and= methods= of= studyK= iater= onI= teacher= exchanges=
played=a=role=in=implementing=the=teaching=together=with=the=teachers=at=kazareth=`ollegeI=
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which= improved= the=recognisability=of=the=dual= degree=programmeK= qhe=exchange=teachers=
from=pemmelweis= rniversity= and= kazareth=`ollege= annually= took= part= in=the= fnternational=
teek=organised=at=iaureaK=qeacher=exchanges=also=took=place=at=other=timesI=and=they=were=
used =to =pilot =new =courses =including =aance =jovement =qherapy =in =kursingI =eealth =
qerminology=and=a=course=in=eealth=AssessmentK=fn=order=to=improve=the=results=of=the=ebpf=
final=examinationI=kazareth=`ollege=sent=a=teacher=specialising=in=these=issues=to=iaureaK=
=
TCNhprojecthevaluationh
=
bvaluation of the projectDs planning stage 
=
pemmelweis =rniversity =and =kazareth =`ollege =had =jointly =prepared =a =plan =for =launching =a =
dual =degree =project =within =the =framework =of =the =brJrpJAtlantis =programmeK =iaurea =was =
invited= to= join= in= because= of= the= institutionDs= longJterm= confidential= cooperation= with=
pemmelweis =rniversityK =iaurea =only =became =involved =as =the =parties =were =about =to =submit =
their =application =for =br =and =cfmpb =fundingK =As =a =resultI =iaurea =had =no =joint =and =clear =
understanding=of=the=projectDs=goals=and=the=operating=methods=the=partners=intended=to=use=
to= organise= the= educationK= mroject= implementation= started= immediately= once= the= funding=
decision= had= been= receivedI= and= project= planning= and= implementation= thus= coincidedK= cor=
this=reasonI=the=personnel=and=teaching=resources=required=to=cope=with=the=project=were=not=
adequately=taken=into=account=in=the=planning=stageK=keither=was=any=preparation=made=for=
publication=and=research=activitiesK==
=
iaurea=had=plenty=of=experience=in=organising=international=student=exchangesI=but=none=in=
planning=and=implementing=a=dual=degree=programme=in=nursing=with=a=partner=from=outside=
the=br=areaK=hnowledge=of=the=American=nursing=education=system=would=have=been=vital=in=
the= project= planning= stageI= and= it= would= have= considerably= facilitated= the= planningI=
organisation=and=recognition=of=studiesK==
=
bvaluation of the projectDs implementation phase  
=
qhe= evaluation= methods= used= included= selfJassessment= and= external= evaluationK= pelfJ
assessment=refers=to=a=critical=evaluation=of=the=activities=made= by=the=project=organisation=
membersK= lptimallyI= selfJassessment= is= carried= out= both= in= the= implementation= and= the=
closing= stageK= An= external= evaluation= provides= a= neutral= view= of= project= implementationK=
bxternal= evaluators= can= pinpoint= strengths= or= weaknesses= that= those= working= with= the=
project =on =a =daily =basis =may =missK =Emaasivaara =et =alK =OMMUFK =qhe =external =evaluator =in =this =
project= was= the= bA`bAI= which= provided= annual= feedback= on= project= implementation= and=
development= needsK= qhe= annual= reports= served= both= as= selfJassessment= and= external=
evaluationK=
=
arawing= on= the= methods= of= continuous= improvementI= it= was= possible= to= develop= the=
programme= in= the= implementation= stage= of= the= q`k= project= by= means= of= questionnaires=
completed=by=the=students=and= almost=daily=tutor=meetingsK= cinding=clinical=placements= for=
the=students= was=difficultI= partly=because=of=their=poor=availabilityK= AdditionallyI= the=critical=
attitudes= of=persons=providing=clinical=placements=concerning=their= own=language=skills=and=
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competence=to=supervise=students=from=different=cultures=required=extra=efforts=and=legwork=
in=order=to=find=placementsK=`ooperation=between=primary=health=care=actors=and=supervisors=
became=closer=as=the=project=progressedK=Another=development=target=emerged=as=wellW= the=
fact=that=the= studies= should= have=been= integrated=better= in=the=actual=offer= of=education=to=
give=cinnish=students=a=better=chance=of=taking=part=in=the=studies=offeredK=
=
bvaluation of the projectDs closing phase  
=
mroject= competence= also= includes= concluding= a= project= appropriately= and= following=
instructionsK= All= reports= and= other= project= activities= assigned= to= the= project= staff= must= be=
completed= within= the= time= period= set= for= the= project= in= the= funding= decisionK= Eharhatsu= C=
oossi =OMMOKF =cew =researches =have =been =carried =out =on =the =subject =of =concluding =projectsK =
According=to=_arkley=C=peylor=EOMMNFI=the=more=customerJoriented=a=project=is=and=the=more=
essential=its= goals=areI= the=more=important=the= critical=evaluation=and=analytical=conclusion=
of= the= project= is= consideredK= maasivaara= et= alK= EOMMUF= note= that= in= the= closing= phase= of= a=
projectI=the=stakeholders=are=informed=of=the=outcomesI=an=evaluation=is=carried=out=and=the=
integration=of=the=outcomes=in=usual=activities=beginsK=qhe=project=tasks=are=wrapped=up=in=a=
joint=closing=meeting=and=concluding=the=activities=of=the=project=team=plays=a=key=roleK=fn=the=
closing=phaseI=the=project=outcomes=are=presented=and=disseminated=as=widely=as=possibleI=
and=the=organisation=thinks=about=and=plans=the=future=use=of=the=outcomesK==
=
fn= the= closing= phaseI= the= outcomes= are= transplanted= as= part= of= practiceK= qhe= activities=
continue=even=if=the=project=endsI=and=the=activities=have=achieved=an=established=position=in=
the=organisationK=qhe=project=may=also=be=combined=with=another=similar=projectI=resulting=in=
a =new =project =which =in =fact =consists =of =the =old =projects =or =their =best =operative =or =goalJ
oriented=ideasK=Esirtanen=OMMMKF=
=
qhe=q`k=project=was=concluded=in=peptember=at=a=`losing=`onferenceI=which=took=place=in=
eungary=at=pemmelweis= rniversity=and= in=which=papers=evaluating=the= project=were=givenK=
qhe=conference=described=the=outcomes=from=the=perspectives=of=the=teachers=and=students=
and=the=opinions=and=experiences=of=exchange=students=who=came=to=iaurea=regarding=study=
arrangements=and=learning=experiences=Efkonen=C=oautiainen=OMNOFK=All=partners=involved=in=
the=projectI=including=the=studentsI=took=part=in=the=conferenceK=qhe=final=report=of=the=project=
evaluating=the=success=of=the=entire=project=and=its=budget=was=submitted=to=the=bA`bA=by=
the=end=of=lctober=OMNOK==
=
OutcomeshofhthehTCNhprojecth
=
As= stated= in= the= jemorandum= of= rnderstandingI= the= projectDs= goals= included= expanding=
cooperation=and=promoting=the=internationalisation=of=education=and=multicultural=nursingK=
A=specific=goal=was=creating=a=degree=programme=that=leads=to=a=dual=degree=in=nursing=and=
that =is =formally =recognized =in =the =rpA =and =the =brK =qhe =jor =also =contained =more =detailed =
operating= guidelines= on= such= aspects= as= project= organisationI= student= and= teacher=
exchangesI=fundingI=followJupI=publications=and=the=roles=of=the=project=partnersK==
=
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qhe= q`k= project=extended= academic= cooperation= in= the= transatlantic= directionI= as=this= was=
the= first= AmericanJburopean= international= dual= degree= in= nursingK= curthermoreI= the=
programme=was=the=first=dual=degree=in=nursing=in=cinland=funded=by=the=bA`bAK=fn=the=rpAI=
the=programme=received=the=fnnovation=of=kursing=Award=in=OMNMK=Awareness=was=raised=of=
the =dual =degree =programme =in =cinland =by =presenting =it =at =the =kational =kurses =`onference =
organised=by=the=cinnish=kurses=AssociationI=events=promoting=education=in=korth=America=
organised=by=the=`fjlI=at=an=information=event=on=education=held=by=the=rp=bmbassy=and=at=
iaureaDs=iba=conferenceK=
=
fnternationallyI= information= about= the= programme= was= disseminated= at= a= nursing=
conference =in =tashingtonI =at =a =meeting =of =project =managers =for =joint =and =dual =degree =
programmes= in= _erlinI= at= an= bAfb= conference= in= `openhagenI= at= an= f`bof= conference= in=
jadridI =at =a =doing =dlobal =education =conference =in =iondon =and =at =student =conferences =in =
tarsaw=and=qurkeyK=
=
_ased =on =feedback =collected =at =iaureaI =an =understanding =of =transcultural =nursing =can =be =
attained= in= the= clinical= placementK= qhe= students= had= a= greater= understanding= of= the=
differences= between= health= care= and= education= systems= in= various= countriesK= qhe= student=
exchanges=also=helped=them=gain=insights=into=the=different=roles=of=nursesI=appreciation=of=
the= work=and= areas=of= responsibilityK= qhe= students= started= networking=while= pursuing= their=
studiesI =and =they =continue =to =keep =in =touch =through =a =group =set =up =in =the =social =media =
Eeuusko=C=pavolainen=OMNOKF=
=
A=specific=goal=was=to=create=a=degree=programme=leading=to=a=dual=degree=in=nursing=that=is=
formally =recognized =in =the =rpA =and =in =buropeK =_ased =on =a =comparison =of =curriculaI =tables =
were= prepared= on= similarities= between= the= studiesI= based= on= which= a= personal= study= plan=
was=prepared=for=each=student=at=iaureaK=fn=the=planning=of=the=study=schedulesI=the=timing=
of=teaching=arrangements=in=the= rpA=had= to=be= taken=into=considerationI=and= the=students=
had= to= register= for=the= courses=at= least= two= months= before= their= startedK= A= model= for=study=
recognition= was= prepared= to= adjust= the= student= administration= system= EtinhaF= and= the=
certificate=templatesK=auring=the=projectI=iaureaDs=own=guidelines=on=international=dual=and=
joint =degrees =were =prepared =in =cinnish =and =bnglish =based =on =the =guidelines =issued =by =the =
jinistry=of=bducation=and=`ulture=in=OMMU=Eiaurea=rniversity=of=Applied=pciences=OMNNFK=
=
qhe =students =found =the =dual =degree =programme =in =nursing =attractive =from =the =startK =At =
iaureaI=the=total=number=of=applicants=to=the=programme=was=PQI=of=whom=NT=were=selectedK=
po=farI=NO=students=at=iaurea=have=obtained=certificates=in=the= dual=degree=programmeK=qhe=
study =times =of =the =students =in =the =dual =degree =programme =did =not =become =extendedI =and =
they= graduated= within= the= regular= time= limitsK= After= their= graduationI= the= students= have=
experienced= no=problems= in= finding=employment= in=nursing= jobs= that= correspond=with=their=
educationK =A =few =have =gone =to =work =abroadK =bach =of =the =American =students =completed =
studies=amounting=to=PQ=b`qp=creditsI=and=the=eungarian=students=took=ORJPM=b`qp=credits=
at =iaureaK =ln =averageI =iaurea =students =completed =a =total =of =UMJUR =b`qp =credits =at =the =
partner=institutionsK=
=
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_ased=on=the=feedback=receivedI=the=coaching=period=was=developed=by=explaining=iaureaDs=
idea=of=learning=and=the=iba=learning=model=to=the=students=more=thoroughlyK=qo=ensure=that=
the=student=exchanges=would=be=successful=and=to=provide=additional=coachingI=three=of=the=
graduating=students=prepared=a=manual=for=exchange=students=going=to=the=rpA=from=iaurea=
as= their= _achelorDs= thesis= Egokitalo= et= alK= OMNMFK= fn= the= coaching= and= during= the= exchange=
periodI= peer= tutoring=by=the=students= themselves= played=a= key=roleK=ptudents= having=taken=
part= in= the= programme= also= attended= the= entrance= examinations= of= cinnish= new= exchange=
students=and=were=able=to=answer=any=questions=that=the=applicants=may=have=hadK=
=
qeachers =from =iaurea =went =to =the =rpA =on =teacher =exchanges =a =total =of =NS =timesI =while =
teacher= exchanges= directed= from= the= partner= institutions= to= iaurea= took= place= OQ= times=
during= the= projectK= A= steering= group= with= six= members= was= appointed= at= iaurea= at= the=
beginning= of= the= projectK= fn= additionI= other= actors= involved= in= the= project= representing=
administrative=and=teaching=staff=totalled=eight=persons=during=the=projectK=fn=the=course=of=
the=projectI =the=nursing=courses=in=bnglish=were=developed=and=their=number=was=increased=
so=that=courses=amounting=to=SM=b`qp=credits=could=be=taken=in=bnglishK=qhe=theme=of=the=
courses =at =iaurea =was =evidenceJbased =health =promotionI =which =was =the =focal =point =of =the =
new=coursesK==
=
cor=purposes=of=quality=assuranceI=fkhA=feedback=forms=were=filled=in=by=the=students=on=the=
arrangements=of=the=exchanges=andI=on=a=separate=occasionI=issues=related=to=learningK=qhe=
teachers=completed=selfJassessments=of=their= coursesI=on=the=basis=of=which=changes=were=
madeK =A =nuality =eandbook =EOMMVF =was =published =for =the =purposes =of =quality =assurance =
during=the=projectI=which=described=the=subJprocesses=of=the=project=and=defined=their=critical=
success=factorsK=Eoautiainen=et=alK=OMMVKF=
=
Conclusionsh
=
ft=can=be=said=that=the=q`k=project=was=highly=successful=in=terms=of=the=goals=setI=resourcesI=
schedule =and =budgetK =As =the =project =was =the =first =of =its =kindI =the =resources =allocated =to =its =
planning=and=implementation=turned=out=to=be=inadequateK=keither=had=any=funding=been=set=
aside =for =research =within =the =framework =of =the =projectK =qhe =project =has =endedI =but =the =
cooperation=in=terms=of=the=dual=degree=continuesI=and=in=the=future=iaurea=will=also=have=the=
right= to= grant= degrees= to= American= studentsK= ptudent= exchanges= will= continueI= and= the=
student= numbers= will= be= agreed= upon= on= an= annual= basisK= qhere= are= plans= to= continue=
teacher =exchanges =on =culbright =grantsK =qhe =project =also =sparked =the =idea =of =launching =a =
jasterDs= level= degree= programme= and= planning= of= _achelor´s= level= of= mublic= eealth=
programme=in=cooperation=with=the=old=and=new=partnersK=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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Introductionh
=
qhe= aim= of= this= article= is= to= describe= the= views= of= teachers= participating= in= the= q`k=
programme =by =means =of =interviewsK =qhe =idea =behind =the =q`k =Eqransatlantic =`urriculum =in =
kursingF=programme=was=to=develop=higher=education=studies=in=nursing=in=the=participating=
countriesK= qhe= educational= institutions= implementing= this= programme= were= pemmelweis=
rniversity= in= eungaryI= kazareth= `ollege= in= the= rnited= ptates= and= iaurea= rniversity= of=
Applied=pciences=Eiaurea=rApF=in=cinlandK=marticipation=in=the=programme=gave=students=the=
possibility=to=obtain=a=dual=degree=in=kursing=EbrJrpFK=EA=qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=
in=kursing=OMMTKF==
=
qhe=q`k=programme=offered=teachers=the=opportunity=to=participate=in=teaching=at=a=home=
university= as= well= as= at= partner= institutionsI= to= work= in= soJcalled= steering= groups= and= to=
participate= in= evaluative= round= table= discussions= between= partners= and= studentsK= qhe=
programme=also=gave=them=the=opportunity=to=become=acquainted=with=educational=systems=
in=other=countriesK=qhese=opportunities=are=very=important=because=of=the=growing=number=of=
students= and= teachers= participating= in= international= exchange= programmesK= qeachers=
increasingly= need= international= experience= and= competence= to= be= prepared= to= guide= their=
students=to=work=in=international=placements=and=in=an=increasingly=globalised=worldK=
=
KeyhfeatureshofhprojecthmanagementhinhthehTCNhprojecth
=
qhe=qransatlantic= aual=aegree=mrogramme=in=kursing=and=the=qransatlantic= aegree=mroject=
endeavour=to=develop=curriculums=for=the=project=participantsK=qhis=process=will=be=developed=
and=teachers=in=the=various=countries=will=become=acquainted=with=the=teaching=and=learning=
methods =and =how =to =tutor =and =coach =incoming =and =outgoing =studentsK =qhe =project =will =be =
balanced=between=developing=policy=priorities=and=the=priorities=of=the=partnersK=Epee=mroject=
`ycle= janagement= duidelines= OMMQKF= fn= addition= to= balancing= the= project= budgetI= the=
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success= of= the= project= demands= good= leadership= and= teamwork= between= the= different=
partners= Esee= mroject= `ycle= janagement= duidelines= OMMQX= iarson= C= arexler= OMNOFK= qhe=
project=needs=flexibilityI= close=collaboration=between=partners= and= partner= institutionsK= qhe=
definition= of= its= scopeI= work= breakdown= structuresI= critical= path= schedulingI= timeJphased=
budgetingI= resource= levelling= and= earned= value= are= all= essential= aspects= of= project=
managementK= AlsoI= stakeholder= managementI= leadershipI= problem= solvingI= negotiations=
and=issue=selling=are=some=of=the=many=behavioural=skills=needed=to=complete=the=projectK=As=
a=wholeI=project=management=is=truly=a=socioJtechnical=disciplineK=Eiarson=C=arexler=OMNOKF=
=
ketworking= with= partners= in= other= organisations= can= be= seen= as= a= crucial= point= for= the=
development =of =new =products =and =processesK =qhe =q`k =partner =network =is =both =relatively =
formal=J=it=has=been=founded=based=on=financial=and=educational=property=J=and=also=based=on=
personal= contacts= and= a= longJterm= collaboration= relationship= with= one= of= the= project=
partnersI= the= eungarian= partnerK= Epee= kewell= C= pwan= OMMMKF= qhis= kind= of= educational=
network=collaboration= demands=a= certain= level= of=trust=between= the= coJoperation= partnersK=
qrust=means=dealing=with=a=certain=amount=of=riskI=uncertainty=and=vulnerability=in=terms=of=
the=project=Esee=kewell=C=pwan=OMMMFK=kewell=C=pwan=cite=iuhman’s=ENVUUF= impression=of=
the= project= in= their= articleW= “trust= occurs= in= situations= of= risk= and= uncertainty= because= a=
system= requires= trust= as= an= input= condition= in= order= to= stimulate= supportive= activities= in=
situations=of=uncertainly=or=risk”=Ekewell=C=pwan=OMMMFK=
=
martners =in =a =collaborative =groupI =such =as =the =q`k =partnersI =should =be =clear =about =their =
rolesK=martners=should=communicate=and=coJoperate=fluently=and=openlyK=qhey=also=need=to=
be=flexible=and=adaptable=in=their=coJoperationK=ff=the=coJoperation=between=partners=work=as=
well=formally=as=it=does=informallyI=there=are=possibilities=for=successful=project=collaboration=
Esee =`onnolly =C =games =OMMSFK =ft =is =also =important =to =be =aware =of =the =cultural =differences =
between=partners= and= different=expectations= about= coJoperation=or=attitudes= and= concepts=
of=learning=and=teachingK=qhe=teachers=and=leaders=in=a=project=may=have=different=values=or=
they= may= make= different= judgments= that= result= in= different= interpretations= of= “good=
education”I= and= thereforeI= they= can= have= diverse= purposes= and= criteria= for= success= when=
working=together= Esee=`onnolly=C= games=OMMSFK= qhat=is= why= it=is= important=to= take=time=to=
find=a=common=ground=and=a=common=understanding=of=the=partners´=roles=and=duties=and=an=
understanding=of=the=partners´=learning=and=teaching=conceptsK=
=
Keyhfeatureshofhthehpedagogicalhissueshh
=
fn=cinlandI=the=“iearning=by=aeveloping”=EibaF=action=model=has=been=used=in=teaching=and=
student=learningK=lrganising=this=kind=of=teaching=and=learning=requires=collaboration=among=
lecturesI=students=and=workplace=expertsK=qhe=subjects=of=teaching=at=iaurea=included=health=
promotionI=health=care=in=cinland=Ehealth=problems=and=the=system=of=health=careFI=maternity=
health=care=and=aspects=of=cultural=sensitivityK=qhe=defining=characteristics=of=the=iba=model=
can= be= described= by= referring= to= the= concepts= of= authenticityI= partnershipI= trustI= creativity=
and= an= investigative= approach= Eoaij= OMMTFK= Authenticity= was= realised= during= the= learning=
process =when =it =came =to =realJlife =situations =or =working =life =projectsK =martnership =was =an =
essential= part= of= collaboration= and= competenceJsharing= situations= during= the= lessons= Esee=
oaij =OMMTFK =fn =that =caseI =learning =can =be =seen =as =the =empowerment =of =students´ =
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intercommunication= skills= as= a= part= of= collaborative= and= dialogue= learning= Eganhonen= C=
sanhanenJkuutinen=OMMRFK=qhrough=discussionsI=students=could=share=their=knowJhow=and=
learn=more= from=other= studentsK= ft= is= important=that=a= partnership= between=participants= is=
built=on=trustK=fn=discussions=and=through=their=actionsI=participants=share=their=experiencesK=
Esee=qaatila=C=oaij=OMNNKF=qhe=idea= in= international=discussions=is=that=students= can=express=
their= views= without= having= to= worry= about= being= criticised= by= other= group= membersK= Epee=
parja=OMMMX=iee=OMMPX=ganhonen=C=sanhanenJkuutinen=OMMRKF=auring=the=learning=processI=
students= are= seen= as= participants= who= are= responsible= for= their= own= learningK= auring= the=
study =periodI =both =assessments =and =development =work =allow =students =to =use =their =
creativityK=bssentiallyI=this=means=that=everyone=is=on=a=journey=somewhereK=Epee=oaij=OMMTKF=
qhe=iba=action=model=highlights=an=investigative=approach=to=learningK=qhis=approach=refers=
to=a=researchJbased=and=critically=oriented=way=of=working=Esee=oaij=OMMTFX=for=exampleI=this=
may= pertain= to= researchJbased= decision= making= or= to= utilising= research= in= learning=
assignmentsK=
=
qutoringI=supervising=and=giving=feedback=all=help=promote=student=learning=according=to=the=
iba =action =modelK =ceedback =has =been =identified =as =one =of =the =most =critical =influences =on =
student= learningX= in= such= instancesI= the= quality= and= way= that= the= feedback= is= provided= are=
essential= Eeattie= C= qimberly= OMMTFK= qeachers= have= to= pay= attention= to= culturally= sensitive=
feedback=in=discussions=with=international=studentsK=qeachers=need=to=take=into=account=their=
students’= cultural= backgroundsK= qhe= relationship= between= the= teacher= and= the= students= is=
central=in=tutoringK=Etang=C=ii=OMNNKF=tang=C=ii=EOMNNF=point=out=in=their=study=that=students=
who =come =from =cultures =where =the =authority =of =the =teacher =is =emphasised =may =consider =it =
challenging=to=communicate=openly=with=their=teachersK=fn=tutoring=and=feedback=situationsI=
teachers=should=be=aware=of=the=cultural=differences=of=students=and=the=cultural= influences=
impacting=their=tutorial=discussions=Esee=tang=C=ii=OMNNFK==
=
fnternational= coJoperationI= student= tutoring= and= student= and= teacher= exchanges= require=
being=acquainted=with=the=partner=institutions´=learning=possibilities=as=well=their=theoretical=
frameworks=and=learning=conceptsK=qhe=kursing=aepartment=at=kazareth=`ollege=indicates=
that= culturally= congruent= care= is= the= cornerstone= of= its= nursing= education= programme=
Ekazareth= `ollege= –= aepartment= of= kursing= ptudent= eandbook= OMNNJOMNOFK= ieininger= C=
jccarland=also=highlight=the=idea=that=“cultural=care=is=the=essence=of=nursing=and=a=distinctI=
dominantI= centralI= and= unifying= focus”= Eieininger= C= jccarland= OMMOFK= AdditionallyI=
kazareth= `ollege= emphasises= communication=and= critical= thinking= in=education= in= order= to=
prepare=students=to=be=wellJinformedI=openJminded=and=flexible=nurses=Ekazareth=`ollege=–=
aepartment=of=kursing=ptudent=eandbook=OMNNJOMNOFK=qhese=pedagogical=ideas=pertaining=
to=cultural=views=and=critical=thinking=are=important=dimensions=of=knowledge=production=for=
nursing=students=at=kazareth=`ollegeK=
=
pemmelweis= rniversity= offers=students= participating= in= the= q`k= programme=the= possibility=
to= learn= and= improve= their= professional= competence= in= criticalJcare= nursing= in= a= clinical=
setting= Epee= A= qransatlantic= aual= aegree= mrogram= in= kursing= OMMTFK= According= to= the=
American=Association=for=`riticalJ`are=kursesI=“`riticalJcare=nursing=is= the=specialty=within=
nursing= that= deals= specifically= with= human= responses= to= lifeJthreatening= problems= for=
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ensuring= that= acute= and= critically= ill= patients= and= their= families= receive= optimal= care”= Esee=
American=Association=for=`riticalJ`are=kurses=OMNOFK=
=
Aimhandhresearchhquestionsh
=
qhe=aim=of=this=study=is=to=describe=the=views=of=teachers=participating=in=the=q`k=programme=
by =means =of =interviewsK =qhe =main =goal =is =to =produce =knowledge =that =promotes =curriculum =
development=and=international=coJoperationK=
=
qhe=research=questions=are=as=followsW==

NK that=kinds=of=views=do=teachers=have=about=q`k=programme=management?=
OK that =kinds =of =views =do =teachers =have =on =the =pedagogical =issues =of =the =q`k =

programme?=
PK that =kinds =of =suggestions =do =teachers =for =making =use =of =the =experiences =gained =

through=the=q`k=programme=for=further=coJoperation?==
=
Datahandhmethodsh
=
qhe =gathering =and =analysing =of =data =was =based =on =principles =of =qualitative =analysis =Esee =
jays=C=mope=OMMMX=jayreing=OMMTFK=qhe=data=consisted=of=answers=to=interview=questions=
posed= to= three= cinnish= teachersK= qhe= data= was= collected= during= the= year= OMNNK= nuestions=
from=the=interview=focused=on=the=following=themesW= experience=with=project=managementI=
teachers´= views= on= pedagogical= issuesI= utilising= the= experiences= gained= through= the= q`k=
programme= for= further= coJoperationK= qhe= teachers= who= participated= in= the= interviews= had=
different=positions=in=the=projectK=lne=of=the=teachers=was=a=project=manager=for=the=cinnish=
part=of=the=programme=and=also=helped=tutor=the=studentsK=qogether=with=another=teacherI=
she=also=taught=classes=and=administered=the=entrance=examination=for=students=applying=to=
the= q`k= programmeK= lne= of= the= teachers= participated= in= the= program= mainly= by= teaching=
from=home=and=in=partner=institutionsK=
=
qhe=data=was=analysed=qualitatively= using= inductive=content=analysisK= A=progressive=way=of=
action=was=used=for=the=data=analysisK=qhe=aims=of=the=researchI=the=themes=and=the=research=
questions=steered=the=analysisK=Eiamnek=OMMRX=jayering=OMMTKF=qhe=written=documents=for=
this=study=were=read=thoroughly=several=times=to=gain=a=sense=of=all =of=the=dataK=A=thematic=
entity=was=used=as=a=unit=of=analysisK=qhe=number=of=units=of=analysis=was=RSMK=_ased=on=the=
dataI= the= answers= from= teachers= were= classified= into= subcategoriesI= and= these= inductively=
produced= further= subcategoriesI= which= then= were= categorised= as= main= categoriesK= qhe=
purpose=of=this=qualitative=study=was=not=so=much=to=try=to=find=an=objective=truth=as=it=was=to=
identify=the=views=of=teachers=regarding=the=q`k=programmeK=
 =
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Findingsh
=
qhe=results=of=teachers´=data=analysis=are=presented=according=to=the=research=questionsK==
=
Teachers’ views on TCk programme management 
=
_ased =on =the =dataI =four =main =categories =for =teachers´ =views =on =q`k =project =management =
have=been=identifiedK=qhe=categories=were=as=followsW=learning=how=to=work=with=applications=
and=reportsI= learning=about=project=managementI=learning=how=to=handle= negotiations= and=
operational= practices= between= international= partners= and= learning= how= to= create= and=
participate=in=multiJprofessional=networks=Eqable=NFK=
=
Table NW= qeachers’=views=on=q`k=programme=management=
=
· iearning=how=to=write=applications=and=reports=
· iearning=the=language=of=br=applications==
· iearning=how=to=coJoperate=with=partners=

iearning=how=to=working=with=
applications=and=reports==
=

· rnderstanding=perseverance=and=the=
requirements=of=the=project=and=the=project=
organisation=

· rnderstanding=the=importance=of=early=
preparation==

· iearning=how=to=create=action=model=and=tools==
· rnderstanding=the=importance=of=timetables==
· iearning=about=the=validation=process=of=

qualification=
· rtilising=supporting=factors=of=the=project=
· `reating=an=application=and=student=admission=

practices=

iearning=about=project=management==
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

· iearning=about=the=working=methods=of=
international=partners=

· iearning=the=importance=of=confident=and=open=
communication=

· iearning=about=negotiation=language=in=
intercultural=communications=

iearning=how=to=handle=negotiations=
and=operational=practices=between=
international=partners=
=
=

· iearning=about=multiJprofessional=networking==
· iearning=how=to=build=national=and=international=

networks=
· iearning=about=tutoring=and=how=to=act=in=multiJ

professional=networks=

iearning=how=to=create=and=participate=
in=interJprofessional=networks==
=

=
qeachers= gained= experience= in= project= managementK= qhey= learned= to= anticipate= different=
phases=of=the=projectK=qhey=learned=to=write=applications=and=project=reportsK=qhey=learned=to=
use =different =toolsI =plan =timetables =and =use =the =help =of =the =student =officeK =qhe =project =
language =became =familiar =to =them =and =their =language =skills =improvedK =qhe =teachers =also =
learned=about=network=coJoperationK=qhey=learned=more=about=their=partners´=learning=and=
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teaching= culturesK= qhis= all= facilitated= the= running= of= the= projectI= further= coJoperation=
between=the=partners=and=completing=the=projectK==
=
iearning=how=to=work=with=applications=and=reports==
=

“f have learned to write applications and to read guidance books on applications 
during the qCk programme. f have also learned to understand the language and 
concepts of br applications and the way of writing an application. tith the help of 
collaborative writing with partnersI f have learned to describe the progress of the 
project. qhis has also helped me to make applications consistent between partner 
institutions. Application text should be elaborated. qhe annual report from the rp 
has been useful for br reporting.”  

=
iearning=about=project=management==
=

“f have learned about project management and how to organise a demanding qCk 
project. f have noticed that these kinds of projects demand perseverance. ft is 
important to anticipate mattersLissues as early as possible before the project has 
even begun. ft is important to be able to make timetables. cor the qCk projectI 
there was no previous model available. At the beginningI f did not have any ideas 
about what kinds of tools would be needed for the model. aifferent tables have 
been useful for project planning and management. ft has taken time to learn to 
modify the study register and follow and understand the legislation process of a 
double degree for American students. qhe student office has been very useful in 
xhelping me understandz this legislation process. qhe application and selection 
process for students starts to become easy now and part of a normal routine. f no 
longer need a handbook for this application process.” 

=
iearning= how= to= handle= negotiations= and= operational= practices= between= international=
partners=
=

“Cultural acknowledgement is very important in negotiation situations in order to 
manage and avoid personal insults and not underestimate the partners´ curricula 
and working methods. qhe working methods of our eungarian partners have been 
helpful during the negotiation and collaboration process. te have become 
acquainted with our American partner with the help of our eungarian partner. 
auring this processI we have had the possibility to become acquainted with our 
partners´ working and teaching practices. lpen discussions and argumentation is 
very important in international negotiations. jy negotiation vocabulary and 
language skills in general have developed during these negotiations. te have 
learned to create a confident and open culture of negotiation.”  

 =
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iearning=how=to=create=and=participate=in=interJprofessional=networks==
=

“f have learned to work and to move in different networks. f have also learned to 
look for new networks and in addition to this f have learned support and guide 
other colleagues to act in these networks.” 

=
Teachers´ views on the pedagogical issues of the TCk programme 
=
_ased=on=the=dataI=three= main= categories= pertaining= to= teachers´=views=on=the= pedagogical=
issues=that=are=a=part=of=q`k=programme=management=have=been=identifiedK=qhe=categories=
were=as=followsW=being=acquainted=with=international=partners´=teaching=practices=as=a=way=of=
developing =and =enriching =teachingI =comparing =the =studies =and =curriculums =as =a =way =of =
promoting=how=international=studies=are=arranged=and=creating=and=developing=international=
tutoring=practices=as=a=supporting=factor=in=promoting=student=learning=Eqable=OFK=
=
Table OW= qeachers´=views=on=the=pedagogical=issues=of=the=q`k=programme=
=
· iearning=the=importance=of=coJoperative=planning=

in=international=teaching==
· iearning=about=participatory=teaching=according=

to=the=iba=model=
· iearning=about=international=partners´=teaching=

methods=and=assessment=practices==
· fnternational=teaching=possibilities=as=a=way=of=

enriching=teaching=and=learning=experiences=

· _eing=acquainted=with=
international=partners´=teaching=
practices=as=a=way=of=developing=
and=enriching=teaching==

· fncreasing=the=transparency=of=the=curriculums=of=
international=partners=as=a=way=of=promoting=and=
planning=teaching=

· bxact=naming=of=study=units=as=a=way=of=
promoting=the=comparison=of=the=curriculums=of=
international=partners==

· `urriculums=in=bnglish=as=an=enabling=and=
promoting=factor=for=comparing=curriculums=

· iearning=about=the=educational=systems=of=the=
international=partners=

· `omparing=the=studies=and=
curriculums=as=a=way=of=promoting=
how=international=studies=are=
arranged=

· qutoring=as=a=supportive=factor=in=student=
learning=and=personal=management=

· qutoring=as=a=guiding=factor=in=students´=patient=
and=systematic=learning=and=in=their=work=

· qutoring=as=an=encouraging=factor=in=students´=
independent=and=individual=learning==

· Availability=and=timing=of=tutoring=as=a=way=of=
promoting=student=learning=

· `reating=and=developing=
international=tutoring=practices=as=a=
supporting=factor=in=promoting=
student=learning==

=

=
qeachers= have= learned= to= know= and= value= partners´= ways= of= teaching= and= conducting=
assessmentsK=qeachers=have=also=learned=to=teach=exchange=students=according=to=the=iba=
model =and =to =teach =at =the =partner =institutionsK =qhe =transparency =of =the =curriculums =and =
curriculums´=availability=in=bnglish=are=considered=important=because=of=the=objectives=of=the=
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project= and= because= of= the= possibilities= for= comparing= the= curriculumsK= qhe= tutoring= and=
guiding=of=exchange=students=and=iaurea´s=students=has=proven=to=be=very=important=both=in=
terms=of=the=progress=of=the=students´=learning=and=their=emotional=wellbeingK==
=
_eing=acquainted=with=international=partners´=teaching=practices=as=a=way=of=developing=and=
enriching=teaching=
=

“fnternational teaching demands an exact planning process. marticipatory 
teaching and teaching according to the iba model is challenging. f have learned to 
understand the American way of thinking - what they think about teachingI 
pedagogical issuesI evaluations and assessment practices. ft would be good to 
control student learning in the American way. qhe American way is not at all that 
bad a way to control students learning. ft has also been useful and chastening to 
become acquainted with American online tests and assessments. f am very glad for 
these kinds of opportunities.” 

=
`omparing=the=studies=and=curriculums=as=a=way=of=promoting=how=international=studies=are=
arranged=
=

“qransparency and the availability of curriculums between partners are essential 
from a co-operation standpoint and also for the successful planning of teaching. ft 
is also important that all of the partners´ curriculums are available in bnglish. qhis 
makes it easier to compare the curriculums. eaving exact names for the study units 
makes it easier to compare the curriculums. iearning about the educational 
systems of the partner institutions has been helpful for organising learning and 
making teaching arrangements. qhrough this experienceI my knowledge of and 
competences in curriculum planning have increased.”  

=
`reating=and=developing=international=tutoring=practices=as=a=supporting=factor=in=promoting=
student=learning==
=

“ft is very important to take a personal interest in incoming and outgoing students 
and to support the way in which their studies are managed. ft is also very 
important to personally discuss issues with exchange studentsI to go through their 
study programme and to take care of their personal life as well as their home 
situationI homesicknessI exhaustion and difficulties in listening to foreign 
languages. ptudents might not be willing to express their emotions and feelings in 
group situations. qhe purpose of tutoring in the qCk programme is to encourage 
and motivate students in their learning process and to guide students to act 
persistently and systematically.”  
 
“ft is continuously important to keep in contact with students. qhe importance of 
guiding them is essential during the learning process according to the iBa modelI 
while learning according to the iba model demands an ability to work 
independently. jost international students have learned to keep in close contact 
with their teachers. ptudent exchanges and the international partners´ differing 
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teaching methods have indicated the need for tutoring those students who come 
from different cultures. ft is very important to make sure that the tutoring is 
appropriateI functional and well organised so that students make progress in their 
studies.” 

=
Teachers´ suggestions for making use of their experiences in working with the TCk 
programme  
=
_ased =on =the =dataI =six =main =categories =of =teachers´ =viewpoints =on =how =to =make =use =of =the =
experiences=they=have=gained=while=working=with=the=q`k=project=have=been=identifiedK=qhe=
categories=were=as=followsW=regular=communication=between=partners=as=a=way=of=promoting=
project= managementI= confirming= possibilities= for= comparing= and= developing= curriculumsI=
investing =in =the =steering =of =student =learning =and =having =feedback =discussions =as =a =way =of =
promoting=student=learningI=confirming=possibilities=for=facilitating=communication=between=
exchange= and= iaurea= studentsI= disseminating= the= results= of= the= q`k= project= and= utilising=
international=learning=experiences=for=further=international=study=programmes=Etable=PFK=
=
Table PW= qeachers=suggestions=for=making=use=of=their=experiences=in=working=with=the=

q`k=programme=
=
· pustainable=progress=and=sharing=of=information=

between=partners==
· martners´=regular=and=personal=appointments=and=

meetings=concerning=project=management=
· `onfirming=invulnerability=of=project=management=

· oegular=communication=
between=partners=as=a=way=of=
promoting=project=
management==

· _eing=acquainted=with=the=partner=institutions´=
curriculum=and=learning=methods==

· siewing=the=exact=naming=of=study=units=as=enabling=
factor=for=comparing=curriculums==

· `onfirming=possibilities=for=
comparing=and=developing=
curriculums=

=
· ptudent=coaching=and=investing=in=tutoring=as=a=way=of=

promoting=student=learning=
· ooundJtable=feedback=discussions=as=a=way=of=

promoting=student=learning=

· fnvesting=in=the=tutoring=and=
guiding=of=student=learning=
and=having=feedback=
discussions=as=a=way=of=
promoting=student=learning=

· cacilitating=learning=opportunities=between=exchange=
and=iaurea=students=

· `onfirming=possibilities=for=
facilitating=communication=
between=exchange=and=
iaurea=students==

· qreating=the=double=degree=as=a=notable=possibility=for=
students=studying=at=iaurea=

· oeporting=and=disseminating=the=results=of=the=q`k=
programme=

· aisseminating=the=results=of=
the=q`k=project=

· fncreasing=students’=international=work=experience=and=
study=possibilities=

· qransfer=of=international=study=experiences=to=
international=study=programmes==

· fnducement=for=nursing=applicants=

· rtilising=international=
learning=experiences=for=
application=and=further=
international=study=
programmes=
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ft= has= been= discovered=that= it= is= essential= to= maintain=an=open=and=continuous= personal= or=
virtual=connection=between= the= q`k= partnersK= ft= is= important=to= keep= each=other= informed=
about= the= progress= of= the= project= and= student= learningK= rtilising= student= experiences= has=
helped= teachers= provide= better= tutoring= both= for= our= own= students= and= for= exchange=
studentsK=Arranging=meetings=between=iaurea=and=the=exchange=students=and=also=common=
study=possibilities=has=been=productiveI=but=these=options=still=need=to=be=developed=further=
at=iaureaK=ft=has=been=difficult=to=compare=the=study=programmes=because=the=curriculums=at=
the=partner=universities=are=quite=differentK=eaving=the=exact=and=understandable=names=and=
descriptions=for=the=study=units=would=make=it=easier=to=compare=the=different=curriculumsK=ft=
is=important=to=highlight=the=benefits=of=the=doubleJdegree=programme=and=to=highlight=the=
fact= that= the= programme= is= a= good= opportunity= for= nursing= students= to= improve= their=
international=skillsK==
=
oegular=communication=between=partners=as=a=way=of=promoting=project=management=
=

“Continuous communication between the partners is the most important factor for 
the success and progress of the project. qhe partners have learned to communicate 
and to ask necessary questions during the project. ft is also important to make sure 
that the project is not in the hands of a few persons in order to avoid the 
vulnerability of the project. jonthly or weekly discussions concerning the project 
and students´ studies are necessary. pometimes it is also important to act as an 
advocate for students.” 

=
`onfirming=the=possibilities=for=communication=between=exchange=and=iaurea=students=
=

“jeetings between iaurea students and exchange students have been very poor in 
cinland. fn AmericaI home and foreign students study together. At iaureaI 
common lectures for exchange students and iaurea students have mainly been 
organised during the international week. qhese common lectures for iaurea and 
exchange students are also desirable and target the development of iaurea. “ 

=
fnvesting= in= the= steering= of= student= learning= and= having= feedback= discussions= as= a= way= of=
promoting=student=learning=
=

“ft has been important to invest in coaching and tutoring for students. qhe 
experiences of the first exchange students have been utilised in order to develop 
coaching and tutoring for students. oound-table discussions between the partners 
and semi-regular meetings between the partners and students help promote 
student learning and develop the tutoring xservices that are providedz. mroject 
leaders´ discussions with individual students are important and fruitful. aiscussions 
help promote learning for the individual student. “ 

=
`onfirming=the=possibilities=for=comparing=and=developing=curriculums=
=

“Addressing the differences between the curriculums of the partner institutions has 
been challenging. qhe exact names and descriptions of the study units as well as 
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curriculums in bnglish are some of the most important and enabling factors for 
transparency and comparing the curriculums of the partner institutions.”  

=
aisseminating=the=results=of=the=q`k=project=
=

“ft is very important to inform xstudents aboutz the benefits of the qCk double-
degree programme at their home institutions. ft is also important to convey the 
fact that the double degree is a big opportunity for nursing students. qhe 
programme prepares students to manage in the international world. xfnformation 
aboutz the programme has been disseminated in national and international 
conferences and the results of the programme have also been presented in 
meetings.” 

=
rtilising=international=learning=experiences=for=further=international=study=programmes=
=

“qhe world is becoming increasingly international. ptudents can utilise their 
international experiences in their own countries. qhey have wide possibilities to 
work as nurses in different countries. After being exchange studentsI students have 
capitalised on their experiences by tutoring incoming and outgoing students and 
also by helping with the process of attracting new applicants. qhe double-degree 
programme in nursing has functioned well because it has offered opportunities for 
nursing applicants. qhe programme has made it possible for iaurea students to 
study abroad and for them to meet incoming exchange students during the 
qikkurila international week.”  

=
Discussionh
=
According =to =the =findings =of =this =studyI =teachers =have =learned =about =project =management =
and= about= such= pedagogical= issues= as= their= partners´= curriculums= and= teaching= practicesK=
qeachers=have=also=gained=ideas=about=how=to=make=use=of=what=they=have=learned=as=part=of=
the=q`k=programme=in=negotiations=and=tutorial=situations=and=for=disseminating=the=results=
of=the=projectK==
=
qeachers= have= also= learned= that= project= management= requires= perseverance= and= early=
preparation= work= on= organising= the= programmeI= wellJorganized= scheduling= and= suitable=
toolsI= for= example= tables= and= worksheetsK= qhey= have= learned= how= to= easily= create=
applications= and= organise= student= admission= practices= during= the= projectK= iearning= the=
language= of= negotiation= and= about= their= partners´= culture= and= working= and= teaching=
methods=has=helped=facilitate=coJoperationK=qeachers=have=also=learned=to=work=in=different=
networks=and=to=seek=out=national=and=international=networksK=According=to=kewell=C=pwan=
EOMMMFI=these=kinds=of=networking=opportunities=with=individuals=in=other=organizations=can=
be=seen=as=one=of=the=crucial=points=for=the=development=of=new=products=and=processesK=
=
According=to=the=findingsI=teachers=have=learned=the=importance=of=coJoperative=planning=in=
international= teachingK= qhey= have= gained= valuable= practice= in= participatory= teaching= using=
the =iba =modelK =qeachers =have =had =the =possibility =to =teach =in =partner =countries =and =in =
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different=cultural=environmentsK=cor=teachersI=it=was=important=to=learn=about=their=partners’=
teaching =methods =and =assessment =practicesK =qhese =all =functioned =as =ways =to =promote =and =
enrich=their=teachingK=_eing=acquainted=with=their=partners´=educational=systemsI=making=the=
curriculums=more=transparent=and=using=exact=names=for=the=study=units=has=made=it=easier=
for =teaching =and =for =comparing =the =curriculumsK =ft =can =be =assumed =that =all =of =this =has =
increased=teachers´=cultural=competencesK=qhis=may=be=one=of=the=most=important=elements=
in= creating= a= global= cultural= consciousness= at= higher= education= institutions= Esee= kieto= C=
_ooth=OMNMFK=qeachers=as=curriculum=developers=need=to=be=knowledgeable=about=the=future=
environments=in=which=their=student=will=be=working=Esee=goseph=C=guwah=OMNOFK=
=
According=to=the=findingsI=tutoring=functioned=as=a=supportive=and=guiding=factor=in=student=
learningK=ft=helped=promote=student=learning=and=also=helped=encourage=students=to=engage=
in= independent= and= individual= learningK= `reating= and= developing= international= tutoring=
practices =worked =as =a =supporting =factor =in =student =learningK =tang =C =ii =EOMNNF =argue =that =
dialogue= and= culturally= sensitive= feedback= are= essential= when= supervising= international=
studentsK= qutors= have= to= take= into= account= their= international= students´= cultural=
backgrounds =in =order =to =make =the =communication =process =easier =and =to =avoid =
confrontationsK=Epee=tang=C=ii=OMNNKF=
=
ft= is= assumed= that= participation= in= the= q`k= programme= has= increased= both= teachers´=
professional=growth=and=their=cognitive=skills=and= competences= in=the= international=domain=
Epee =iaw =et =alK =OMNNFK =fnternational =exchanges =and =crossJborder =education =have =become =
widespread =in =order =to =educate =a =workforce =that =can =think =and =act =globallyK =ft =is =also =
acknowledged= that= many= international= organisationsI= including= those= in= the= health= care=
sectorI= are= seeking= employees= with= characteristics= and= skills= that= enable= them= to= be= more=
competitive=and=skilful=in= the=international=areaK= Edül=et= alK= OMNMKF=A=core=mission=of=higher=
education=institutions=such=as=iaurea=rApI=pemmelweis=rniversity=and=kazareth=`ollege=is=
to =ensure =that =students =are =qualified =and =specialised =in =labour =and =able =to =serve =the =
communityK =qhese =institutes =have =also =provided =a =public =good =by =making =a =valuable =
contribution=to=creating=a=more=globalised=societyK=Epee=goseph=OMNNKF=qhe=q`k=programmeI=
in=its=own=small=wayI=has=supposedly=helped=teachers=to=make=progress=in=this=respectK==
=
qhe=q`k=project=has=produced=useful=knowledge=about=international=project=management=as=
well= as= about= how= to= work= and= arrange= teaching= practices= with= international= partnersK=
auring =the =projectI =the =partners =have =been =able =to =create =practices =concerning =customs =for =
project=management=and=they=have=been=able=to=devise=comparable=curriculums=and=student=
tutoringK= qhe= findings= have= encouraged= and= prepared= q`k= participants= to= continue= coJ
operating=with=and=developing=shared=curriculums=for=all =the=countries=involved=and=to=give=
study=possibilities=for=new=studentsK=
=
Ethicalhconsiderationshandhreliabilityh
=
qhe =collected =data =for =this =study =was =versatile =in =spite =of =the =fact =that =there =was =only =the =
possibility=to=interview=three=teachersK=qhat=is=why=this=study=can=be=considered=a=means=for=
describing =teachers´ =experiences =and =facilitating =the =progress =of =the =projectK =qhe =data =was =
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collected= separately= from= these= three= teachersK= qhe= principles= of= content= analysis= were=
followed=in=the=data=analysisK==
=
fn= this= studyI= the= reliability= of= the= study= was= evaluated= according= to= the= criteria= for=
credibilityI= confirmabilityI= reflectivity= and= transferability= Ejalterud= OMMNFK= qhe=researcher´s=
insight= into= the= science= of= education=and= nursing= increased= the= credibility= of= these= resultsK=
qhe= categorisation= and= dataJbased= examples= presented= in= the= article= have= supposedly=
increased=confirmabilityK= qhe= researcher= was= aware=of= hisLher= prior= conceptions= and=of= the=
aim=of=the=study=and=was=not=deeply=involved=in=the=education=part=of=the=programmeK=qhat=
might= increase= the= reflectivity= of= the= studyK= qhe= results= of= this= study= can= be= transferred= to=
similar=learning=programmes=in=nursingK=
=
=
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Introductionh
=
qhe=aim=of=this=article=is=to=describe=the=views=of=nursing=students=EbaccalaureateF=
participating=in=the=fourJyear=q`k=Eqransatlantic=`urriculum=in=kursingF=programme=by=
means=of=written=and=interview=documents=collected=at=the=end=of=the=study=periodK=qhe=idea=
behind=the=q`k=programme=was=to=develop=a=higher=education=programme=in=nursing=in=
three=participating=countriesK=qhe=educational=institutions=implementing=this=programme=
were=pemmelweis=rniversity=in=eungaryI=kazareth=`ollege=in=the=rnited=ptates=and=iaurea=
rniversity=of=Applied=pciences=in=cinlandK=marticipation=in=the=programme=gave=students=the=
possibility=to=gain=a=aual=aegree=in=kursing=EbrJrpAFK=EA=qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=
in=kursing=OMMTKF=
=
qhe=q`k=programme=offered=students=the=possibility=to=benefit=from=the=strengths=of=each=
partner=instituteK=ptudents=had=the=possibility=to=study=emergency=nursing=at=pemmelweis=
rniversityI=transcultural=nursing=at=kazareth=`ollege=and=health=promotion=and=evidenceJ
based=health=promotion=and=the=ideas=of=“iearning=by=aeveloping”=EibaF=at=iaurea=EA=
qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=in=kursing=OMMTFK=qhe=international=exchange=
programmes=offered=students=the=possibility=to=gain=experience=in=different=aspects=of=the=
culture=of=the=host=countryI=for=example=to=become=better=acquainted=with=the=people=and=
their=customs=Ephieh=OMMQFK=As=an=added=valueI=the=q`k=programme=addresses=the=global=
challenges=of=nursing=and=the=cultural=competences=demanded=by=the=job=along=with=new=
demands=set=by=society=EA=qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=in=kursing=OMMTFK=
=
Keyhfeatureshofhthehnursinghcontenthaththehpartnerhinstitutionshh
=
bach=institution=involved=in=the=q`k=programme=has=organized=the=nursing=courses=in=their=
unitsX=the=courses=address=different=nursing=and=clinical=problemsK=pemmelweis=rniversity=
has=concentrated=on=emergency=EcriticalJcareF=nursing=in=clinical=practiceI=while=kazareth=
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`ollege=has=focused=on=transcultural=nursing=in=different=nursing=subjects=and=iaurea=
rniversity=of=Applied=pcience=has=addressed=the=need=for=health=promotion=and=evidenceJ
based=health=promotionK=Esee=A=qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=in=kursing=OMMTKF=
=
pemmelweis=rniversity=is=known=for=its=ability=to=address=crisis=situations=and=improve=
professional=competence=in=criticalJcare=nursing=Esee=A=qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=in=
kursing=OMMTFK=According=to=the=American=Association=for=`riticalJ`are=kursesI=“`riticalJ
care=nursing=is=the=specialty=within=nursing=that=deals=specifically=with=human=responses=to=
lifeJthreatening=problems=for=ensuring=that=acute=and=critically=ill=patients=and=their=families=
receive=optimal=care”=Esee=American=Association=for=`riticalJ`are=kurses=OMNOFK=auring=the=
eungarian=part=of=the=programmeI=students=concentrated=mainly=on=studying=criticalJ=care=
nursing=in=clinical=practiceW=“`linical=placements=in=eungary=offered=students=the=possibility=
to=put=their=knowledge=of=criticalJcare=nursing=into=practice=and=vice=versa”=Esee=lusey=C=
dallagher=OMMTFK=
=
qhe=kursing=aepartment=at=kazareth=`ollege=identifies=culturally=congruent=care=as=the=
cornerstone=of=its=nursing=educationK=qhe=organising=framework=for=the=nursing=programme=
consists=of=ieininger´s=qheory=of=`ultural=`areI=aiversity=and=rniversality=EOMMOF=and=
Andrews=and=_oyles’s=`onceptual=jodel=for=rnderstanding=the=`ultural=fnfluences=on=
kursingJclient=fnteractions=EOMMPFK=Ekazareth=`ollege=–aepartment=of=kursing=ptudent=
eandbook=OMNNJOMNOKF=At=the=centre=of=ieiniger´s=discussion=of=cultural=care=is=the=idea=thatI=
“care=is=the=essence=of=nursing=and=a=distinctI=dominantI=centralI=and=unifying=focus”=
Eieininger=C=jccarland=OMMOX=`larke=et=alK=OMMVFK=qhe=development=of=cultural=competence=
requires=a=complex=integration=of=knowledgeI=attitudes=and=skills=to=enhance=crossJcultural=
communicationX=cultural=competenceI=howeverI=make=it=possible=for=nurses=to=interact=with=
others=EAndrews=C=_oyle=OMMPX=kazareth=`ollege=–aepartment=of=kursing=ptudent=
eandbook=OMNNJOMNOFK==
=
iearning=about=cultural=care=requires=making=accommodations=and=taking=assistiveI=
supportiveI=facilitative=and=creative=professional=actions=Esee=ieininger=C=jccarland=OMMOX=
kazareth=`ollege=–aepartment=of=kursing=ptudent=eandbook=OMNNJOMNOFK=qhe=aim=of=their=
education=is=to=improve=nurses´=global=perspective=on=nursing=and=to=help=nurses=provide=
culturally=competent=care=through=the=development=of=a=transcultural=dualJdegree=
programmeK=qhe=goal=of=this=part=of=the=programme=is=to=prepare=a=culturally=competentI=
international=nursing=workforce=and=make=the=nursing=workforce=more=globally=aware=
through=educational=experiences=Ekazareth=`ollege=–aepartment=of=kursing=ptudent=
eandbook=OMNNJOMNOFK==
=
qhe=iaurea=nursing=programme=has=mainly=focused=on=helping=students=become=acquainted=
with=health=promotion=and=evidenceJbased=health=promotion=in=cinlandK=qhe=students=
learned=about=the=various=viewpoints=and=aspects=of=health=promotion=in=their=classesK=qhe=
viewpoints=and=aspects=of=health=promotion=included=highlighting=what=kind=of=knowledge=
about=health=promotion=will=be=important=and=valid=in=the=future=and=what=kind=of=actions=
will=be=relevant=and=importantK=qwo=different=approaches=to=health=promotion=can=be=
noticedW=an=expertJoriented=approach=and=a=humanJ=and=empowermentJoriented=approachK=
qhe=expertJoriented=approach=concentrates=on=changes=in=the=health=behaviour=of=
individualsI=whereas=the=humanJ=and=empowermentJoriented=approach=emphasises=the=
importance=of=autonomyI=equivalenceI=partnershipI=participationI=coJoperation=and=
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negotiation=between=nurses=and=clientsK=qhese=approaches=can=function=equally=well=at=the=
individualI=group=and=societyLcommunity=levelK=Eiiimatainen=et=alK=NVVVKF=
=
Another=important=aspect=in=iaurea´s=part=of=the=programme=was=to=focus=on=evidenceJ
based=health=promotion=in=theory=and=practiceK=According=to=blomaa=EOMMPFI=the=definition=of=
evidenceJbased=health=promotion=and=evidenceJbased=practice=in=nursing=care=can=be=
understood=as=integrating=valid=research=and=other=relevant=evidence=and=clinical=expertise=
while=also=taking=into=consideration=patient=circumstances=and=preferencesK=An=available=
recourse=will=often=be=added=to=the=definition=of=evidenceJbased=health=promotion=and=
evidenceJbased=practiceI=which=makes=it=possible=to=work=according=to=the=ideas=of=evidenceJ
based=health=promotion=E_rinkerJjeyendriesch=OMMPX=pchlómer=OMMMX=qhiel=et=alK=OMMNFK==
=
Keyhfeatureshofhthehlearninghconceptshaththehpartnerh
institutionsh
==
pemmelweis=rniversity’s=exchange=programme=concentrated=on=clinical=practicesK=`linical=
practices=are=an=important=component=of=nursing=educationI=where=students=have=the=
possibility=to=put=their=theory=into=practiceI=and=vice=versaK=`linical=practice=students=have=the=
opportunity=to=develop=their=professional=identity=and=knowledge=base=and=their=ability=to=
transfer=classroom=knowledge=to=clinical=settings=E_axter=OMMTFK=An=evidenceJbasedI=
nursingJoriented=clinical=practice=can=help=students=bridge=the=theoryJpractice=gap=by=
reading=and=analysing=literature=in=order=to=use=it=during=their=nursing=practice=Esee=rpton=
NVVVFK=ft=requires=that=nurses=and=students=have=the=possibility=to=become=acquainted=with=
suitable=information=and=research=E_axter=OMMTFK==
=
auring=their=clinical=educationI=students=have=the=opportunity=to=deepen=their=nursing=
knowledge=and=skills=and=increase=their=ability=to=solve=problems=and=improve=their=critical=
thinking=skillsI=as=well=as=to=develop=professionally=and=personallyK=qhat=means=that=the=
students’=goals=should=focus=on=increasing=their=selfJknowledge=and=scientific=awareness=in=
addition=to=making=educational=improvements=in=professional=nursingK=Ebrenberg=C=
eäggblom=OMMTKF=qhe=meaning=of=clinical=practice=is=also=to=prepare=students=for=the=nursing=
profession=and=for=their=future=working=life=in=the=health=care=system=E_aker=OMMMX=brenberg=
C=eäggblom=OMMTFK==
=
kazareth=`ollege=emphasises=communication=and=critical=thinking=in=its=education=in=order=
to=prepare=students=to=become=wellJinformedI=trustful=of=reasonI=openJmindedI=flexible=and=
fairJmindedK=fn=order=to=reach=a=high=level=of=academic=achievementI=the=curriculaLteaching=
has=to=provide=opportunities=that=promote=students´=intellectual=development=and=ability=to=
think=criticallyK=cisher=and=pcriven=ENVVTF=point=out=that=critical=thinking=is=skilled=and=active=
interpretation=and=that=it=consists=of=observations=and=communicationsI=information=and=
argumentationK=According=to=the=kazareth=`ollege=kursing=ptudent=eandbook=EOMNNFI=the=
goal=of=a=criticalI=reflectionJoriented=education=is=to=prepare=students=to=be=able=to=make=
judgments=and=to=be=willing=to=reconsider=matters=and=take=an=orderly=approach=when=
dealing=with=such=complex=mattersK=qhey=should=be=diligent=in=seeking=relevant=information=
and=reasonable=when=selecting=criteriaK=qhey=should=also=focus=on=making=inquiries=and=be=
persistent=in=seeking=results=and=they=should=be=precise=when=inquiring=about=the=issue=and=
circumstances=at=handK=oesearch=is=a=central=part=of=scholarly=inquiryX=it=can=help=students=
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studyI=eKgK=health=problems=systematicallyI=refine=existing=knowledge=and=generate=new=
knowledgeK=Ekazareth=`ollege=–=aepartment=of=kursing=ptudent=eandbook=OMNNJOMNOI=
OMNNKF=qhis=view=has=been=confirmed=in=a=study=by=mrofettoJjcdrath=et=alK=EOMMPFI=which=
points=out=that=critical=thinking=is=central=to=notions=that=nurses=should=also=act=as=scientific=
practitioners=and=use=research=as=an=essential=element=in=their=practiceK=ft=is=important=to=
make=critical=thinking=a=central=part=of=learning=and=teaching=because=nurses=have=to=make=
many=decisions=that=affect=their=nursing=professionX=their=life=and=society=general=Esee=
ealpern=NVVUKF==
=
qhe=module=used=at=iaurea=was=modified=according=to=the=iba=learning=model=Eiearning=by=
aevelopingFK=AuthenticityI=partnershipI=experiencingI=creativity=and=research=will=be=
emphasised=in=education=Eoaij=OMMTFK=Authenticity=means=being=connected=to=a=genuine=
working=life=environmentK=martnerships=are=built=on=trustI=equality=and=commitment=between=
studentsI=teachersI=workplace=experts=and=clientsK=fn=working=environmentsI=participants=
can=encounter=problematic=situations=where=finding=a=solution=to=the=problem=demands=
creativity=and=the=ability=to=produce=new=knowledgeK=`reativity=can=be=seen=as=a=vital=part=of=
introducing=something=new=to=the=workplaceI=which=also=gives=partners=an=opportunity=for=
professional=growthK=Esee=oaij=OMMTX=qaatila=C=oaij=OMNNX=iba=duide=OMNNKF=
=
qhere=are=numerous=possibilities=for=participants=to=become=more=experienced=during=the=
learning=and=development=processK=bxperiencing=can=be=understood=as=finding=the=meanings=
and=constructing=competences=in=order=to=produce=new=knowledgeK=qhis=kind=of=a=learning=
approach=demands=active=participation=from=the=studentsK=qhe=reason=that=the=iba=model=
needs=to=be=research=oriented=arises=from=a=higher=education=context=where=developments=in=
working=life=as=well=as=producing=new=knowledge=and=innovation=are=linked=to=a=research=
approachK=Esee=oaij=OMMTX=qaatila=C=oaij=OMNNX=duide=OMNNKFqhis=kind=of=learning=approach=
requires=that=students=develop=the=ability=to=think=criticallyI=be=active=and=responsible=in=
different=learning=situations=and=share=their=experiences=and=knowledge=with=the=other=
participantsK==
=
Aimhandhresearchhquestionsh
=
qhe=aim=of=this=study=is=to=describe=the=views=of=nursing=students=EbaccalaureateF=
participating=in=the=q`k=programme=by=means=of=written=and=interview=documents=collected=
at=the=end=of=the=students’=studiesK=
=
qhe=research=questions=were=as=followsW=
that=have=students=learned=by=participating=in=the=q`k=programme?==

NK that=have=students=learned=about=health=promotion=by=participating=in=the=q`k=
programme?=

OK that=have=students=learned=about=nursing=by=participating=in=the=q`k=programme?=
PK that=have=students=learned=in=different=q`k=learning=environments?=
QK eow=do=students=plan=to=put=their=experiences=from=the=q`k=programme=into=action=

in=the=nursing=profession?=
=
=
=
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Datahandhmethodshh
=
nualitative=research=is=used=to=explore=the=ways=in=which=individuals=understand=and=
experience=social=phenomena=Ejalterud=OMMNFK=qhe=qualitative=approach=is=useful=in=cases=
where=the=participating=group=is=small=and=the=domain=of=the=study=is=newI=which=was=the=
case=with=the=q`k=programmeK=nualitative=research=involves=the=use=of=qualitative=dataI=
such=as=interviewsI=participants´=observations=and=documentsI=to=understand=and=explain=
social=phenomenaK=Ejalterud=OMMNI=tidebeck=et=alK=OMMTKF==
=
aata and data collection 
=
qhe=data=consisted=of=documents=from=students=who=took=part=in=the=q`k=programmeK=aata=
was=collected=during=the=years=OMMUJOMNNK=qhe=data=from=eungarian=students=was=collected=
after=their=periods=of=study=at=iaurea=and=in=the=rp=and=it=was=collected=from=the=cinnish=
students=after=their=study=periods=in=the=rp=and=eungaryK=qhe=data=from=the=American=
students=was=collected=only=after=their=study=periods=in=cinlandK=After=the=cinnish=study=
periodI=some=of=the=American=students=continued=their=q`k=study=period=in=eungary=and=
some=of=them=returned=to=the=rpK==
=
qhe=data=from=the=eungarian=and=American=students=consisted=of=their=answers=to=a=
thematic=questionnaire=and=their=answers=to=an=openJended=questionnaire=on=an=electronic=
feedbackJformI=whereas=the=data=from=the=cinnish=students=consisted=of=answers=to=a=
thematic=questionnaire=and=answers=given=during=an=interviewK=pixteen=of=the=eungarian=and=
American=nursing=students=filled=in=the=thematic=questionnaire=and=OO=students=filled=in=the=
openJended=questionnaireK=bleven=of=the=cinnish=students=filled=in=the=thematic=
questionnaires=and=eight=of=the=students=took=part=in=interviews=Epee=qable=NFK==
=
Table NW== tritten=and=interview=documents=from=q`k=students=as=study=material==
=
 eungarian EerF – rp students cinnish students 
aocuments kumber=of=

documents= rnits=of=analysis= kumber=of=
documents rnits=of=analysis=

qhematic=
questionnaires= NS= QMN= NN= OSM=

Answers=to=openJ
ended=
questionnaires=

OO= OOR= = =

fnterviews= = = U= NMNT=
Total PS SOS N9 NOTT 
=
qhe=thematic=questionnairesI=openJended=questionnaires=and=interviews=focused=on=the=
following=themesW=learning=about=health=promotionI=learning=about=nursingI=learning=
methods=and=utilising=learning=experiences=in=their=future=nursing=careersK=ptudents=
answered=the=thematic=questionnaires=by=email=and=the=openJended=questionnaires=using=an=
electronic=feedback=form=at=the=end=of=their=study=programmeK=ptudents=could=answer=the=
questions=in=brief=or=they=could=write=short=examples=from=their=learning=experiences=while=
participating=in=the=q`k=programmeK=qhe=cinnish=students´=thematic=interviews=were=
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conducted=as=a=focusJgroup=interview=in=small=groups=of=OJQ=participants=or=as=individual=
interviewsK=qhe=interviews=were=conducted=at=the=end=of=the=q`k=programmeK=A=focusJgroup=
interview=is=a=method=in=which=a=small=group=of=participants=gathers=together=to=discuss=a=
specific=topic=under=the=guidance=of=a=moderator=Etidebeck=et=alK=OMMTFK=
=
aata analysis 
=
qhe=data=was=analysed=qualitatively=using=inductive=content=analysisK=A=progressive=way=of=
action=was=used=for=the=data=analysisK=qhe=research=aimsI=themes=and=research=questions=
steered=the=analysisK=Eiamnek=OMMRI=jayering=OMMTKF=qhe=written=documents=were=read=
thoroughly=several=times=to=gain=an=overall=sense=of=the=dataK=A=thematic=entity=was=used=as=
the=unit=of=analysisK=qhe=number=of=units=of=analysis=for=the=erJrp=students´=answers=on=the=
thematic=questionnaire=was=QMN=and=for=the=openJended=questionnaire=it=was=OOR=Etotal=of=
SOS=units=of=analysisFK=qhe=number=of=units=of=analysis=for=cinnish=students´=answers=on=the=
thematic=questionnaire=was=OSM=and=for=the=interview=it=was=NMTT=Ea=total=of=NOTT=units=of=
analysisFK=Epee=table=NKF=All=of=the=data=from=the=eungarian=and=American=students=were=
analysed=together=as=well=as=all=of=the=data=from=the=cinnish=studentsK=_ased=on=the=dataI=the=
answers=from=eungarian=and=American=students=were=classified=into=subcategories=and=
these=inductively=produced=subcategories=were=divided=into=main=categoriesK=qhe=same=
categorising=process=was=used=to=analyse=the=data=from=the=cinnish=studentsK=qhe=purpose=of=
this=qualitative=study=was=not=so=much=to=try=to=find=objective=evidence=of=the=truth=so=much=
as=it=was=to=assess=students’=views=on=their=learning=experience=while=participating=in=the=
q`k=programmeK=
=
Findingsh
=
qhe=results=from=data=gathered=from=eungarian=and=American=students=as=the=results=of=the=
cinnish=data=analysis=are=presented=and=compared=together=according=to=the=research=
questionsK=qhe=results=of=the=study=will=be=presented=according=to=the=research=questions=in=
the=following=capturesK==
=
kursing students´ views on learning about health promotion in the TCk programme 
=
qhe=first=research=question=looked=at=what=students=have=learned=about=health=promotion=as=
a=result=of=participating=in=the=q`k=programmeK=_ased=on=the=dataI=five=main=categories=have=
been=identified=that=students´=views=on=what=they=learned=about=health=promotionK=qhe=
categories=were=as=followsW=understanding=health=promotion=as=a=value=and=respectedI=
clarifying=the=concept=of=health=promotionI=clarification=of=how=to=use=evidenceJbased=health=
promotionI=clarifying=of=the=system=of=health=promotion=and=understanding=the=guiding=tools=
for=health=promotion=Eqable=OFK=
= =



=
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Table OW== kursing=students´=views=on=learning=about=health=promotion=in=the=q`k=
programme=

=
eungarian EerF – rp students cinnish students 

rnderstanding health promotion as a value and respected=
· oespecting=health=promotion=as=a=value=and=

as=a=way=of=empowering=the=views=of=
individuals=and=society==

· oespecting=health=promotion=as=an=
important=competence=of=nurses=

· _eing=aware=of=the=importance=of=supporting=
health=promotion=

=

· Awareness=of=the=importance=of=health=
promotion=in=a=welfare=state==

· oealising=that=health=promotion=is=an=
important=and=multifaceted=global=question==

· oespecting=health=promotion=as=an=
important=competence=of=nurses=

· fncreasing=the=respect=for=health=promotion=
in=cinland=

Clarifying the concepts of health promotion=
· `larifying=the=knowledge=basis=for=health=

promotion=
· `larifying=the=concept=relationship=between=

health=promotionI=prevention=and=evidenceJ
based=health=promotionK=

· pharpening=and=diversifying=the=of=concepts=
of=health=promotion=

=

Clarifying how to use evidence-based health promotion=
· ptrengthening=the=understanding=of=the=

importance=of=utilising=knowledge=about=
evidenceJbased=health=promotion==

· `larifying=how=evidenceJbased=nursing=
works=in=practice=

=

· rnderstanding=the=possibilities=for=realising=
evidenceJbased=health=promotion=with=the=
help=of=small=activities= 

· rnderstanding=the=importance=of=evidenceJ
based=health=promotion=as=a=responsible=
method=for=nurses=

· rnderstanding=the=functionality=of=evidenceJ
based=health=promotion=in=cinland=

Clarifying the system of health promotion 
· `larifying=the=active=processes=of=individualI=

community=and=society=level=health=
promotion=

· `larifying=the=health=promotion=system=in=
different=countries=

· merceiving=different=emphases=in=health=
promotion=according=to=the=country==

rnderstanding the guiding tools for health promotion=
· `larifying=the=steering=importance=of=health=

promotion=for=individualsI=groups=and=the=
overall=community==

· `larifying=the=meaning=of=steering=in=national=
and=international=health=promotion=
programmes=

· `larifying=the=meaning=of=researchI=other=
written=documents=and=the=internet=as=
supportive=materials=for=health=promotion=

· _eing=aware=of=the=importance=of=
recognising=the=health=requirements=in=order=
to=be=able=to=plan=and=evaluate=health=
promotion=

· `larifying=alternative=action=and=solution=
models=as=steering=factors=for=health=
promotion==

· rnderstanding=the=importance=of=
individually=stimulating=and=supportive=ways=
of=health=promotion=as=a=tool=of=
empowerment=

=

=
=
=
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rnderstanding=health=promotion=as=a=value=and=respected==
=
kursing=students=understood=health=promotion=as=a=value=and=source=of=empowerment=for=
individuals=and=societyX=they=also=understood=health=promotion=as=an=important=and=
multifaceted=global=questionK=ptudents=respected=health=promotion=as=an=important=
competence=for=nursesK=auring=the=programmeI=students=became=aware=of=the=meaning=of=
health=promotion=in=society=and=its=importance=for=the=welfare=stateK=qhe=eungarian=and=
American=students=pointed=out=the=recognition=requirements=for=health=in=order=to=be=able=to=
plan=and=evaluate=health=promotionK=qhe=cinnish=students=highlighted=different=points=of=
emphasis=regarding=health=promotion=in=the=different=participating=countries=and=health=
promotion=as=a=demanding=part=of=their=educationK=
=

 “ff health promotion works well in a countryI it can improve national welfareI and 
evidence-based nursing can offer good-quality health care.” 
“f noticed that cinland’s health care valuesI preventative care and focus is on ways 
to improve the health of the community as a whole.”  
“f have a greater appreciation for the value of health promotion and a better 
understanding of how it can really make a difference in the lives of people.”  
“f think health promotion and prevention is the way to go. f think it should be 
valued more than just treating people when they are ill.”  
“f learned that health promotion is an extremely important part of a public health 
nurse’s job.” 
“kurses are very important because they can teach people how to promote their 
health properly.” 
“auring my clinical internshipI f have learned how important the public health 
nurse´s role in health promotion is.”  
“kurses are very important because they can teach people how to promote their 
health properly.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

==
“eealth promotion is a very important part of the welfare state. ft gives people 
basic living conditions and possibilities to live in a functional society. ft also 
demands education and motivation and good will to maintain the quality and 
functionality of the level of health promotion in society.”  
“ft xthe statez should take care of peoples´ health promotion all over the world. 
eealth promotion is an important and multifaceted global question.”  
“eealth promotion is also a very important part of nurses´ work and their 
competence.” 
”qhe exchange period helped me to understand the worth of the cinnish health 
promotion system and cinnish nurses have a good ability and possibility to do 
health promotion work. … At least now f’m sure that cinnish health promotion is 
very good.”Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
`larifying=of=the=concepts=of=health=promotion=
=
According=to=the=findingsI=students’=conceptual=understanding=of=health=promotion=and=
evidenceJbased=health=promotion=increasedK=
=



=
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“auring this semesterI f have learned what differences there are between health 
promotion and prevention.” 
“As f was never familiar with the terminology of health promotionI my knowledge 
has grown significantly. … But the idea of using credible studies to determine how 
to care for a patient seems to be common sense and so in that mannerI f would say 
that this idea was already firm in my understanding of nursing.”  
“kowI f understand more about why it is so important to understand the meaning 
of health promotion and evidence-based nursing and the connection between 
them.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“qhe concept of health promotion and prevention became more familiar and the 
meaning of health promotion became more versatile than before during the 
exchange period.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
`larifying=of=how=to=utilise=evidenceJbased=health=promotion==
=
ptudents=understood=how=to=construct=knowledge=about=evidenceJbased=health=promotionK=
qhey=also=understood=the=functionalityI=usefulnessI=possibilities=and=importance=of=evidenceJ
based=health=promotion=as=a=responsible=method=of=nursingK==
=

“f can clearly understand why health promotion needs to be evidence based.”  
“f think the tasks where we had to analyze research articles helped us to 
understand the construction of evidence-based health promotion xin az more 
practical way.”  
“f have gained a stronger view of how important the nurse’s role is in providing and 
creating evidence-based nursing care.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“bvidence-based nursing can be carried out with the help of small actions. auring 
the exchangeI the content of health promotion has been enriched.”  
“fn the rpAI different health promotion models are available based on the ideas 
about evidence-based health promotion. kurses have to follow nursing research in 
order to be able to use this research in their health promotion practice in spite of 
the discrepancies between the findings of researchers.”  
“f understood how functional evidence-based health promotion and using the 
findings of researchers are in health promotion practice in cinland.”=Ecinnish=
studentsF=

=
`larifying=of=the=system=of=health=promotion=
=
ptudents=learned=to=understand=the=health=promotion=system=while=participating=in=the=q`k=
programmeK=qhe=erJrp=students=focused=on=the=health=promotion=system=at=the=level=of=
individualsI=the=community=and=societyK=cinnish=students=learned=about=how=health=
promotion=systems=function=in=other=countriesK=
=

“f understood how the cinnish maternity health and community health care 
system works.” 
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“f have learned that cinland emphasizes holistic treatment and prevention in 
health promotion system …”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“kow f understand how functional and practical the cinnish health promotion 
system is.” 
“qhe different health promotion programs functions like a preventive factor for 
health problems.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
rnderstanding=guiding=tools=for=health=promotion=
=
ptudents´=understanding=of=the=guiding=tools=for=health=promotion=increased=during=their=
educationK=qhe=eungarian=and=American=students=became=acquainted=with=the=importance=
of=the=meaning=of=steering=health=promotion=for=individualsI=groups=and=the=entire=
community=as=well=as=the=importance=of=including=it=in=national=and=international=health=
promotion=programmesK=qhey=also=appreciated=the=available=and=supportive=health=
promotion=materials=as=well=as=the=research=material=and=other=relevant=materials=for=health=
promotionK==
=
qhe=cinnish=students=became=familiar=with=alternative=action=and=solution=models=for=health=
promotion=as=a=steering=factor=in=health=promotionK=qhey=also=became=acquainted=with=the=
American=way=of=individually=stimulating=and=supporting=health=promotion=as=a=tool=of=
empowermentK=
=

“f experienced that in cinland health promotion means that people can increase 
their control over their health condition by co-operating with public health nurses.” 
“AlsoI there are surveys which accessI for exampleI children´s drinking and smoking 
behaviours so they know the risks and can intervene in case it is needed.” 
“bducation about healthy eating during pregnancyI exerciseI safetyI the birth xof 
the childz and how to care for the child is given in paper form and verbally.” 
“cor exampleI f saw that the school public health nurses are handing out leaflets 
about a healthy diet to children with weight problems.”  
“qhe goal is to pay attention to health issues in all sectors and policies. qhis target 
is based on the eealth OMNR public health programmeI which has been approved by 
the government.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“fn the rpAI f notice that the health promotion programs are supported by the 
state in order to help teenage mothers. kurses visit mothersI they support mothers 
and they take care of both the mothers´ and children’s wellbeing. … rp nurses 
have alternative models availableI which they can choose from according to the 
needs of the clients. jotivating and encouraging the clients is in a central position 
in health promotion. “=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
kursing students´ views on learning about nursing by participating in the TCk 
programme 
=
_ased=on=the=dataI=there=were=identified=five=categories=concerning=nursing=students´=views=
on=learning=about=nursing=after=participating=in=the=q`k=programmeK=qhe=categories=were=as=



=
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followsW=perceptions=of=the=health=care=systemI=perceptions=of=a=nurse’s=role=and=perceptions=
of=the=nursing=therapeutics=used=by=nursesI=perceptions=of=the=working=environment=of=
nursesI=learning=about=language=and=the=meaning=of=verbal=and=nonJverbal=communication=
in=nursing=Eqable=PFK=
=
Table PW== kursing=students´=views=on=learning=about=nursing=by=participating=in=the=

q`k=programme=
=

er – rp students cinnish students 
merceptions of the health care system 

· iearning=about=the=health=care=systems=in=
different=countries=

· merceptions=of=nursing=activities=in=the=public=
sector=

==

· rnderstanding= insuranceJbased= health= care=
systems=

· merceptions= of= health= care= systems= in= three=
countries=

· oespect=for=the=cinnish=health=care=system==
merceptions of a nurse’s role=

· oespect=for=the=nursing=profession=in=each=
participating=country=

· merceptions=of=professional=responsibility=
and=the=duties=of=nurses=

· merceptions=of=the=teamwork=demonstrated=
by=nurses=and=other=staff=

· oespect=for=the=nursing=profession=in=each=
participating=country=

· `larifying=the=professional=responsibility=of=
nurses=

=

merceptions of the nursing therapeutics used by nurses=
· iearning=about=different=kinds=of=tests=and=

screenings=
· _eing=acquainted=with=patient=teaching=
· _eing=acquainted=with=the=way=in=which=

nurses=communicate=

· iearning=about=different=kind=of=tests=and=
measurements=

· merceptions=about=the=way=in=which=nurses=
communicate==

· _eing=acquainted=with=nurses’=aseptic=
behaviour=

merceptions of the working environment of nurses=
· merceptions=of=the=multicultural=and=

international=working=environment=of=nurses==
· oealising=that=nursing=is=an=international=

profession=
· fncreasing=cultural=sensitivity=with=the=help=

of=learning=in=different=environments=

· merceptions=of=the=multicultural=and=
international=working=environment=of=nurses=

· iearning=to=respect=the=culture=of=their=own=
country=

=

iearning about language and the meaning of verbal and non-verbal communication in nursing 
· jaking=progress=in=language=skills=as=a=way=

of=promoting=nursing=
· iearning=to=utilise=nonJverbal=

communication=in=nursing==
· merceptions=of=communication=difficulties=

when=there=is=not=a=common=language=in=a=
nursing=environment=

· jaking=progress=in=language=skills=and=the=
possibility=to=use=the=language=in=different=
situations=

· iearning=to=utilise=nonJverbal=
communication=in=nursing==

· iearning=to=understand=nurseJpatient=
communication=difficulties=when=there=is=not=
a=common=language=

· iearning=to=communicate=with=patients=from=
different=cultures=

=
=
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merceptions=of=the=health=care=system=
=
ptudents=learned=about=health=care=systems=in=the=exchange=countriesK=qhe=erJrp=students=
got=to=know=about=activities=of=the=public=sector=and=the=cinnish=students=learned=how=an=
insuranceJbased=health=care=system=operates=and=they=learned=to=respect=the=health=care=
system=in=their=own=countryK==
=

“f have learned a lot about the cinnish health care system. … that there are 
various organizations out there to help clients and that nurses must be aware of 
these resources to better direct their clients for when they need additional 
services.” 
“qhere are health care centresI nurses at schoolsI psychological nursesI nurses in 
hospitalsI nurses in elderly day care centresI elderly homesI the aiacon 
organization and neuvolas Epre-natal C anti-natal clinicsF.” 
“qhings are very different to me because cinland has a public health care system 
and the r.p. xsystemz is based on private health care.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“matients´ different forms of sickness insurance and physicians’ agreements with 
the pharmaceutical industry works as a determining factor in patient care in the 
rpA.”  
“ft has been a good experience to see different kinds of health care systems—f 
have seen three countries´ systems during this exchange period and f have learned 
to compare financial the contribution of each country. … f can value the cinnish 
system more after that experience.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
merceptions=of=a=nurse’s=role=
=
auring=the=q`k=programmeI=students=became=familiar=with=nurses´=professional=
responsibilities=and=duties=and=the=respect=for=nurses=in=the=participating=countriesK=qhey=
also=became=acquainted=with=the=teamwork=demonstrated=by=nurses=and=other=staff=in=each=
countryK=qhe=cinnish=students=became=acquainted=with=the=nurseJpatient=relationship=in=
each=countryK==
=

”kurses in cinland are well respected professionals by society.”  
“f was very surprised to see how much responsibility nurses at schools and neuvolas 
Emother and child clinicsF had.”  
“f learned that here in cinland there are two different kinds of nursesI public health 
care nurses and medical nursesI and that they are responsible for different tasks. 
mublic health care nurses are the main health coordinators for patients. qhey see 
the patient more than the doctor and are responsible for health promotion and 
check-upsL appointments.”  
“kurses work in teams with other organizations and peopleI but also very 
independently.”  
“A big part of a nurse’s job is education as well as general health promotion.”=
EerJrpA=studentsF=

=



=
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“f have seen differences in the respect for the nursing profession according to the 
countries. fn cinland and the rpAI the nursing profession is more respected than 
the nursing profession in eungary.” 
“ft was also interesting to see differences between the duties of nurses according to 
the countries. fn the rpAI nurses have more responsibility in their work than in 
cinland. kurses listen to the heart and to the lungs of patients in the rpA. fn 
cinlandI they are the duty of the physicians. fn the rpAI it is the nurse’s duty to 
take care of a patient’s benefits and wellbeing. American nurses can delegate work 
and assess their workI where they can use their resources in caring for their 
patients. kurses in eungry are less independent and more mhysicians’ assistants.”=
Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
merceptions=of=the=nursing=therapeutics=used=by=nurses=
=
ptudents=emphasised=that=they=had=learned=about=different=nursing=therapeutics=during=their=
studiesI=for=example=about=different=kinds=of=tests=and=screeningsI=patient=teaching=and=the=
way=in=which=nurses=communicateK=cinnish=students=also=learned=to=see=the=different=aseptic=
behaviours=of=nurses=in=the=different=exchange=countriesK=
=

“f have learned the following practical skillsW how to administer an intramuscular 
and subcutaneous injectionI how to clean a tracheotomy tubeI how to conduct 
basic palliative care for patients EwashingI liftingI etc.F.” 
”f have learned to carry out different tests and screenings for school children and 
patients and f have seen patient teaching in different situations. f have also 
learned the cinnish nurses´ way of communication. qhe nurse–patient relationship 
is confident and friendly.”=EerJrpA=studentsF=

=
“f have learned to listen to the sound of breathing and the sounds of the intestines 
and to measure manual blood pressure and to carry out the tests for new born 
babies. f have learned to use different tools and measurements but also to manage 
without measurements.” 
 “f have seen the different communication styles of nurses between patients and 
colleagues.” 
” f have also seen how aseptic behaviour differs according to the exchange 
countries.” Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
merceptions=of=the=working=environment=of=nurses=
=
_oth=erJrp=and=cinnish=students=learned=to=work=in=the=field=of=nursing=in=a=multicultural=
and=international=working=environment=during=the=programmeK=cinnish=students=also=
learned=to=respect=the=culture=of=their=own=countryK=
=

“f also learned to take the time to learn about other people’s culture with an open 
mind. torking in multicultural environments helped learning about nursing and 
cultural sensitivity.”  
“qhe practices of another culture may enrich the care you provide. Adapting to a 
whole new and different culture has yielded personal growth and maturity.” 
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“fn cinlandI f have learnt that nursing is a very international and multicultural 
profession. f realised that to be a nurse is a privilegeI because wherever a nurse goes 
they can get a job. fn santaaI f met several colleagues who came from some other 
country. f found that amazing how they could become a nurse here as well.”=EerJ
rp=studentsF=

=
“Culture was the most important thing that f have already learned at the 
beginning. oegardless of social statusI race and cultureI a nurse is a nurse and a 
patient is a patient. f have learned xaboutz a lot of different cultures and cultural 
differences and cultural conflict. f also have learned about my own background. f 
learned a lot about American culture and how to communicate with Americans 
and my bnglish skills got a lot better.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
iearning=about=language=and=the=meaning=of=verbal=and=nonJverbal=communication=in=
nursing=
=
According=to=erJrp=and=cinnish=studentsI=the=progress=of=language=skills=and=the=possibility=
to=use=language=in=different=situations=enriched=their=communication=with=patientsK=ptudents=
also=learned=to=utilise=nonJverbal=communication=in=nursing=practice=during=their=educationK=
qhey=learned=to=understand=nurseJpatient=communication=difficulties=when=there=was=not=a=
common=languageK=cinnish=students=also=pointed=out=the=importance=of=learning=to=
communicate=with=patients=from=different=culturesK=
=

“A major thing that f have learned about nursing during my study period is the 
value of non-verbal communication. auring my practice placementI f had no 
experience with the cinnish language. f found myself able to understand portions 
of patient interactions just by watching body language and listening to the tones of 
voice. bven though f don’t know much cinnishI f was still able to communicate 
with the patient through body language and tone of voice.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“At the beginningI it was difficult with languagesI especially in eungaryI without a 
common language. But it was very interesting to follow how people act and say 
something although f did not understand their language.”  
“f have also learned the language and how to write the bnglish language.”=
Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
kursing students´ views on learning in different TCk learning environments  
=
qhe=third=research=question=looked=at=what=students=have=learned=in=different=learning=
environments=while=participating=in=the=q`k=programmeK=_ased=on=the=dataI=we=identified=
four=main=categoriesI=which=were=as=followsW=classroom=learning=as=a=promoter=of=learningI=
teacherJstudent=relationship=as=a=learning=promoterI=learning=assignments=as=a=learning=
promoter=and=clinical=training=as=a=learning=promoter=Eqable=QFK=
= =



=
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Table 4W== kursing=students´=views=on=learning=in=different=q`k=learning=environments=
=

eungarian EerF – rpA students cinnish students 
Classroom learning as a promoter of learning 

· iearning=about=different=kinds=of=learning=
methods==

· fntegrating=theory=and=practice=as=a=learning=
promoter==

· oeal=lifeJoriented=teaching=as=a=learning=
promoter=

· doalJoriented=and=wellJorganized=education=
as=a=learning=promoter=

· rtilising=students´=experiences=and=knowJ=
how=as=a=learning=promoter=

· iearning=material=as=a=learning=promoter=

· iearning=about=different=kinds=of=learning=
methods=

· oeflective=discussions=as=a=learning=promoter=
· bmphasising=different=kinds=of=nursing=

knowledge=in=the=different=participating=
countries=
==

Teacher-student relationship as a learning promoter 
· qeachers=having=a=flexible=and=supportive=

attitude=as=a=learning=promoter=
· A=wise=professional=way=of=tutoring=by=

teachers==

· aifferences=in=the=teacherJstudent=
relationship=in=the=different=countries=as=a=
way=of=promoting=cultural=learning==

=
iearning assignments as a learning promoter 

· iearning=tasks=as=a=way=for=students=to=
become=acquainted=with=researchers=and=
other=material=

· `lear=instructions=for=the=learning=tasks=
· mossibilities=to=find=creative=solutions=to=

demanding=learning=tasks=
=

· eomework=questions=and=case=studiesJtasks=
as=a=learning=promoter==

· oesearch=and=other=learning=materials=as=a=
learning=promoter=

· triting=in=bnglish=task=books=and=essays=as=a=
learning=promoter==

· `ultural=differences=in=knowledge=production=
Clinical training as a learning promoter 

· `linical=training=as=a=strengthening=factor=of=
nursing=education==

· `linical=training=as=a=way=of=clarifying=the=
health=care=system=

· pupport=and=example=of=clinical=teachers=as=a=
learning=promoter=

· `linical=training=as=a=way=of=deepening=
nursing=therapeutics=

· iearning=about=assessments=and=the=
arguments=made=in=assessments=as=a=
learning=promoter=

· aiscussion=in=clinical=situations=as=a=learning=
promoter=

=
`lassroom=learning=as=a=promoter=of=learning=on=nursing=
=
ptudents=learned=to=study=according=to=different=kinds=of=teaching=and=learning=methodsK=
According=to=the=goals=stated=by=the=erJrp=studentsI=wellJorganized=education=and=
propriety=learning=material=functioned=as=a=promoter=of=learning=about=nursing=and=health=
promotion=in=the=classroomK=oeal=lifeJoriented=education=combined=with=theory=helped=
students=to=put=theory=into=practiceK=rtilising=students´=experiences=and=knowJhow=acted=as=
a=promoter=of=learning=in=nursingK=qeaching=based=on=reflective=discussions=was=very=
successfulK=ptudents=benefitted=from=the=homework=assignmentsI=although=they=felt=that=
their=homework=was=very=hard=and=demandingK==
=
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“As a studentI f saw a different teaching method. ptudying in cinland has shown 
me that there are many differentI yet effectiveI learning methods that f will be able 
to use in the future. iearning by developing was a whole new concept for me. qhe 
learning by developing program has shown that f do not need a textbook and a 
formal lecture to learn. f remember more from my own opinions on topics rather 
than just memorizing facts. qhe oeal-life orientation was typical of this method. 
te had the possibility to learn theoretical and practical things at the same time. 
bducation was goal oriented and well organized. f prefer this method because it 
pays more attention to practical things.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“ptudents are encouraged to commentI and the teachers are always concerned if 
not everyone can hear and participate properly in small groupsW there were 
different group-making methodsI both self-forming and given groupsI with diverse 
tasksI where the students have a chance to find their own focus and structure for 
the topic xduringz individual tasks. te always received the materials and up-to-
date information about our profession; it was easier to follow the lectures like that 
and do group work.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“fn the classroomI there was a lot of discussion. te could really think about the 
nursing profession and nursing ethics in small groups. f learned to think critically. 
fn the cinnish education systemI there are trying to perceive the coherent whole or 
entity of the learning subjectsI whereas in the American education system they are 
trying to perceive small facts. ft was typical that during the next lectures we were 
asked about the learning subjects in the previous lectures. fn a small groupI you 
have to prepare very well. fn eungaryI there was no classroom teachingI but in the 
practical placement you could learnI for exampleI about arguments for 
measurements.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
qeacherJstudent=relationship=as=a=learning=promoter==
=
erJrp=students=emphasised=that=teachers=should=have=a=flexible=and=supportive=attitude=as=
a=promoter=of=learningK=cinnish=students=pointed=out=that=they=had=the=opportunity=to=learn=
how=to=manage=in=different=learning=culturesK==
=

“qeachers had a flexible and supportive attitude to students. ptudents could ask 
for help if they needed it. All teachers were willing to help in any situation with 
professional advice and also with a very personal attention. All teachers have the 
attitude of ‘you can do it’”.  
“ptudents are naturally expected to find their own individual solutionsI and they 
and their efforts are very much appreciated. ft was somehow a wise and 
professional way of tutoring” EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“f have learned to manage in different learning environments and learning 
cultures.” 
“fn the rp and eungaryI teachers were addressed by the surname and with their 
titles. fn cinlandI there is such a mutual respect between teachers and students 
without the need to use the title and surname.”  
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“At the beginningI f thought that the teachers do not like our direct commentsI 
but f think they liked xthemz and they understood that our way of stating our 
opinions was a cinnish way to express thoughts.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
iearning=assignments=as=a=learning=promoter=
=
erJrp=students=mentioned=that=clear=instructions=for=the=learning=tasks=and=the=possibility=
to=find=creative=solutions=to=demanding=learning=tasks=functioned=as=a=promoter=of=learning=
in=nursingK=cinnish=students=considered=task=booksI=case=studies=and=essay=writing=as=a=
learning=promoterK=All=of=the=students=appreciated=the=available=research=and=other=learning=
material=as=a=supporting=factor=for=their=learning=tasksK==
=

“All materials were available in classesI where f learned about clinical practices in 
the research findings xand howz to manage the health promotion of patients.” 
” qhe instructions for the learning tasks were well organized and the quality of the 
learning tasks was importantI but personal differences were allowed.”=EerJrp=
studentsF=

=
“At schoolI different case studies were used in the research material and they were 
obligatory. f have learned to use and evaluate bnglish research articles. bvidence-
based nursing was the basis for the learning tasks. qask books and essay writing 
were also used. xoesponding toz homework questions was a typical way of learning 
about nursing.”  
“fn cinlandI students learn to utilize the knowledge that they have learned and to 
apply it in practice. fn the rpAI students have to learn more facts.”=Ecinnish=
studentsF=

=
`linical=training=as=a=learning=promoter==
=
According=to=the=erJrp=studentsI=the=practical=training=both=clarified=and=strengthened=their=
nursing=educationK=qhey=mentionedI=for=exampleI=the=importance=of=having=nurses=act=as=
tutors=and=that=the=support=they=received=was=also=a=learning=promoterK=cinnish=students=felt=
that=their=practical=trainingI=including=the=reflective=discussions=and=learning=about=nursing=
assessmentsI=helped=them=learn=more=about=nursing=therapeuticsK==
=

“f would say that UMB of my learning about nursing occurred while doing clinical 
internshipsI whether during my five weeks alone or through the study visits that we 
made to the hospital or to different social and health services. qhe study visits were 
a perfect way to see how things work in a hospital.”  
“f think the clinical internships were much more useful than the theoretical 
courses. qhe clinics were a very strong experience for me. f was very pleased with 
this part of the education and could understand how nurses in cinland excel so 
much.” 
” f thought that the clinics were the most enriching part of the experience here in 
cinland.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
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“auring the clinical periodsI everybody had their own tutor nurse who was 
teaching the students during their shifts. ptudents had to follow their scheduleI 
which helped them to feel that they were involved in the system. eaving an 
individual tutor nurse meant that f was able to watchI learnI and participate more 
than f could have ever done in the ptates. jy tutor nurse was amazing and having 
one-on-one learning like that really helped me to learn all that f could with my 
little time here.” 
EerJrp=studentsF=
=
”te also had to prepare for practical periodsI because we were also asked 
questions.”  
“ln laboratory daysI we had an opportunity to palpate different kinds of lumps in 
order to know if there could be the question of a cancer and also listen to the sound 
of the lungs through a tape recorder.”  
“fn eungaryI we learn xaboutz different nursing areas. qhere we learn to give oral 
nursing reports according to patient documents. ft was very useful for me. 
mhysicians also gave us articles to read and we also looked at articles via the 
internet and afterwards we discussed the findings of the articles. te also discussed 
the cases of departments and looked at additional information via the internet.”=
Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
kursing students´ views on utilising their learning experiences after completing the 
TCk programme 
=
_ased=on=the=dataI=there=were=identified=three=categories=for=how=students=plan=to=put=their=
experiences=from=the=q`k=programme=into=action=in=their=life=and=the=nursing=professionK=qhe=
categories=were=as=followsW=utilising=experiences=from=working=in=the=health=care=systemI=
utilising=experiences=from=caring=for=patients=and=clientsI=and=utilising=their=experiences=of=
professional=and=personal=growth=Eqable=RFK==
= =
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Table 5W== kursing=students´=views=on=utilising=their=learning=experiences=after=
completing=the=q`k=programme==

=
er- rp students cinnish students 

rtilising experiences from working in the health care system=
· qaking=into=account=the=strengths=and=

weaknesses=of=the=cinnish=health=care=
system=

· Applying=experiences=from=the=cinnish=health=
care=system=for=future=reference=for=people=in=
your=own=country=

· rtilising=learned=skills=to=identify=health=
problems==

· rtilising=learned=knowledge=about=different=
health=care=systems=in=future=development=
work=

rtilising experiences from caring for patients and clients=
· qaking=care=of=patients=in=a=human=and=

friendly=way==
· bncouraging=patients=to=have=a=role=in=their=

own=health=
· mromoting=community=health=care==
· rtilising=cultural=sensitivity=in=nursing=

· qaking=care=of=patients=in=a=human=and=
friendly=way==

· rtilising=cultural=sensitivity=in=nursing=
=

rtilising experiences of professional and personal growth=
· rtilising=learned=learning=skills=
· fndependent=process=as=a=benefit=to=personal=

life=
· `ontinuing=to=develop=own=professional=

skills=
· lpenness=to=other=cultures=
· fntercultural=communication=skills=

· rtilising=learned=learning=skills=
· fndependent=process=as=a=benefit=to=personal=

life==
· `ontinuing=to=develop=own=professional=

skills=
· lpenness=to=other=cultures=
· fntercultural=communication=skills=
· criendship=as=a=means=of=life=empowerment=

=
rtilising=experiences=from=working=in=the=health=care=system=
=
erJrp=students=want=to=utilise=their=experiences=with=the=strengths=and=weaknesses=of=the=
cinnish=health=care=systemK=qhey=also=want=to=utilise=the=learned=skills=by=identifying=health=
problems=in=their=future=nursing=professionK=cinnish=students=wanted=to=utilise=the=learned=
knowledge=about=different=health=care=systems=for=future=development=work=in=the=nursing=
professionK=
=

“As a future nurseI f will take what f have learned about the strengths and 
weaknesses of the cinnish health care system and use them to improve the health 
care system where f will work.” 
“f have now seen an actual health care system and f think f have a better idea of 
what we need in the r.p. to better serve the people.” “f will also use learned skills 
to identify health problems.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“f can compare the health care systems and nurses’ roles in three different 
countries after the exchange. f will use my experiences with different health care 
systems in my future profession.“=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
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rtilising=experiences=from=caring=for=patients=and=clients=
=
erJrp=students=pointed=out=the=need=for=taking=good=care=of=patients=and=clientsK=matient=
care=and=teaching=should=follow=the=principles=of=humanityK=ptudents=also=want=to=utilise=
their=knowledge=to=help=clients=become=better=advocates=for=their=own=healthK=qhey=want=to=
promote=community=health=careK=auring=the=exchange=periodI=students=became=aware=of=the=
meaning=of=cultural=sensitivityK=qhey=will=utilise=this=awareness=by=caring=for=the=patients=and=
clients=in=the=nursing=professionK=cinnish=students=noticed=that=social=skills=are=important=in=
order=to=meet=different=people=from=different=countriesK=qhey=will=utilise=these=experiences=in=
their=future=work=in=the=nursing=professionK==
=

“cinnish nurses act in a more humane and friendly way towards their patientsI 
unlike what f experienced at home. f will try to find this common voice with my 
future patients. f also want to help patients to help themselves and f want to take 
care of community health. f have also become a more culturally sensitive and 
knowledgeable nurse.”  
“f will also have a much more open mind to the traditions of others. Because of 
thisI f will never de-value the traditions of my patients. fnsteadI f will try to 
incorporate them into my care. eoweverI this additional experience of living and 
studying in a different culture will likely improve my ability to read texts with 
greater insight and cultural competence.”=EerJrp=studentsF=

=
“f learned what kind of nurse f want to be. f learned how f want to work with 
patients in the future. f will be kinder towards those who don’t speak our language. 
f know what it’s like to be a patient in a place where you don’t know what’s going 
on.” 
” f have to learn to be hard-working. fn my future professionI f hope that after 
these experiences f can work as a good nurse in the global word. f believe in better 
care for different patients from different cultures. f am also more social and 
courageous.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
rtilising=experiences=of=professional=and=personal=growth==
=
erJrp=and=cinnish=students=wanted=to=utilise=the=skills=that=they=have=learned=during=the=
exchange=periodK=erJrp=students=wanted=to=keep=an=open=mind=towards=others=and=other=
nursing=culturesK=_oth=erJrp=and=cinnish=students=were=encouraged=to=manage=without=a=
common=language=in=different=environmentsK=qhey=also=could=benefit=from=this=sort=of=
independent=process=in=their=personal=lifeK=
=

“f will use the learnt study techniques and open-minded approach to different 
topics. f will try to make direct use of my study tasks in the same way as f 
experienced themI since f found it a great motivating force for myself.” 
“f will use my learnt experience from cinland because f have learnt here to be an 
independent learner.” 
” cinallyI f think my semester here has helped me to become an even more 
independentI self-driven student. f strongly believe this semester was only as good 
as the timeLeffort you put into it. ft helped to motivate me as an individual to strive 
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for bigger and better aspirations than f would have ever thought possible. f learnt a 
lot about myself as well as to be an educational informant”=EerJ=rp=studentsF=

=
“f have learnt to take more initiative for my own learning and academic success—
ability to communicate with patients and other peopleI even if we literally do not 
speak the same language—practicalI real-world multicultural knowledge to help 
me interact with patients and other people who have different backgrounds and 
beliefs.”=EerJ=rp=studentsF=

=
“f will use the obtained theoretical information and language skills in needed 
situations. f have learned a totally different way of learning and about different 
relationship between students and teachers. f also realized how important nursing 
ethics are and how all nurses should respect them. “ 
“f think that the exchange year made me more ready to meet different people. 
AlsoI my communication skills developed. jy professional identity has also grown 
and strengthened. f have learned about internationality. f’m sure that f want to 
work abroad after f’ve graduated. f think f have learned more about myself Eand 
my nursing skillsF thereI what are my strengths and weak areas. f have learned 
about myself more than ever. f became a good student during the education. 
cinallyI f want to point out the importance of friendship as an empowerment factor 
in life.”=Ecinnish=studentsF=

=
Discussionh
=
According=to=the=findingsI=the=erJrp=students=have=learned=about=many=aspects=of=cinnish=
health=promotion=as=well=as=about=the=meaning=of=health=promotion=in=generalK=As=for=the=
cinnish=studentsI=they=have=learned=to=respect=the=cinnish=health=promotion=system=and=to=
compare=it=with=the=systems=in=other=countriesK=qhey=also=understand=the=importance=of=
health=promotion=as=a=global=issueK=
=
_oth=the=erJrp=students=and=the=cinnish=students=have=learned=to=respect=health=promotion=
as=a=common=value=for=individuals=and=societiesK=qhe=concepts=of=health=promotion=and=
evidenceJbased=health=promotionI=and=the=connection=between=themI=have=also=been=
clarifiedK=ptudents=considered=health=promotion=an=important=part=of=nursing=profession=and=
one=of=the=significant=factors=for=the=wellbeing=and=welfare=of=individuals=and=societiesK=
ptudents=also=learned=to=perceive=national=and=the=international=guidelines=and=programmes=
as=a=guiding=factor=in=health=promotionK==
=
qhe=erJrp=students=and=the=cinnish=students=became=acquainted=health=care=systems=
based=on=public=resources=and=systems=based=on=insuranceK=ptudents=learned=about=different=
nursing=therapeutics=either=in=their=practical=placementsI=in=laboratory=lessons=or=during=
their=study=visitsK=ptudents=also=became=acquainted=with=multicultural=nursing=
environmentsK=qhey=learned=to=use=languages=and=to=manage=with=the=help=of=nonJverbal=
communication=in=different=situations=and=in=different=nursing=environmentsK=ptudents=also=
became=acquainted=with=the=status=of=nurses=in=different=countriesK=qhey=learned=that=the=
nursing=profession=is=truly=an=international=professionK==
=
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ptudents=have=learned=about=nursing=in=different=learning=environments=during=their=
exchange=periodK=qhe=erJrp=students=studied=according=to=the=iaurea=learning=modelW=iba=
Esee=oaij=OMMTFK=According=to=the=findings=and=the=ideas=of=the=iba=model=Eqaatila=C=oaij=
OMNNFI=students=highlighted=the=realJlife=orientation=of=their=learning=and=the=possibility=to=
integrate=theory=into=practice=as=well=as=the=possibility=to=share=their=own=experiences=during=
lessonsK=qhe=lessons=and=practical=training=helped=students=to=strengthen=their=nursing=
knowledge=and=skillsK=qeachers’=supportive=attitudes=towards=students=encouraged=and=
promoted=students´=learning=about=nursingK==
=
qhe=cinnish=students=learned=about=nursing=and=nursing=therapeutics=with=the=help=of=
substantial=and=versatile=learning=tasks=in=lessons=and=in=practical=placementsK=oeflective=
discussionsI=which=took=place=both=during=lessons=and=during=practical=placementsI=
promoted=students’=competences=in=nursingK=qheir=mutual=knowledge=and=written=bnglish=
knowledge=also=increased=during=lessons=and=practical=placementsK=qhese=kinds=of=faceJto=
face=discussions=seem=to=develop=critical=thinking=and=the=quality=of=argumentation=among=
students=Esee=goner=C=gones=OMMPX=jarttunen=NVVUFK==
=
ptudying=in=the=q`k=programme=increased=students´=cultural=sensitivity=and=their=ability=to=
work=and=manage=in=international=environments=as=well=as=in=different=cultural=
environmentsK=qhe=exchange=period=functioned=as=a=promoter=of=professional=growth=and=
identity=and=it=helped=clarify=nurses´=professional=responsibilitiesK=iee=et=alK=EOMMTFI=bdmonds=
EOMNMFI=cenell=EOMMVF=and=aoyle=et=alK=EOMNMF=reported=the=same=findings=in=their=articlesK=
According=to=their=findingsI=students´=cultural=diversity=in=relation=to=their=personal=and=
professional=development=increased=during=the=exchange=periodK==
=
qhe=q`k=exchange=period=also=increased=students´=strong=desire=to=utilise=their=newly=
acquired=nursing=knowledge=and=skills=in=patient=care=and=health=promotionK=bdmonds=
EOMNOF=found=that=studying=abroad=has=a=strong=impact=on=how=students=will=care=for=their=
patients=in=the=futureK=q`k=students=also=become=aware=of=the=strengths=and=weaknesses=of=
health=care=systems=in=the=participating=countriesK=qhis=experience=can=serve=as=a=valuable=
way=to=promote=and=inspire=them=to=develop=nursing=and=health=promotion=in=their=own=
countriesK=According=to=the=findingsI=the=q`k=programme=inspired=students=to=use=their=new=
learning=skills=and=to=continue=developing=their=professional=and=personal=skillsK=qhese=
findings=point=out=that=student=generally=have=reached=the=goals=presented=in=the=agreement=
“A=qransatlantic=aual=aegree=mrogram=in=kursing=OMMT”K==
=
Ethicalhconsiderationshandhreliabilityh
=
ptudents=were=selected=for=the=q`k=programme=and=participation=in=the=program=was=
voluntaryK=ptudents=were=aware=of=the=fact=that=all=of=the=written=and=interview=documents=
collected=for=research=were=subject=to=evaluationK=
=
fn=this=studyI=the=reliability=of=the=qualitative=research=was=evaluated=according=to=the=
criteria=of=credibilityI=confirmabilityI=reflectivity=and=transferability=Ejays=C=mope=OMMMFK=
aata=triangulation=and=the=researcher´s=insights=into=the=science=of=education=and=nursing=
increased=the=credibility=of=the=resultsK=qhe=categorisation=and=dataJbased=examples=
presented=in=the=article=have=supposedly=increased=confirmabilityK=qhe=researcher=was=aware=
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of=hisLher=preconceptions=and=the=aim=of=the=study=and=was=not=deeply=involved=in=the=
educational=part=of=the=programmeK=qhat=could=increase=the=reflectivityK=qhe=results=of=this=
study=can=be=applied=to=similar=learning=programmes=in=nursingK==
=
=
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Introductionh
=
qhe =purpose =of =this =article =is =to =describe =experiences =of =the =incoming =students =at =iaurea =
participating= in= the= qransatlantic= `urriculum= aegree= mrogramme= in= kursing= Eq`kFK= qhe=
students =came =from =pemmelweis =rniversity =in =eungary =and =from =kazareth =`ollege =in =the =
rnited=ptatesX=both=schools=were=involved=in=the=q`k=programme=between=the=years=OMMU=
and=OMNNK=qhe=q`k=programme=was=the=first=transatlantic=nursing=programme=in=the=worldK=
tithin= the= buropean= rnionI= the= programme= was= a= part= of= the= brJrp= Atlantis= mrogramme=
and= funded= by= the= bducationI= Audiovisual= and= `ulture= bxecutive= Agency= during= the= years=
OMMTJOMNNK= qhe= universities= involved= in= this= programme= were= pemmelweis= rniversity= in=
eungaryI =which =coordinated =the =programmeI =and =iaurea =rniversity =of =Applied =pciences =in =
cinlandI =which =served =as =its =partnerK =kazareth =`ollege =in =oochesterI =kew =vork =was =the =rp =
coordinator =for =the =programmeK =Eqransatlantic =`urriculum =in =kursing =OMMTX =eollós =et =alK =
OMNOKF==
=
qhe =aim =of =the =q`k =programme =was =to =promote =multicultural =and =global =issues =in =nursing =
educationK =An =additional =aim =of =the =q`k =programme =was =to =develop =and =share =good =
practices=both=for=nursing=education=and=for=the=student=mobility=programmeK=qhe=concrete=
mobility=goals=were=published= in= a=quality= handbook=for=incoming=students= participating= in=
the= q`k= programme= at= iaureaK= Eoautiainen= et= alK= OMMVKF= qhe= goals= for= student= mobility=
included= students= receiving= basic= information= on= mobilityI= learning= what= evidenceJbased=
health=promotion=and=nursing= means=in=cinlandI=becoming=integrated=within=all=of=iaurea´s=
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everyday= activitiesI= developing= and= enlarging= their= professional= and= cultural= competenceI=
receiving= opportunities= for= multiJprofessional= and= personal= developmentI= improving= their=
multicultural=and=cinnish=language=skills=and=networking=skillsI=completing=studies=based=on=
their=own=Eq`kF=learning=agreement=and=achieving=their=learning=goals=and=the=required=OM=J
OR=b`qp=creditsK==
=
qhe= feedback= was= collected= from= every= incoming= student= participating= in= the= q`k=
programme= at= iaureaK= qhe= data= was= collected= via= an= internetJbased= assessment= of= their=
educational= experiences= Ethe= fkhA= system= for= quality= evaluation= and= development= in=
educationF= after= the= mobility= periodK= _ased= on= the= feedback= resultsI= some= improvements=
were=made=concerning=both=the=practical=arrangements=and=teachingK=All=of=these=activities=
are=based=on=a=continuing=process=of=improvement=and=the=quality=assurance=system=in=place=
at=iaureaK=Eiaurea`s=nuality=Assurance=eandbook=OMMVKF==
=
qhe= respondents`= experiences= and= impressions= of= the= usefulness= of= the= international=
exchange=were=mainly=positiveK=jost=of=the= students=considered=that=living=and=studying=in=
cinland=had=deepened=their=cultural=competence=and=that=the=internship=period=had=enlarged=
their=vision=of=nursingK=eoweverI=we=also=discovered=some=issues=that=we=need=to=pay=more=
attention =to =and =that =need =to =be =improvedK =lne =such =issue =had =to =do =with =how =to =help =
cinnishI= American= and= eungarian= students= become= more= integrated= with= one= another= and=
learn=to=study=togetherK=Another=issue=had=to=do=with=improving=students’=multicultural=and=
cinnish= language= skills= and= networking= skillsK= _ased= on= the= outcomesI= changes= to= the=
courses =and =tutoring =system =were =made =to =get =better =resultsK =saluable =information =was =
provided =by =the =student =experiences =both =for =the =q`k =programme =and =for =the =mobility =
programme=in=generalK=
=
Datahcollectionhandhmethodshh
=
qhe=fkhA=questionnaire=data=was=collected=included=both=quantitative=and=open=questionsK=
qhe=quantitative=questions=were=presented=using=a=fiveJpoint=iikert=scaleI=where=a=rating=of=
one=ENF=is=poorI=a=rating=of=two=EOF=is=satisfiedI=a=rating=of=three=EPF=is=goodI=a=rating=of=four=EQF=
is= very= good= and= a= rating= of= five= ERF= is= excellentK= qhe= questionnaire= consisted= of= five= partsI=
including= questions= about= practical= arrangements= and= learning= based= on= the= goals= that=
students =were =meant =to =achieve =as =part =of =the =q`k =programmeI =as =specified =in =the =quality =
handbookK=qhe=themes=on=the=fkhA=questionnaire=were=as=followsW=_ackground=fnformationX=
jotivation= and= mreparationX= lrientationX= pupport= and= fntegrationX= AccommodationI=
pervices=and=`ostsX=Academic=fssuesX=and=lverall=bxperienceK=
=
courteen= eungarian= students= and= NR= rp= students= responded= to= the= questionnaireX= henceI=
the=final=response=rate=was=OV=studentsK=qhe=data=was=analysed=statisticallyK=qhe=results=are=
presented= as= arithmetic= meansK= Attention= was= paid= in= particular= to= items= that= received= a=
mean=rating=of=only=three=EPF=or=lessK=iaurea=has=designated=a=rating=of=three=EPF=as=the=alarm=
limit= that= demands= special= attention= and= these= particular= issues= need= to= be= improvedK=
Eiaurea`s=nuality=Assurance=eandbook=OMMVKF==
=
=
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=
Thehoutcomeshofhthehfeedbackhbyhincominghstudentsh
=
jotivation and preparation 
=
qhe=first=part=of=the=questionnaire=concerns=the=motivation=and=preparation=of=the=studentsK=
=

=
cigure NW= qhe=importance=of=the=factors=in=the=students`=decision=to=study=abroad=EN=moorI=

O=patisfiedI=P=doodI=Q=sery=doodI=R=bxcellentF=
=
qhe= highest= motivationJrelated= scores= were= for= the= issue= of= personal= development= EQKUUFI=
cultural=experiences=EQKTNFI=career=plans=EQKQTF=and=change=of=environment=EQKOVFK==
=
qhere= were= also= open= questions= about= the= students’= motivations= for= choosing= the= host=
country=or=placeK=qwo=sample=answers=were=as=followsW=
=

“kot in a bad wayI but because of the Atlantis programmeI we were without a 
choice as to which country we would study abroad xinz. f was truly excited though 
to come to cinland because f have never been in korthern burope and was excited 
to see what life was like here.” 
 
“Because our university has xanz old relationship with iaurea rniversity and f 
wanted to experience the differences in nursing between cinland and eungary. 
pecond this was the second part of the program.” 

=
lrientationI pupport and fntegration 
=
qhe= second= part= of= the= questionnaire= concerned= the= orientation= and= support= given= to= the=
students=and=the=extent=to=which=they=became=adjusted=to=the=new=situationK=
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=
=
cigure OW= fnformation= and= support= given= to= the= students= EN=moorI= O=patisfiedI= P=doodI=

Q=sery=doodI=R=bxcellentF=
=
qhe= information=given= to=the=students= seemed=to= be=sufficientI= and=the=students= also=rated=
the =orientation =and =support =given =to =them =as =very =good =EQFK =qhe =students =gave =a =rating =of =
four=or=more=for=every=issue=included=in=this=part=of=the=questionnaireK==
=
fntegration 
=
qhe=questions=concerned=the=extent=to=which=students=became=integrated=with=other=foreign=
studentsI=the=university=and=society=in=generalK=
=

=
cigure PW= ptudents`= level= of= social= integration= with= other= foreign= studentsI= with= the=

university= and= with= society= in= EN=moorI= O=patisfiedI= P=doodI= Q=sery= doodI=
R=bxcellentF=

=
qhe=level=of=social=integration=in=terms=of=culture=and=society=in=general=achieved=the=highest=
scores= EQKQNFI= and= especially= integration= with= other= international= students= was= successful=
EQKPRFK=Although=the=level=of=integration=with=local=students=at=the=host=institution=was=rated=
as =good =EPKQNFI =the =students =still =felt =that =they =were =not =so =well =integrated =with =local =
studentsK==
=
qhe=answers=to=the=open=question=support=the=quantitative=outcomesW=
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=
“xqhez tutors helped me much more than f could have figured out by myself.”  

=
qhe =answers =to =the =open =question =also =demonstrate =a =lack =of =integration =with =the =local =
students=and=with=the=teaching=method=at=the=host=institutionK==
=

“ft wouldDve been helpful to know exactly how different the courses are here. ft was 
very hard to adjust to the different teaching styleI and it was scary to feel so in the 
dark.”  
“Because most of our classes were with other exchange students too it left little 
room to get to know any of the cinnish students.” 

=
AccommodationI pervices and Costs 
=
qhe=questionnaire=also=included=questions=on=accommodationI=services=and=costsK=
=

=
cigure 4W= qhe= living= and= studying= conditions= during= the= student= mobility= period=

EN=moorI=O=patisfiedI=P=doodI=Q=sery=doodI=R=bxcellentF=
=
fn=generalI=students=were=satisfied=with=their=living=and=studying=conditionsK=fn=terms=of=their=
ability=to=access=the=library=and=computersI=students=gave=scores=that=ranged=between=PKUU=
and= QKOVK= mublic= transportation= received= the= highest= scoreW= QKQTK= qhe= students= rated= the=
health=care=services=as=goodI=giving=them=a=mean=score=of=PKRK==
=
Academic fssues 
=
qhe= students= were= asked= to= evaluate= the= courses= they=completedK= q`k= students= from= the=
rnited=ptates=completed=PQ=b`qp=at=iaureaI=whereas=students=from=eungary=completed=ORJ
PM =b`qpK =qhe =total =number =of =courses =offered =in =bnglish =accounted =for =RNJSN =b`qpK =
bxamples=of=the=courses=offered=includeW=fnternational=lrientation=for=bxchange=ptudents=EP=
b`qpFI= pocial= and= eealth= `are= in= cinland= ER= b`qpFI= pocial= and= eealth= `are= of= `ultural=
perspectives =ER =b`qpFI =eealth =mromoting =bnvironment =ES =b`qpFI =eealth =Assessment =ER =
b`qpFI =aeveloping =`are =for =llder =Adults =ER =b`qpFI =merioperative =kursing =ER =b`qpFI =_asic =
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cinnish= ER= b`qpFI= mrofessional= aevelopment= in= mractice= ENM= J= NR= b`qpF= and= qhesis= ERLNR=
b`qpFK=
=
All= of= the= courses= were= integrated= with= the= main= themes= of= the= aegree= mrogramme= in=
kursing=EONM=crKF=at=iaureaK=puch=themes=includeW=_asic=kursing=`ompetence=EPM=crKFI=eealth=
mromotion= `ompetence= EPM= crKFI= `linical= kursing= `ompetence= EQM= crKFI= qeaching= and=
duidance= `ompetence= in= julticultural= kursing= EOM= crKFI= oesearchI= qeamwork= and=
janagement =`ompetence =in =kursing =EOR =crKFI =Advanced =kursing =`ompetence =EOM =crKFI =
fnnovative= aevelopment= `ompetence= in= kursing= including= qhesis= EPM= crKF= and= elective=
studies=ENR=crKF=Eptudy=duide=OMMU–OMNNFK=
=
qhe= _achelor= mrogramme= in= kursing= at= iaurea= is= based= on= the= buropean= nualification=
cramework=EbncF=and=students=needed=to=reach=at=least=level=S=Eout=of=U=levelsF=in=terms=of=
their= knowledgeI= skills= and= competenceK= According= to= the= bncI= these= core= competences=
includeW=NF=advanced=knowledge=of=field=of=work=or=studyI=involving=a=critical=understanding=of=
theories=and=principalsI=OF=advanced=skillsI=demonstrating=mastery=and=innovationI=required=
to =solve =complex =and =unpredictable =problems =in =a =specialized =field =of =work =or =studyI =PF =
managing= the= complex= technical= or= professional= activities= of= projectsI= taking=responsibility=
for= decision= making= in= unpredictable= work= or= study= contextsI= and= taking= responsibility= for=
managing= the= professional= development= of= individuals= and= groups= Eburopean= `ommission=
OMMUFK= ppecific= professional= nursing= competences= that= need= to= be= achieved= include=
responsible= nursing= expertiseI= theoretical= knowledge= and= core= skillsI= ethical= competenceI=
competence=in=health=promotionI=teaching=and=guidance=skillsI=teamJworking=skillsI=research=
and= development= competenceI= innovative= service= competenceI= leadership= competenceI=
anticipation= of= the= future= of= the= sector= and= societyI= and= welfare= technology= competence=
EAuvinen=et=alK=OMNMX=ptudy=duide=OMMUJOMNNFK=
=

=
cigure 5W= qhe= students`= evaluation= of= the= courses= completed= during= their= exchange= at=

iaurea=EN=moorI=O=patisfiedI=P=doodI=Q=sery=doodI=R=bxcellentF=
=
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qhe =feedback =on =the =courses =was =goodX =the =scores =exceeding =a =rating =of =good =EPF =for =every =
questionK==
=
qhe= highest= scores= EmeanW= QKMSF= were= given= when= evaluating= the= upJtoJdate= content= of=
coursesK=qhe=lowest=scores=were=given=to=the=usefulness=of=the=courses=EmeanW=PKNUFK=
=

=
cigure SW= qhe=tutoringI=usefulness=and=quality=of=the=work=placementL= internship=EN=moorI=

O=patisfiedI=P=doodI=Q=sery=doodI=R=bxcellentF=
=
ptudents =also =rated =the =usefulness =of =tasks =and =learning =experiences =during =the =work =
placementL =internship =as =good =EmeanW =PKURFK =bvery =item =received =at =least =a =mean =score =of =
PKRK=
=
pome=sample=answers=to=open=questions=were=as=followsW=
=

“fn the neuvolaI f think f learned more than f did in the classes. jy tutor nurse was 
amazing  and  having  one  on  one  learning  like  that  really  helped  me  to  learn  all  
that f could with my little time here.” 
“bvaluationW the hospitals were well structured and well- equippedI nurses have 
their own competence. qhey were really helpful.” 
“xqhere is morez about community health nursing and xthez different ways in 
which nurses can work within society than f ever thought f would understand. f 
also feel that my direction in the field of nursing has now shifted because f see the 
importance in health promotion and realize that to really make a change f will 
have to do this through some other venue than bedside nursing.” 

=
Actionshandhimprovementshbasedhonhfeedbackh
=
According=to=iaurea’s=quality=assurance=system=EOMMVFI=continuing=improvement=should=be=
made=based=on=the=feedback=given=and=the=goals=that=the=university=aims=to=achieveK=_ased=
on=the=quantitative=and=qualitative=feedback=given=by=studentsI=the=following=activities=were=
made=a=part=of=the=q`k=programmeW=
=

· qrilateralI=crossJcultural=student=tutorial=system=
· jore=advice=on=the=iba=method==
· mersonal=time=management=
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· purvival=cinnish=language=course=
· All=students=participate=together=in=same=modules=during=their=professional=studies=
· All=students=have=participated=together=in=the=clinical=workshops=since=OMNN=
· detJtogethers=have=been=organised=during=international=week=since=OMNO==

=
A= trilateralI= crossJcultural= student= tutorial= system= refers= to= a= common= orientation=
programme=that=begins=before=each=mobility=period=and=that=is=designed=for=newly=selected=
studentsK= ptudents= from=cinland= and= eungary=will=already= meet=American= students= during=
their= studies= in=the= rnited= ptates= and= also= former= students= from=the= rnited= ptates= will=be=
available= for= tutoringK= ft= was= also= discovered= that= more= concrete= material= for= the=
introduction= and= tutoring= is= neededK= As= a= result= of= this= findingI= two= iaurea= q`k= students=
published=a=common=cacebook=groupI=‘qransatlantic=kurses’I =for=the=programme=as=part=of=
their =thesis =at =iaureaK =qhree =other =students =published =a =guidebook =for =the =programme =as =
part=of=their=iaurea=thesisK=
=
_ecause =of =the =different =teaching =methods =in =each =countryI =it =was =needed =to =provide =more =
advice= and= explanation= about= the= philosophy= of= teaching= and= the= learning= methods= at=
iaurea=based=on=the=iearning=by=aeveloping=method=EibaFK=qhe=iba=action=model=is=based=
on =a =development =project =that =is =rooted =in =the =world =of =workX =it =aims =to =produce =new =
practices=and=competencesK=qhis=kind=of=progress=demands=collaboration=between=lecturersI=
students=and=experts=from=the=world=of=workK=Ecränti=C=mirinen=OMMRX=oaij=OMMTKF=
=
ft=was=also=noticed=that=students=had=difficulties=in=managing=their=time=because=of=the=new=
learning= and= teaching= cultureK= Arrangements= for= individual= student= counselling= sessions=
were= needed= so= that= students= could= learn= to= better= manage= their= time= and= clarify= their=
personal=schedule=of=studiesK=ptudents=completed=R=b`qp=in=the=cinnish=languageX=we=found=
that= it= was= useful= for= them= to= concentrate= on= basic= survival= cinnishK= te= rearranged= the=
schedule= so= that= cinnish= students= could= become= more= integrated= with= international=
studentsK=AlsoI=we=organised=clinical=workshops=together=with=a=group=of=secondJyear=iaurea=
studentsK=All=of=the=students=worked=together=during=the=annual=international=weekK=
=
Discussionh
=
qhe= findings= from= fkhA= survey= showed= that= students= have= been= mostly= satisfied= with= the=
q`k=mobility=programmeK=qhe=highest=motivation=scores=pertained=to=the=issues=of=personal=
developmentI=cultural= experiencesI= career=plans=and=change=of=environmentK=_ased=on=the=
responsesI= it= seemed= clear= that= the= exchange= students= are= very= much= professionally=
orientedK=qhe=answers=to=the=open=questions=showed=that=students=have=both=a=professional=
interest= in=enlarging= their= vision= of= nursing= in=different=countries= and= a=personal= interest= in=
seeing=foreign=countriesK=
=
qhe=students=felt=that=the=orientation=and=support=offered=to=them=was=very=goodK=qhey=gave=
a =rating =of =four =or =more =for =every =itemK =qhe =score =for =the =orientation =programme =was =also =
highI=which=showed=that=the=information=offered=to=the=students=seems=to=be=sufficientK=qhe=
outcomes= showed= that= the= orientation= programme= and= the= support= given= to= the= students=
were= very= goodK= qhe= students= felt= that= their= level= of= integration= with= cinnish= culture= and=
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society=in=general=was=successful=as=wellK=iaurea=has=already=created=and=updated=a=website=
containing=a= large=information=package=for=all= incoming=international=students=and= this=has=
been=very=useful=for=the=q`k=projectK=All=tutor=students=took=part=in=the=tutoring=workshops=
so=that=they=could= support=new=international=students= become=better= integrated=at=iaureaI=
and=they=seem=to=play=a=very=important=role=in=this=processK=
=
qhe=students=also=reported=that=they=were=satisfied=with=their=living=and=studying=conditionsK=
ft=was=easy=for=them=to=access=the=library=and=computersK=mublic=transportation=received=the=
highest=scoresK= fn= the= metropolitan=areaI= public= transportation= is= well=organized= and= quite=
frequentK=te=had=assumed=that=the=students=would=rate=the=health=care=services=more=highly=
because=they=had=access=to=the=same=services=as=the=cinnish=studentsK=fn=additionI=they=all =
had=their=own=personal=health=insuranceK=merhaps=they=did=not=need=these=services=or=did=not=
know=all =of=the=services=availableI=even=though=this=information=was=offered=to=them=by=the=
school=public=health=nurse=at=the=beginning=of=their=mobility=periodK==
=
qhe= students= rated= the= clinical= tutoring= and= the= usefulness= of= the= tasks= and= learning=
experiences=during=their=work=placementL=internship=quite=highly=as=wellK=bvery=item=received=
a=score=of=more=than=PKRK=qhe=answers=to=the=open=questions=support=our=conception=that=the=
work=placement=is=meaningful=to=the=studentsK=All=of=the=clinical=advisors=EnursesF=were=able=
to=speak=bnglish=and=some=of=them=were=former=q`k=students=at=iaureaK=qhe=qk`=students=
had= their= work= internship= at= different= health= care= organizationsW= health= care= centresI= child=
and=maternity=centres= and=hospitalsK= qhe=students=completed=approximately= U=JNM=b`qp=in=
professional=development=during=their=work=placementL=internshipK==
=
auring= the= work= placementsLinternshipI= reflective= discussions= took= place= between= the=
studentI= their= teacher=and=a=clinical= advisor=to=support= the= student`s= professional= learningK=
qhese =discussions =were =also =based =on =the =buropean =nualification =cramework =EOMMUF =and =
students=needed=to=reach=at=least=level=S=Eout=of=U=levelsF=in=terms=of=their=knowledgeI=skills=
and= competenceK= qhe= professional= nursing= competences= that= students= need= to= achieve=
during= both= their= clinical= and= theoretic= nursing= studies= are= as= followsW= responsible= nursing=
expertiseI= theoretical=knowledge=and=core=skillsI=ethical=competenceI= competence= in=health=
promotionI= teaching= and= guidance= skillsI= teamJworking= skillsI= research= and= development=
competenceI= innovative= service= competenceI= leadership= competenceI= anticipation= of= the=
future=of=the=sector=and=societyI=and=welfare=technology=competence=Eburopean=`ommission=
OMMUX= ptudy= duide= OMMUJOMNNFK= te= also= received= positive= feedback= also= from= the= clinical=
advisors=regarding=the=outcomes=and=usefulness=of=the=clinical=studies=for=q`k=studentsK=
=
qhe= students= also= wrote= their= own= learning= portfolio= during= their= clinical= studiesK= qhe=
content= of= learning= portfolio= included= their= learning= historyI= knowledgeI= skills= and=
competences= and= learning=goals= both=at= the=personal= level=based=on=their= previous=clinical=
studies= and= the= current= clinical= environmentK= pimilar= to= iaurea= studentsI= all= of= the=
international= q`k= students= also= expressed= difficulties= in= specifying= their= personal= learning=
goalsK =jore =concrete =examples =were =offered =to =students =to =help =them =assess =their =own =
evidenceJbased=nursing=skillsK=
=
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qhe =feedback =on =the =courses =offered =students =during =their =mobility =period =at =iaurea =was =
goodX=in=factI =the=scores=exceeded=the=average=value=of=good=EPF=for=every=questionK=auring=
the=q`k=projectI=new=nursing=courses=needed=to=be=designed=together=with=kazareth=`ollege=
in =the =rnited =ptatesI =which =was =found =to =be =very =usefulK =jore =faculty =members =at =iaurea =
took=part=every=academic=year=in=developing=the=curriculumI=and=the=content=of=the=courses=
has=been=reorganised=based=on=student=feedbackK=qhe=courses=have=been=arranged=partly=in=
cooperation= with= other= iaurea= students= and= interdisciplinary= groupsI= which= also= made= it=
possible=to=plan=more=projectJtype=learning=according=to=the=iba=modelK=Efkonen=et=alK=OMNNKF=
=
qhe =q`k =programme =was =the =first =transatlantic =nursing =programme =in =the =worldK =qhe =
student`s= experiences=are= important=because= they= provide= us= with= valuable= information=on=
how =to =develop =both =the =q`k =programme =and =the =mobility =programme =in =generalK =qhe =
number =of =conclusions =that =we =can =draw =is =limited =because =of =the =small =number =of =
respondentsK=tith=quantitative= questionsI=we=can=obtain=a= great=deal=of= information=about=
the= students’= experiences= within= a= very= short= amount= of= timeK= qhe= findings= reveal= the=
students’=general=opinions=and=level=of=satisfaction=with=the=practical=issues=and=the=quality=
of= teaching= and= learning= in= the= mobility= programmeK= ftems= that= received= a= poor= ratingI=
meaning=a=score=of=three=or=lessI=can=easily=be=identified=and=improvements=can=be=planned=
and= madeK= AlsoI= qualitative= research= is= needed= to= obtain= more= detailed= informationK= puch=
qualitative= data= might= reveal= quite= unexpected= results= about= what= should= be= changedI=
improved=or=developedK=
=
qhe=experiences=of= the= incoming=students=were=very=good= and= positiveK= qhey=felt=generally=
satisfied=with=the=tutoring=offered=by=students=and=with=their=teachers=and=clinical=advisorsK=
lther=reports=have=also=yielded=this=kind=of=an=outcomeK=According=to=hoskenniemi=EOMMUFI=
research= students= found= it= useful= to= hear= about= the= experiences= and= opinions= of= other=
students=who=had=participated=in=mobility=programmes=previouslyK==
=
According=to=the=feedbackI=students=are=professionally=oriented=and=they=also=have=an=open=
mind=when=encountering=new=culturesI=which=might=help=them=a=great=deal=when=adapting=to=
new=situationsK= ieh=et=alK= EOMMQF=found= that= international=student=exchange= is=an=effective=
means =for =nursing =programmes =to =respond =to =the =challenge =of =developing =a =global =
perspective=in=nursing=educationK=ptudent=exchanges=also=offer=the=opportunity=to=acquire=an=
international= view= on= health= care= by= comparing= and= sharing= nursing= data= across= various=
populationsI=settings=and=geographical=regionsK=
=
qhe= level= of= integration= between= international= students= and= the= local= students= and= host=
institution= should= be= betterK= kiemelä`s= EOMMUF= research= also= yielded= the= same= kinds= of=
outcomesW=RSB=of=students=studying=at=cinnish=universities=wanted=more=contact=both=with=
cinnish=and=with=other= foreign=peopleK=qhey=reported=wanting=contacts=with=cinnish=people=
even=more=as=a=way=of=becoming=better=integrated=with=cinnish=society=and=learning=more=of=
the=cinnish=languageK=
=
As =part =of =the =q`k =programmeI =a =tutoring =system =has =been =developed =to =better =integrate =
international= students= with= the= local= studentsK= _y= offering= a= triJlateral= tutoring= systemI=
students= receive= useful= information= from= the= other= students= at= the= very= beginning= of= the=
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programmeK= te= began= offering= courses= were= all= of= the= students= participated= together= to=
offer=at=iaureaK=A=thesis=was=published=as=a=guidebook=for=Atlantis=mobility=and=can=be=found=
in=electronic=form=at=iaurea’s=websiteK=qhis=thesis=included=both=useful=practical=information=
for= mobility= and= students`= own= experiencesK= Another= thesisI= ‘qransatlantic= kurses’I= was=
published =in =the =form =of =a =cacebook =group =to =share =information =and =make =it =possible =to =
create=an=active=network=for=all=q`k=studentsK==
=
jore= attention= should= be= paid= to= conducting= evaluations= already= at= the= beginning= of=
planning =phaseK =AlsoI =resources =for =research =should =be =made =available =as =part =of =the =
programmeK=qhough=the=programme=does=not=receive=any=research=fundingI=we=considered=it=
to=be=so=important=and=unique=that=we=decided=to=collect=and=publish=feedback=from=the=q`k=
studentsK= AdditionallyI= more= longitudinal= research= is= needed= to= assess= the= impact= of= the=
study=abroad=programmesK= `ooperation=with=the=same=partners= in=eungary=and= the=rnited=
ptates=will=continueK=kew=degree=programmes=at=the=master’s=degree=and=bachelor’s=degree=
levels=and=new=forms=of=cooperation=will=be=started=in=the=near=futureK=At=iaureaI=we=can=be=
proud=of=the=very=successful=q`k=programmeK=
=
=
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Introductionh
=
qhe= aim= of= this= article= is= to= describe= the= q`k= Eqransatlantic= `urriculum= in= kursingF=
programme= and= its= recognition= at= the= institutionalI= national= and= international= levelsK= qhe=
internationalisation= of= societies= and= the= processes= of= globalisation= are= presenting= new=
challenges= for=health=provision=systemsI= including=professionalI=ethicalI= socialI=cultural=and=
communicational= aspects= of= nursing= and= nursing= educationK= aemographic= changes= and=
changes=in=the=system=of=health=care=provisionI=technological=developments=and=the=mobility=
of=clients=have=significantly=affected=people’s=expectations=of=how=health=sciences=should=be=
taught=at=higher=education=institutionsK=
=
dlobalisationI= which= can= be= interpreted= as= the= common= responsibility= of= societies= to= solve=
common =problemsI =has =also =prompted =the =caculty =of =eealth =pciences =and =its =partners =to =
react=to=the=needs=of=society=with=timelyI=adequate=and=responsible=answers=and=actionsK=qhe=
following =global =trends =have =had =a =tremendous =effect =on =the =wellJbeing =of =people =and =
communitiesW= demographic= changesI= significant= alterations= in= the= health= care= systemI= the=
information=boomI=the=development= of=science=and=technology=and=migrationK= Eooy=OMMMKF=
te=must=add=to=the=above=list=the=costs=thatI= in=our=opinionI=affect=the=quality=of=the=health=
care=that= is=providedK=Advances= in=the=above=processes=of=globalisation=have=contributed=to=
the= breadth= and= intensity= of= interactions= between= different= culturesI= religions= and=
civilizationsK= qhe= changes= have= certainly= affected= the= system= of= health= care= provision= by=
generating=new=needsI=expectations=and=requirements=both=at=the=individual=level=and=at=the=
societal=levelK=Eiindeman=OMMMKF=
=
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qhere=is=a=worldwide=shortage=of=nurses=and=international=nursing=groups=who=have=a=transJ
cultural=approach=to=nursing=practiceK=joreoverI=the=fnternational=`ouncil=of=kurses=notesW=
“fnternational= recognition= of= nursing= diplomasI= postJbasic= studies= or= degrees= is= not= yet=
widely=establishedK=qhis=may=be=a=source=of=frustration=for=nurses=emigrating=to=work=or=to=
pursue= educational= programmes”= Efnternational= `ouncil= of= kursesI= NVVVFK= fnternational=
collaboration=will=play=a= key=role= in= improving= health= care=and= in=addressing=critical= issues=
that=affect=the=nursing=workforceK==
=
pemmelweis= rniversityI= kazareth= `ollege= and= iaurea= rniversity= of= Applied= pciences=
implemented= a= dualJdegree= model= Eoauhvargers= at= alK= OMMUF= of= professional= nursing=
education= with= the= financial= support= of= the= br’s= bA`bA= EbducationalI= Audiovisual= and=
`ulture=bxecutive=AgencyF=and=the=rp’s=cfmpb=Ecund=for=the=fmprovement=of=mostsecondary=
bducationFK=qhe=project’s=title=is=the=qransatlantic=`urriculum=in=kursing=Eq`kF=programmeK=
fts= main= objectives= includeW= preparing= an= internationally= and= culturally= competent=
workforceX= developing=the=practice= of= nursing=students’= exchange=programmesX= processing=
the= dualJdegree= model= independent= of= geographicalI= political= or= cultural= bordersX=
introducing= evidenceJbased= nursing= standards= into= daily= practiceK= At= the= midpoint= of= the=
projectI=we=gave=a=report=on=how=the=programme=was=launched=and=how=we=planned=to=seek=
recognition=for=the=diplomasK=Emop=et=alK=OMNMKF=
=
KeyhissueshaddressedhbyhthehTCNhprogrammeh
=
At=the=end=of=the=project=Eit=ran=from=OMMT=to=OMNOFI=in=addition=to=introducing=a=finalised=and=
tested= training= programmeI= which= was= realized= as= a= part= of= international= trilateral=
cooperationI =we =also =followed =up =on =and =analysed =our =results =and =their =expected =effect =on =
research=related=to=the=recognition=and=the=possible=acknowledgement=process=and=its=utility=
for=international=and=national=platformsK=Eeollós=et=alK=OMNOKF=
=
ThehrecognitionhProcessh
=
fnstitutional recognition 
=
_efore =starting =the =programmeI =the =partners =had =signed =a =trilateral =jemorandum =of =
rnderstanding=agreement=and=had=agreed=on=the=basic=principles=of=cooperationK= qhe=main=
aspects= of= this= agreement= were= that= the= nature= of= nursing= education= should= be= practice=
oriented= and= that= nursing= should= be= treated= as= an= interdisciplinary= professionK= lur= goals=
within =the =q`k =programme =were =as =followsW =to =add =values =otherwise =not =accessible =via =
standard= educational= coursesI= such= as= intercultural= competenceI= proficiency= in= a= foreign=
technical= language= and= in= the= transatlantic= characteristics= of= that= particular= languageI=
culture= and= societyI= and= to= add= professional= valuesI= iKeK= to= get= new= competences= Especific=
strengths=of=the=participating=institutionsFK=
==
Another=aspect=of=the=agreement=was=to=ensure=that=the=senior=students=participating=in=the=
programme=meet=the=requirements=of=their=home=institutions=EeKgK=the=ebpf=exam=in=the=rp=
and =final =exam =in =buropeFK =qhe =q`k =study =programme =is =designed =for =each =student =
individually=based=on=the=student’s=preliminary=studiesK=te=also=took=into=consideration=the=
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`faa= Ethe= `onsortium= of= fnternational= aouble= aegreesF= checklistI= which= gives=
recommendations=for= developing=dualJdegree=programmesK=fn=this=wayI=we=hope=to=secure=
the=common=recognition=on=the=institutional=level=of=the=curriculum=and=the=degrees=awarded=
to=studentsK==
=
qhe= institutional= and= interJinstitutional= recognition= process= was= based= on= the= mutual=
recognition= of= the= q`k= programmeK= qhe= following= main= principles= were= taking= into=
considerationW=the=nature=of=nursing=educationI=the=characteristics=of=nursing=educationI=the=
added= values=of= the= programmeI= the= transatlantic= nature= of= languageI= culture= and=societyI=
the=institutional=requirements=and=the=previous=studies=of=the=senior=students=attending=the=
programmeK=
=
qhe =next =important =step =was =to =design =the =curriculaK =te =created =the =soJcalled =q`k =course =
bank=with=the=following=characteristics=Eqable=NFW==

· `ommon=courses=that=involve=working=together=and=that=have=a=strong=multicultural=
focusI=such=as=“eealth=and=pociety”=and=“kursing=ieadership”X=

· duest= teachingI= a= tutorial= systemI= studentJtoJstudent= tutorials= and= language=
tutorials=during=the=internshipX=

· fnnovative= assessmentW= involving= students= in= the= assessmentI= conducting= selfJ
evaluations=and=taking=the=students’=reports=into=considerationX=

· te= observed= the= hangingJon= role= of= the= teacherI= who= facilitated= the= learning=
process=in=a=multicultural=student=groupX=

· qhe=way=in=which=the=earned=credits=are=recognised=based=on=q`k=studies=is=based=
on= the= intraJ= and= interJinstitutional= credit= transfer= systemI= which= has= been=
harmonised=with=the=registrars’=offices=at=the=various=institutionsK=

 =
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Table NW= `ourses=that=are=a=part=of=the=q`k=program=–=the=q`k=course=bank==
=

pemmelweis rniversity kazareth College iaurea rAp 
min. requiredW=PR=b`qp= min requiredW=PM=rp==

ESM=b`qpF=
min requiredW=OR=b`qp=

kursing=mractice=in=mrimary=
`are=

iiberal=Arts=EoptionsW=cine=
ArtsI=eistoryI=moetry=–=writing=
assessmentsI=fntroduction=to=
torld=jusicI=bxploring=
oegionI=the=American=
oepublicF=

pocial=and=eealth=`are=in=
cinland=

Anesthesiological=kursing=
mractice=

eealth=̀ are=qerminology= pocial=and=eealth=`are=in=a=
`ultural=merspective=

fnternal=kursing=mractice= bnglish=writing= aeveloping=`are=for=llder=
Adults=

kursing=mractice=in=
oehabilitation=

coundations=of=qranscultural=
kursing=qheory=and=iab=

eealth=mromoting=
bnvironment=

purgical=kursing=mractice= `are=of=llder=Adults=qheory=
and=iab=

_asic=cinnish=ianguage=

fntroduction=to=eigher=
bducation=ptudies=at=pr=
lrientationK=buropean=
Aspects=of=kursing=
coundation=

jaternity=and=tomen’s=
eealth=`are=and=qheory=and=
iab=

mrofessional=aevelopment=in=
mractice=

_asic=eungarian=ianguage= kursing=ieadership=in=a=
julticultural=pociety=

qhesis=work=

mublic=eealth= penior=`linical=bxperiences=in=
a=jultucultural=pociety=

fnternational=lrientation=for=
bxchange=ptudents=

bpidemiology= `ommunity=eealth=kursing=in=
a=julticultural=pociety=

=

jedical=and=eealth=pociology= kursing=`omprehensive= =
msychiatry=and=kursing= = =
pocialpsychology= = =
qheses=work= = =
=
According= to= our= final= recordsI= the= total= number= of= students= who= participated= in= the=
programme=and=fulfilled=the=programme=requirements=was=QV=EPM=buropean=students=and=NV=
American =studentsFK =lf =the =total =number =of =applicants =ETMFI =OS =students =received =the =dual =
degreeK=ft=took=two=years=for=the=curriculum=to=be=accepted=at=the=institutional=levelK=
=
aue=to=differences=in=the=contents=of=some=of=the=courses=Ein=the=rpI=the=courses=were=more=
integratedFI=we=took=the=learning=outcomes=of=each=specific=course=into=consideration=as=the=
basis =of =recognition =with =respect =to =the =credit =transfer =processK =fn =some =casesI =as =qable =O =
showsI=there=were=many=ways=to=acknowledge=the=transfer=creditsK=qhe=educators=Eteachers=
and =regulators =as =wellF =needed =flexibility =and =need =to =change =their =attitude =about =how =to =
manage= the= acceptance= process= for= credits= earned= at= the= partner= institutionsK= All= of= the=
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transfer =credits =were =assessed =for =each =q`k =studentI =iKeK =the =process =was =personalized =in =
each=caseK=
=
Table OW= `redit=transfers=for=each=course=Einstitutional=and=interJinstitutionalF=
=

eost fnstitution== == eome fnstitution==

`ourse=N== = `ourse=N==

`ourse=O= `ourse=O=

`ourse=P== `ourse=P==

`ourse=Q== `ourse=Q==

=
te= had= to= consider= the= specific= needs= of= the= students= and= the= differences= between= the=
teaching=and=learning=methods=used=at=the=partner=institutionsK=qhe=theoretical=courses=did=
not= present= a= special= challenge= for= the= faculty= in= eungaryK= iikewiseI= student= feedback=
addressed= the= need= to= create= new= courses= at= iaurea= for= exchange= studentsK= qhusI= the=
acquisition= of= theoretical= knowledge= was= carried= out= partly= in= smallJgroup= seminars= Efor=
exampleI= the=theoretical=part=of=clinical=knowledgeF=and=partly= during=traditional=classroom=
lessonsK==
=
auring= the= clinical= internshipsI= language= barriers= sometimes= created= difficulties= for= the=
patients=Ethe= majority=of=eungarian=patients=do=not=speak=bnglishFK=te=solved=this=problem=
by= organising= the= q`k= students’= clinical= internships= together= with= those= of= the= bnglishJ
speaking= eungarian= studentsI= thus= providing= continuous= language= tutoringK= te= also=
included=eungarian=language=lessons=in=the=students’=programmes=E“purvival=eungarian”FK=
cinland =represented =a =special =case =because =most =of =the =nurses =who =served =as =clinical =
advisers=were=able=to=speak=bnglishK=
=
lne=of=the=challenges=for=kazareth=`ollege=was=that=it=had=to=organise=clinical=internships=for=
the =buropean =students =and =support =all =of =the =students =in =their =thesis =workK =qhis =is =not =a =
requirement=in=the=rnited=ptatesK=A=large=challenge=for=all=of=the=partners=was=to=prepare=the=
buropean =students =for =the =ebpf =examK =qhe =solution =was =to =include =a =professional =bnglish =
language =course =in =the =study =programmeK =After =introducing =the =courseI =the =number =of =
successful= exams= increased= from= OMB= to= UMBK= qhis= fact= demonstrates= the= importance= of=
language=skills=as=an=added=valueK==
=
qable=P=provides=some=examples=of=how=credits=were=recognised=by=institutions=in=the=rnited=
ptates =and =in =buropeK =qhese =examples =have =been =taken =from =the =official =credit =transfer =
interim=reportsK=
=
=
=
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Table PW= oecognition=of=credits=

fn=addition=to=recognising=the=creditsI=we=analysed=and=took=into=consideration=the=students’=
workload =as =well =Eqable =QFK =te =felt =that =in =this =wayI =the =programme =was =more =easily =
acceptedI=especially=by=students=at=the=institutional=levelK=
=
te =would =like =to =point =out =the =fact =that =the =greater =number =of =extra =credits =earned =by =the =
buropean= students= was= generated= during= the= second= mobility= periodW= according= to= the=
requirements=of=the=grantI=the=buropean=students=must=have=a=mobility=period=in=another=br=
country=Ein=our=caseI=at=pemmelweis=rniversity=and=iaurea=rApFK=
=
Table 4W= oecognition=of=students’=workloads==
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qable =R =presents =a =summary =of =how =students =in =both =the =rnited =ptates =and =burope =
completed=their=studiesK=qhe=different=colours=represent=the=course=of=studies=at=the=different=
partner= institutionsK= As= was= mentioned= alreadyI= all= of= the= students= needed= to= fulfil= some=
extra= requirements= to= receive= their= degrees= from= the= host= institutionK= qhe= proviso= for=
obtaining=the=q`k=EaKaK= –=aual=aegreeF=`ertificate= is=that=students= acquire=a=diploma=from=
their=home=university=and=a=transatlantic= diploma=as= wellK= qhe=diplomas=can=be=acquired= in=
different=ways=at=the=different=partner=institutionsW=
=

· fn= cinland= and= eungaryI= the= students= must= complete= the= absolutorium= Efinal=
examinationF=and=pass=the=state=EnationalF=exam=

· fn =the =rpI =the =students =must =take =the =soJcalled =ebpf =exam =Ekew =vork =ptate =
`omprehensive=bxit=bxamF=

=
Table 5W= math=to=q`k=graduation=–=pummary=

=
lur=aim=was=to=ensure=that=the=q`k=added=values=were=fully=documented=in=order=to=increase=
the =value =of =the =given =degreesK =fn =the =rpI =the =aiploma =pupplement =is =not =usedK =qhe =credit =
report= enclosed= in= the= students’= official= aiploma= _accalaureate= aegree= in= kursing= proves=
that= they= studied= abroad= and= completed= a= clinical= internshipI= but= it= is= not= sufficient= for=
clarifying=the=additional=competences=that=they=earned=as=a=result=of=participating=in=the=q`k=
programmeK=qhat=is=the=reason=that=we=have=created=the=“q`k=`ertificate=document”I=which=
is= given= together= with= the= second= aiploma= to= confirm= the= earned= additional= extra= valuesK=
qhese=documents=are=signed=by=the=legal=representatives=of=each=partner=institutionK==
=
qhe =subject =of =teachers’ =mobility =is =an =essential =tool =for =meeting =programme =goalsI =and =in =
the= endI= it= is= also= an= essential= part= of= the= recognition= processK= _esides= teachingI= q`k=
teachers =are =engaged =in =the =whole =teaching =process =and =thus =better =understand =the =
complete= training= structure= of= the= host= institution= and= their= teaching= philosophyK= fn= this=
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wayI= the= educator= will= be= able= to= identify= the= similarities= and= differences= between= the=
institutions=and=will=be=able=to=work=as=part=of=a=cooperating=q`k=team=Eqable=SFK=
=
Table SW= aata=on=faculty=mobility=
=
 ko of teachers ko of mobility torking days 
crom br OS= SN= PSS=
crom rp NO= PP= OMM=
Altogether PU= VQ= RSS=
=
torking life recognition 
=
qhe= students’= skills= were= developed= during= the= clinical= internship= training= periodsK= te=
received=positive=feedback=at=the=stakeholder=conferences= in=all=three=countriesK=oelated= to=
the=issue=of= added=valuesI=leadershipI=managementI=communicationI= languageI=community=
and=transJcultural=skillsI=ethicsI=law=and=communication=skills=were=also=highly=appreciatedK=
=
te=conducted=a=survey=among=eungarian=registered=nurses=and=nurse=leadersI=focusing=on=
the=added=values=of=our=cfmpb=Atlantis=programme=and=asking=them=about=their=expectations=
and=challenges=related=to=their=work=in=an=intercultural=environment=Ecigure=NFK=
=
lur=findings=show=that=RMB=of=nurses=feel=that=they=possess=adequate=knowledge=and=SMB=
of= them= think= that= the= current= protocols= are= appropriate= for= transJcultural= nursingK= At= the=
same=timeI=only=NVB=of=them=think=that=protocols=currently=in=place=in=eungary=respond=in=a=
proper=way=to=the=needs=and=challenges=generated=by=a=multicultural=environmentK=eoweverI=
NMMB= of= the= students= participating= in= the= programme=from=both=sides= of= the= ocean=report=
that=they=have=enhanced=their=transJcultural=skillsK=qhe=cfmpb=Atlantis=programme=meets=the=
need=for=a=culturally=competent=global=nursing=workforce=Ecigure=NFK=

cigure NW= `ooperation=in=a=multicultural=environment=–=purvey=
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peveral=questions= on=our=survey=focus=on=practitioners’=intercultural= readiness=with=respect=
to=societal=expectations=and=such=phenomena=as=migrationI=segregationI=discrimination=and=
impoverishmentK= Approximately= RMB= of= the= registered= nurses= in= eungary= think= that= they=
have=a=moderate=ability=to=respond=in=an=appropriate=way=and=less=than=NMB=answered=that=
they=are=fully=capable=of=doing=soK===
=
kational recognition 
=
qo =be =able =to =define =a =dual =degree =at =iaurea =rniversity =of =Applied =pciencesI =the =diploma =
supplement =instructions =from =the =cinnish =_oard =of =bducation =were =usedK =maragraph =OKN =of =
the= diploma= supplement= instructions= states= that= for= a= _achelor= of= eealth= `areI= “the=
qualification =has =been =taken =in =a =programme =leading =to =a =double =degree” =Eaiploma =
pupplement=OMMVFK=
=
As=a=result=of=their=participation=in=the=q`k=programmeI=the=student=will=also=be=awarded=a=
_achelor’s= aegree= in=kursing=by= kazareth=`ollege=when=they= have= successfully=completed=
the=comprehensive=exam=and=earned=the=`ertificate=of=_accalaureate=aegree= in=kursing=at=
iaurea=rniversity=of=Applied=pciencesK=lur=q`k=programme=corresponds=to=these=guidelinesK=
=
fn= eungary= in= spring= OMNMI= pemmelweis= rniversity= was= awarded= the= title= “oesearch=
rniversity”=by=the=jinistry=of=bducationI=and=the=eungarian=Accreditation=`ommittee=issued=
a= declaration= that= recognised= the= internationalisation= activities= of= the= caculty= of= eealth=
pciences=and=the=student=and=teacher=exchange=programmesI=including=the=Atlantis=projectI=
as =excellent =EeA` =declarationFK =fn =eungaryI =the =new =OMNO =eigher =bducation =Act =says =that =
students= wishing= to= obtain= a= dual= degree= must= acquire= a= minimum= of= PM= credits= from= the=
institution= issuing=the= second= degreeK= Eqhe= institution= must=have= a= national= accreditationKF=
qhe=programme=is=still=subject=to=institutional=approval=in=eungary=and=has=to=be=reported=to=
the=kational=lffice=of=bducationK=
=
fn =the =rpI =professional =registration =is =open =to =all =graduates =who =possess =an =brJrp =aual =
aegree= Ek`= degreeFK= q`k= nursing= graduates= are= recognised= and= acknowledged= also= in=
buropeJbased= on= the= br= degree= Ethough= language= barriers= might= cause= limitations= in=
working= lifeFK= qhe= programme= received= the= fnnovations= in= mrofessional= kursing= bducation=
AwardK= qhe= programme= received= the= award= from= the= AA`k= EAmerican= Association= of=
`olleges=of=kursingF=in=OMNNK=
 =
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fnternational recognition 
=
Table TW= mublications=–=pcientific=activity=

pr===pemmelweis=rniversityI=ir===iaurea=rApI=k`===kasareth=`ollege=
=
peveral= international= professional= forums= have= also= expressed= an= interest= in= the= q`k=
programmeK= te=have=submitted=more=than=RM=articlesI=posters=and=presentations= this= year=
Eqable=TFK =peveral=articles=refer=to=the=q`k=programme=as=a=good=practiceK=ft=has=also=been=
discussedI= for= exampleI= at= the= fnternational= `onference= on= bducationI= oesearch= and=
fnnovation= f`bofI= held= in= jadrid= EppainF= NRJNT= kovember= OMNMI= and= at= the= OMNM= dlobal=
Alliance= for= ieadership= in= kursing= bducation= and= pcience= EdAkbpF= pecond= Annual=
fnternational= `onference= at= the= oitzJ`arltonI= mentagon= `ity= in= ArlingtonI= sirginiaI= NN=
aecember=OMNMK==
=
peveral=articles=refer=to=our=programme=as=a=good=practice=when=discussing=the=workforce=in=
nursingW=

· httpWLLwwwKgkenKorgLaocsLtorkforceLkursingBOMbducBOMoeqs_cfkAiBOMNMO
SMVKpdf=

· eiba>=A=hiperhivatkozás=érvénytelenK=
wwwKbritishcouncilKorgLrecognition_of_joint_degree=

· b=mapastavrouI=d=bfstathiouI=e=qsangari…=J=gournal=of=Advanced=…I=OMNN=J=tiley=
lnline=iibraryW=A=crossJcultural=study=of=the=concept=of=caring=through=behavioursW=
patientsD=and=nursesD=perspectives=in=six=different=br=countries=

=
Discussionh
=
lur= project= is= an= example= of= successful= international= cooperation= between= pemmelweis=
rniversityI= iaurea= rniversity= of= Applied= pciences= and= kazareth= `ollegeX= it= offers= students=
the=opportunity=to=obtain=a=dual=degree=in=nursingK=lur=results=prove=that=it=can=take=a=long=
time= for= such= a= programme= to= obtain= recognition= at= different= levels= and= that= the= different=
levels= can= be= mutually= supportive= during= the= processK= qhe= followJup= on= the= recognition=
process=can=serve=as=a=guide=for=developing=new=similar=projectsK=
=
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oeceiving= recognition= at= the= institutional= level= takes= time=and= involves= multiple= stepsK= qhe=
milestones= are= as= followsW= curriculumI= credit= transfer= and= added= valuesK= qhe= challenge= of=
dealing=with=different=cultures=and=different=services=should=also=be=taken=into=consideration=
and=the=different=educational=structures=need=to=be=harmonisedK=qhe=challenges=for=the=q`k=
programme=have=included=making=the=curriculums=compatible=and=agreeing=upon=commonly=
accepted= coursesK= eoweverI= the= high= number= of= graduates= attests= to= the= success= of= the=
programmeK==
=
oecognition =at =the =national =level =means =that =the =programme =and =the =degrees =issued =as =a =
part= of= the= programme= are= legally= accepted= in= the= partner= countriesK= thile= there= are=
recommendations =for =joint =andLor =dual =degrees =that =all =partners =could =make =use =ofI =our =
major =challenge =was =to =establish =a =good =practice =that =could =be =utilised =by =all =of =project =
partners= and= other= projectsK= cinnish= national= legislation= specifies= that= the= aiploma=
pupplement=EapF=form=is=mandatoryX=the=supplement=might=contain=some=extra=information=
related=to=the=specifics=of=the=programmeK==
=
lnce= we= have= completed= the= projectI= the= results= will= be= disseminated= at= the= international=
level =among =all =of =our =partners =Ein =education =and =in =the =professional =worldF =and =recent =
graduates= who= have= entered= working= lifeX= the= results= will= include= different= reports= and=
research= outcomesI= student= and= faculty= networksI= eiearning= methods= and= a= presence= in=
cacebook=site=–=qransatlantic=kursesK=
=
Analysing=the=extent=to=which=the=nursing=field=recognises=such=degrees=will=take=a=long=time=
and=is=part=of=a=long=processK=te=do=not=have=enough=objective=data=yetK=mlacing=students=in=
settings= outside= of= the= classroom=has= been=a= significant= factor= in=assisting= local= employers=
with=understanding=the=nature=of=the=programmeK=All=of=the=partners=have=done=a=good=job=at=
disseminating= the= Atlantis= experience= and= the= results= so= farK= peveral= presentations= have=
been= made= at= different= professional= meetings= and= at= different= levelsK= te= would= like= to=
underline=the=good=results=and=feedback=that=we=received=at=the=stakeholder=conferencesK==
=
te= received=a= very=positive= feedback=related=to= the=added=values= of=the=programmeW= these=
values=are=highly=appreciated=in=the=labour=marketK=qhe=workforce=clearly=recognised=that=a=
transJcultural =nursing =curriculumI =such =as =the =one =that =we =developed =during =this =funding =
cycleI=is=important=and=neededK=lur=student=surveys=and=the=high=number=of=applicants=ETMF=
support= the= hypothesis= that= the= q`k= Atlantis= programme= enhances= the= ability= to= provide=
transJcultural=nursing=careK==
=
qo=summarise=the=recognition=processI=we=did=the=followingW==
=

· aeveloped= a= standardised= model= for= the= enhancement= and= implementation= of= an=
international=kursing=educational=programmeX=

· fmproved=the=institutional=work=cultureX=
· fmproved=the=professional=terminology=and=cultural=abilitiesX=

=
=
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· `reated=a=model=for=a=new=type=of=nursing=professional=that=possesses=a=high=level=of=
cultural= and= language= competencesI= which= are= indispensable= for= participating= in=
global=programmesX=the=model=was=widely=accepted=by=all=stakeholders=at=different=
levelsK=

=
“A whole that was greater than the sum of its parts”= J =as =one =of =the =students =who =has =
graduated=from=the=q`k=programme=notedK=fn=terms=of=its=overall =philosophyW=professional=
cultures =are =able =to =become =more =highly =integrated =to =multiply =their =valuesK =qhe =q`k =
Atlantis =programmeI =which =receives =support =from =both =the =br =and =cfmpb =in =the =rnited =
ptatesI= meets= the= needs= for= a= culturally= competent= global= nursing= workforceK= torking= life=
plays=the=most=important=role=in=the=recognition=processK=lur=systems=of=good=practices=can=
be=used=in=different=baccalaureate=programmesK=
=
=
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Introductionh
=
qhe=educational=preparation=of=the=ONst=century=professional=nurse=is=a=far=cry=from=the=days=
of =clorence =kightingaleK =qhe =basics =of =hygiene =and =fresh =airI =as =well =as =the =fundamental =
aspect= of= caringI= are= still= critical= to= the= professional= nurseI= but= the= knowledge= and=
competencies=of=today’s=nurse=are=beyond=the=imagination=of=the=founder=of=modern=nursingK=
fn= addition= to= the= rapidly= expanding= body= of= scientific= theoryI= the= advances= of= technology=
and= access= to= almost= instantaneous= global= communication= have= radically= altered= the=
provision=of= health=careK=fn=order=to=meet=the=requisite=preparationI=nursing=programs=have=
gradually= transitioned= from= hospitalJbased= apprentice= training= programs= to= the=
baccalaureate= classroomK= fn= turnI= colleges= and= universities= must= meet= the= standards= of=
external= accrediting= agencies= such= as= the= `ommission= on= `ollegiate= kursing= bducation= in=
the= rnited= ptates= EAmerican= Association= of= `olleges= of= kursing= OMMUF= or= the= jinistry= of=
bducation= for= individual= buropean= rnion= EbrF= member= states= Eaikauta= et= alK= OMMQFI=
following=the=buropean=rnion=directives=Eburopean=marliament=OMNNFK=
=
InternationalhNetworkingh
=
qhe =primary =objective =of =the =cfmpbJAtlantis =qranscultural =kursing =mrogram =was =to =prepare =
an= international= nursing= workforce= and= to= globalize= nursing= through= educational=
experiencesK=qhis=was=a=noble=goal=andI=as=in=any=pioneering=effortI=required=a=shared=vision=
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with=the=ability= to=trust=and=to=be= flexibleI=while= staying= true=to=established= standardsK=qhe=
effort=was=built=on=a=longJstanding=foundation=of=close=relationships=among=the=institutionsK=
=
fn= NVVRI= the= aepartment= of= kursing= of= the= pemmelweis= rniversity= caculty= of= eealth=
pciences=in=eungary=and=its=predecessorI=the=msychological=and=medagogical=fnstitute=of=the=
eaynal=fmre=rniversity=eealth=`ollege=cacultyI=launched=the=first=student=exchange=program=
with= iaurea= rniversity= Applied= pciences´= predecessor= institutionI= santaa= molytechnicI= in=
cinlandK=At=that=timeI=communication=was=by=fax=rather=than=pkype=and=eJmailK=eoweverI=a=
successful= twoJway= student= exchange= program= was= established= in= which= students=
participated=for=OJP=weeks=at=a=timeK=
=
fn= OMMOI= the= fnternational= kursing= `onference= was= held= in= qorontoI= and= faculty= from=
pemmelweis= rniversity=had= their= first=contact=with= nursing= faculty= from=the= rnited= ptatesK=
qhe =kursing =aepartment =`hair =from =kazareth =`ollege =in =oochesterI =kew =vorkI =was =a =
recognized =expert =in =the =theory =of =transcultural =nursing =EAndrews =C =_oyle =OMNOFK =_y =the =
following =yearI =a =group =of =eungarian =and =American =students =were =already =making =visits =of =
varying= lengthsI= to= each=otherDs= countriesK= qhese=were=the= beginningsI= the=historical= steps=
that= laid= the= foundations= for= the= cfmpbJAtlantis= funded= research= study= that= began= the=
transatlantic=qranscultural=kursing=Eq`kF= student=exchange= in=which=students=participated=
from=August=OMMT=through=August=OMNPK=
=
Communicationh
=
oelationships=are=the=basis=of=all=nursing=careK=qhe=very=essence=of=nursing=is=in=the=giving=of=
self=in=the=care=of=the=otherK=qhe=fnternational=`ouncil=of=kurses=defines=nursing=as=the=“care=
of= individuals= of=all=agesI= familiesI= groups= and=communitiesI= sick=or=well= and= in=all= settings=
EhttpWLLwwwKicnKchLaboutJicnLicnJdefinitionJofJnursing=OMNMFK”=qhis=concept=of=relationship=
is= also= evident= in= the= educational= preparation= of= studentsK= mrofessors= who= reflect= a= strong=
trust= in= students= are= more= effective= E_ain= OMMQF= and= more= likely= to= provide= an= autonomyJ
supportive=environment=for=learning=Eoeeve=et=alK=OMMQFK=qhese=were=the=hallmarks=of=faculty=
who= embraced= the= challenge= of= learning= new= ways= of= communicating= as= they= worked=
together=to=build=a=new=model=of=nursing=educationK=
=
FacultyhExperienceh–hMeetinghthehChallengesh
=
qhe=success=of=the=q`k=program=was=multifactorial=butI=from=the=faculty=viewpointI=the=most=
critical= factor= was= the= existence= and= nurturing=of=a= trusting=relationship= by= the= faculty= and=
administration=of=the=three=partner=universitiesK=All=of=the=partners=understand=the=role=of=the=
university= to= prepare= nurses= as= engaged= world= citizens= Epmith= et= alK= OMNMF= and= further=
subscribe=to=the=belief=that=academic=preparation=in=the=nursing=curriculum=could=contribute=
to=achieving=this=goalK=
=
ft =took =the =trust =and =vision =of =the =leaders =from =each =of =the =three =institutions =to =develop =a =
planI= and=then= they= had= to=use=their=best=diplomatic= skills= and=passion=to= recruit=faculty=to=
operationalize= this= radical= innovation= in= nursing= educationK= fn= addition= to= the= principal=
investigatorsI=each=university=identified=one=or=two=lead=faculty=to=coordinate=the=dayJtoJday=
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activities=that=involved=such=major=areas=of=work=as=comparison=of=curriculumI=identification=
of= strengths= of= individual= university= coursesI= development= of= basic= learning= agreementsI=
facilitating=teaching=exchangeI=and=dissemination=of=findingsK=
=
All= lead= facultiesI= in= addition= to= their= responsibilities= for= the= courses= for= their= institutions’=
student=body=needed=to=deal=separately=with=the=program=compiled=and=developed=for=q`k=
students=so=they=would=be=able=to=fulfil=the=curricular=requirements=of=two=degreesI=those=of=
kazareth =`ollege =in =the =rp =and =of =pemmelweis =rniversity =or =iaurea =rniversity =of =Applied =
pciences =Eiaurea =rApF =in =the =brK =qhe =faculty =worked =with =their =respective =programs =and =
hospital=placements=to=find=the=best=fit=for=the=exchange=studentsK=cor=the=buropean=facultyI=
this= individualization=of=coursework= involved= the=task=of=running=parallel=courses= in=bnglish=
as=well=as=in=eungarian=or=cinnishK==
=
ThehCulturalhContexthofhTeachinghMethodsh
=
qhe= variation= in= the= approach=to=teaching= required= patience= and= adaptation=by= faculty= and=
studentsK= bach=partner= university=has= its=unique=cultureK= qhe=baccalaureate=preparation=for=
nurses=in=the=rnited=ptates=requires=liberal=arts=courses=such=as=historyI=musicI=fine=arts=and=
religionK= A=course=of=P=rp=credits= EN=rp=credit=== O=b`qp=creditsF= translates= to=actual=contact=
hours=in=which=the=student=is=expected=to=attend=class=for=three=hours=weekly=over=the=course=
of= a= NRJweek= semesterI= and= formal= documentation= of= participation= is= a= common= practiceK=
ptudents=from=iaurea=rAp=and=pemmelweis=rniversity=were=enrolled=in=regularly=scheduled=
courses=at=kazareth=`ollege=so=they=needed=to= demonstrate= fluency= in=written=and=spoken=
bnglish =as =part =of =the =application =processK =buropean =students =needed =to =spend =a =full =
academic=year=in=the=rpI=so=they=began=courses=in=the=first=summer=session=and=completed=
PM =rp =credits =over =the =course =of =the =summer =and =fall =semesters =EmidJjay =through =midJ
aecemberFK=
=
iaurea= rAp= uses= an= innovative= educational= modelJ= iearning= by= aeveloping= –= in= which= the=
learning= process= centers= around= a= specific= development= objectiveK= iearning= has= a= clearI=
mutually= defined= objective= among= studentsI= teachersI= and= working= life= partners= and= takes=
place =through =the =process =of =abductive =knowledge =creationK =qhere =is =an =emphasis =on =the =
teacher= as= tutor= and= the= mastery= of= course= content= is= individualized= with= fewer= formal=
classes=and=more=oneJonJone=interactionsK=
=
At= pemmelweis= rniversityI= the= primary= language= of= instruction= for= the= nursing= students= is=
eungarianK =qo =accommodate =students =from =iaurea =rAp =and =kazareth =`ollegeI =instead =of =
lecturesI= professors= held= consultative= teaching= sessions= in= small= groupsI= tracking= the=
experiences=of=the=practical=exercises=from=week=to=weekK==
=
EnhancedhFacultyhResponsibilityh
=
fn= addition= to= acting= in= an= advisory= position= for= cfmpbJAtlantis= exchange= studentsI= the=
faculty= were= simultaneously= in= remote= consultation= with= the= students= from= their= home=
schoolK=thereas=students= are=accustomed=to=meeting=directly=with=faculty=advisors= in=their=
home=institutionI= the= collaboration=of= three= faculties= necessitated= the= use=of= technology= in=
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new= waysK= oegular= eJmail= communication= and= pkype= conversations= facilitated= direct=
supervision= of= the= studentsD= thesisJwriting= and= provided= the= opportunity= to= help= students=
adjust=to=new=learning=modalities=as=well=as=to=discuss=the=content=of=individual=coursesK=aue=
to=the=differences= in=time=zonesI=these=discussions=and=consultations= often=lasted=long=into=
the=nightK==
=
HarmonizationhofhCoursehContenthacrosshCurriculah
=
merhaps=the=most=important=accomplishment=of=the=program=represents=the=adaptation=and=
application=of=credit=transferK=qhis=was=no=simple=taskI=because=in=many=waysI=the=programs=
displayed=considerable=differencesI=both=in=terms=of=the=names=of=courses=and=their=contentK=
eoweverI=common=standards=are=critical=in=regulated=professions=such=as=nursingI=in=which=
lives= depend= on= the= possession= of= specific= competencies= E_aumann= C= _lythe= OMMUFK=
fnstructors =needed =to =share =their =syllabi =so =comparisons =could =be =made =and =learning =
agreements= developed= with= courses= that= would= be= accepted= at= each= institution= by= their=
respective=registrarsK==
=
qhe=first=task=was=for=a=designated=faculty=person=from=each=of=the=three=institutions=to=take=
the=lead= in=comparing=courses=of=the=three=curricula=to=ascertain=which=courses=would=fulfill=
the=content=and=meet=mutual=learning=outcomesK=As=a=result=of=this=comparisonI=a=subset=of=
courses=was=chosen=in=which=students=could=enrollK=qhis=process=was=educational=for=facultyI=
as =it =illustrated =both =commonalities =and =differences =among =the =curriculaK =cor =exampleI =
iaurea= rAp= had= a= separate= course= on= nurse= entrepreneurshipI= pemmelweis= rniversity=
offered= extensive= preparation= in= disaster= preparednessI= and= kazareth= `ollege= required= an=
introductory=course=in=transcultural=nursingK=
=
qransparency =of =the =processI =coupled =with =a =high =degree =of =openness =to =change =within =
institutional= parametersI= allowed= lead= faculty= to= explain= to= and= support= their= respective=
faculty=colleagues=as=they=made=adaptations=for=exchange=students=within=the=normal=course=
sequencing=of=each=institutionK==
=
SamplehLearninghAgreementhh
=
ptudents=were=required=to=complete=an=application=process=as=a=cfmpbJAtlantis=scholarK=qhey=
were=usually=in=their=third=or=fourth=year=of=studyK=lnce=acceptedI=an=individualized=learning=
agreement =was =developed =for =each =studentI =dependent =on =course =availability =at =the =host =
schoolK =ptudents=from=the=br=spent=the=equivalent=of=a=full =academic=year=in=the=rpI=while=
American =students =spent =one =semester =in =cinland =and =one =semester =in =eungaryK =A =major =
difference=for=br=students=coming=to=study=in=the=rp=was=the=requirement=for=the=equivalent=
of =NO =rp =credits =Eapproximately =OQ =b`qpF =of =liberal =arts =coursesI =such =as =historyI =fine =artsI =
poetryI=and=religionK=
=
qhe=learning=agreement=illustrated=below=is=for=a=iaurea=rAp=student=who=will=be=involved=in=
the= exchange= to= kazareth= `ollege= midJjay= and= will= leave= midJaecemberI= after= which= she=
will =proceed =to =pemmelweis =rniversity =before =returning =to =iaurea =rAp =for =her =final =
semesterK=
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=
=
Table NW== bxample=of=the=iearning=Agreement=for=iaurea=students=
=
Course 
owner 
fnstitution 

Course 
unit codeW 

Course unit titleW kumber 
of bCTp 
credits 

kumber 
of rp 
credits 

kazareth==
`ollege=

kpdOMN= fntroduction=to=qranscultural=eealth=`are= Q= O=

= kpd=POV= eealth=Assessment= Q= O==
= kpdPPTL=

PPTi=
jaternity= and= tomen´s= eealth= `are= and=
`linical=

S= P=

= kpdQMQ= `are=of=AdultsL=llder=Adults=ff= S= P=
= kpdQMQi= `are=of=AdultsL=llder=Adults=ff=`linical= Q= O=
= kpdQOR= `ommunity=eealth=kursing= S= P=
= kpd=QOTi= `ommunity=eome=`are== Q= O=
= kpdQPP= kursing= ieadership= in= a= julticultural=

pociety=
S= P=

= kpdQPRi= prK=`linical=bxperience= Q= O=
= = = = =
= mf=

obpNMPd=
bxploring=oeligion=bast= S= P=

= mf=efp=OMR= American=oepublic=eistory= S= P=
= mf=cine=Arts= jusic= S= P=
= = = = =
pemmelweis=
rniversity=

= = = =

= = mublic=eealth=L=pchool=eealth=fnternship= NM= =
= = maediatric=kursing=fnternship== NM= =
= = eungarian=ianguage= P= =
=
CoursehExemplarsh
=
lver=the=yearsI=the=lead=faculty=have=managed=to=involve=a=growing=number=of=colleagues=in=
the =programK =qhe =experience =gained =during =the =visits =to =partner =schools =was =of =great =
assistance =in =adapting =syllabi =and =course =methodologiesK =lur =knowledge =of =the =various =
syllabiI= teaching= methods= and= textbooks= served= as= the= basis= for= finding= the= optimum=
methods=for=the=cfmpbJAtlantis=studentsK=qhis=crossJfertilization=has=resulted=in=institutional=
changesK= cor= exampleI= pemmelweis= rniversity= faculty= report= that= they= have= used= selected=
kazareth= textbooks= to= enhance= the= teaching= of= eungarian= studentsK= iaurea= rAp= has=
developed=a=new=course=in=health=assessmentK=
=
A =main =purpose =of =the =grant =was =to =develop =an =infrastructure =which =would =facilitate =an =
ongoing=exchange=among=the=participating=partner=schoolsK=auring=the=processI=faculty=were=
careful=to=adhere=to=standards=of=accrediting=agencies=while=creatively=addressing=the=unique=
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needs=of=the=programK=qhis=process=occasionally=required=adaptation=of=the=standard=way=in=
which=courses=were=deliveredK=qwo=such=examples=followK=
=
jedical purgical kursing at pemmelweis rniversity 
=
A= specific= example= of= the= adaptation= in= teaching= process= is= illustrated= in= the= following=
teaching= procedure= for= the= theoretical= and= practical= teaching= of= the= “jedicalJpurgical=
kursing”= moduleI= offered= through= pemmelweis= rniversityI= which= is= very= similar= to= the=
process=used=both=at=kazareth=`ollege=and=iaurea=rApK=
=
qhe =aim =of =the =module =is =to =expose =students =to =the =various =fields =of =internal =medicine =and =
surgeryI=with=a=special=focus=on=the=application=of=the=nursing=processK=qhe=student=learning=
outcomes= include= demonstration= of= competencies= based= on= the= development= of= nursing=
diagnosesI= care= plansI= and= skills= specific= to= care= of= the= patients= in= the= medicalJsurgical=
settingK= caculty= organize= clinical= experiences= for= students= in= units= that= include= cardiologyI=
endocrinologyI=general=surgeryI=burnsI=heart=surgery=and=neurologyK=
=
ptudents=spend=one=week=in=each=of=the=aforementioned=departmentsK=auring=the=week=prior=
to=their=assignmentI= faculty=work=on=an=individual=basis=or= in=small=groups=to= help=students=
prepare= with= theoretical= knowledge= and= interactive= patient= simulation= skill= lab= exercisesK=
caculty=present=the=didactic=materials=at=the=weekly=consultationI=and=then=help=to=promote=
a=deeper=understanding=through=the=performance=of=practical=tasks=and=simulation=exercisesK=
At=the=consultationsI=faculty=assess=the=students’=current=level=of=knowledgeI=as=well=as=their=
needsI=and=develop=their=continued=program=in=line=with=thisI=thus=ensuring=that=the=teaching=
is= tailored= to= the= individualK= qhe= students= also= receive= special= tasks= relating= to= all= of= the=
hospital= practicesK= then= describing= a= chosen= case= studyI= students= maintain= a= checklistI=
which =provides =assistance =for =both =the =student =and =his =or =her =mentor =from =the =selected =
hospital=departmentK= AdditionallyI= students=are=required=to=maintain=an=observation=sheetI=
prepared=specifically=for=themI=on=the=patients=they=are=observingK==
=
caculty =check =each =case =studyI =the =checkJlist =and =the =observation =sheetI =and =discuss =them =
with=the=studentsI=at=the=post=clinical=consultationK=_esides=the=case=studyI=the=students=are=
given =additional =tasks =such =as =doing =literature =searches =and =analysis =of =peerJreviewed =
evidence=based=articles=related=to=the=nursing=diagnosis=for=their=patientK===
=
aance jovement Therapy in kursing  
=
auring= one= semesterI= the= timing= of= scheduled= courses= made= it= difficult= for= students= from=
iaurea=rAp=and=pemmelweis=rniversity=to=complete=a=required=fine=arts=course=at=kazareth=
`ollegeK= After= consultation= among= the= `hairs= and= caculty= from= kursing= and= jusic=
aepartmentsI= it=was=decided=that=one=of=kazareth’s=faculty=would=travel=to=iaurea=rAp=and=
offer=a=dance=therapy=course=for=the=cohort=of=students=and=any=other=students=or=faculty=who=
wished=to=participateK=qhe=course=was=organized=at=iaurea=rAp=during=the=summer=of=OMNMK=
qhe =course =description =is =as =followsW =aance =movement =therapyI =the =art =and =science =of =
identifying= and= responding= to= nonJverbal= communicationI= has= numerous= applications= in=
healthcare=with=notable=contributions=to=health=related=quality=of= life=of=patientsK=qhe=main=
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purpose= of= this= course= is= to= demonstrate= the= importance= of= nonJverbal= communication=
EspecificallyI= body= language= which= expresses= an= individualDs= emotionsI= feelingsI= and=
attitudesF=between=healthcare=providers=and=patientsK==
=
marticipation=in=this=course=will=enable=students=to=achieve=these=learning=outcomesW=
=

NK aevelop= knowledge= of= dance= movement= therapy= and= applications= in= healthcareI=
which=contribute=to=health=related=quality=of=life=outcomes=for=patientsK==

OK Assess= the= importance= of= nonJverbal= communication= EspecificallyI= body= language=
which= expresses= an= individualDs= emotionsI= feelingsI= and= attitudesF= between=
healthcare=providers=and=patientsK=

PK bxamine=dance=movement=therapeutic=processes=and=goals=within=the=context=of=the=
bio=psychosocial=model=of=healthcareK=

QK `ritically= analyze= dance= movement= therapeutic= processes= and= goals= within= the=
context= interdisciplinary= evidenced= based= research= in= neurophysiology= and= arts=
medicine=encompassing=the=mind=body=connectionK=

RK aevelop=skills=for=connecting=to=patients=including=body=awarenessI=impact=of=illness=
on= body= image= and= selfJesteemI= emotional= awareness= that= is= elicited= through=
movementI= movement= and= stress= releaseI= and= connection= to= self= and= community=
through=movementK=

=
qhe=instructor=who=constructed=and=taught=the=course=was=very=excited=as=it=was=an=element=
of= her= doctoral= studies= in= public= healthK= qhe= course= was= wellJreceived= by= all= those= who=
participated=and=students=requested=that=it=be=offered=as=a=regular=elective=classK=ft=is=a=clear=
example=of=how=the=addition=of=fine=arts=enriches=a=holistic=approach=to=nursing=educationK==
=
FacultyhExchangeh
=
auring= the= fiveJyear= periodI= twentyJsix= faculty= from= all= three= institutions= participated= in=
sixtyJone=exchangesK=qhese=exchanges=varied=in=length=and=format=from=a=formal=report=on=a=
research= study= to= weekJlong= concentrated= coursesK= cor= exampleI= nursing= faculty= from=
kazareth= `ollege= visited= iaurea= rAp= on=two=occasions=to= offer= intensive= courses= in=health=
assessment=and=dance=movement=therapy=in=nursing=and=to=pemmelweis=rniversity=to=teach=
an= introductory= module= in= transcultural= nursingK= bach= jarchI= iaurea= rAp= hosts= an=
fnternational=teek=`onferenceI=and=podium=presentations=were=given=by=partner=faculty=on=
subjects= ranging= from= tomen’s= eealth= in= the= rnited= ptates= to= the= bffectiveness= of=
fnteractive=matient=pimulation=in=eungaryK=kazareth=`ollege=hosted=a=dlobal=eealth=pummit=
in= which= faculty= from= all= partner= schools= presentedK= fn= order= to= maximize= opportunitiesI=
cinnish=and=eungarian=visiting=faculty=were=invited=into=a=variety=of=classes=to=lecture=on=the=
health= care= system= in= cinland= and= the= rapidly= changing= professionalization= of= nursing= in=
eungaryK==
=
pince=pemmelweis=rniversity=was=the=leading=br=partner=in=this=q`k=programI=the=aean=and=
faculty=organized=the=oral=and=practical=final=exams=for=the=American=students=and=travelled=
to=the=rp=on=two=occasions=to=administer=the=examinationsK=
=
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_eyond=the=personal=professional=experience=that=was=gainedI=an=important=part=of=the=trips=
abroad=was=to=support=the=professional=advancement=of=the=studentsI=listen=to=their=opinions=
and= suggestionsI= and= to= assist= them= with= their= work= and= their= life= in= generalK= _ased= on=
personal=experiences= hereI=we= can=authoritatively= inform=and= motivate= the=next=generation=
of=prospective=cfmpbJAtlantis=scholars=with=respect=to=the=challenges=and=opportunities=that=
await=themK=As=educatorsI=we=have=learned=alongside=and=because=of=our=students=who=took=
part=in=the=programK==
=
Conclusionh
=
qhe= obvious= value= of= the= q`k= program= is= that= students= have= the= credentials= to= practice=
professional =nursing =in =both =the =rnited =ptates =and =in =member =nations =of =the =buropean =
rnionK= qhrough= their= studiesI= they= learned= to= meet= the= expected= professional= nursing=
competencies= in=three=different=countriesK= fn=the=processI= they=developed=personal=skills= in=
cultural =competence =as =well =as =a =handsJon =familiarity =with =three =very =different =health =care =
delivery=systemsK==
=
AdditionallyI= the= faculty= at= each= partner= university= have= been= directly= impacted= by= their=
participation= in= the= educational= preparation= of= these= international= studentsK= eaving=
international= students= in= the= classroom= and= at= clinical= sites= has= enriched= discussion= and=
allowed=opportunities=for=learning=about=how=to=work=collaboratively=using=new=approachesW=
=

· aistanceJlearning=opportunities=EpkypeI=eJlearningF=
· mracticeJoriented=teachingI=learningI=and=examination=
· oeflective=teaching=and=learning=
· jore=consultation=time=with=students=
· jore= independent= work= and= selfJlearning= based= on= detailed= instructions= and=

requirements=
· A=relatively=high=degree=of=freedom=for=students=to=choose=and=enroll=in=the=coursesK=

qhe=basis=for=this=was=the=use=of=a=credit=transfer=system=between=two=institutionsK=
· qhe=selection=of=courses=comprised=of=compulsory=and=nonJcompulsory=modulesK=

=
qhe=effects=of=the=q`k=program=are=farJreaching=and=extend=beyond=those=who=were=directly=
involved= in=teaching=and= learningK=bach=of= the=three=partner=schools=has=also=experienced=a=
change=in=its=educational=cultureK=mresidents=and=deansI=as=well=as=aepartment=`hairsI=have=
travelled= and= officiated= at= commencement= ceremoniesK= qhe= intricacies= of= developing=
mutually= agreed= upon= jemos= of= rnderstanding= between= institutions= allows= the=
infrastructure =developed =during =the =grant =period =to =continue =beyond =the =funding =period =of =
the= cfmpbJAtlantis= grantK= Administrative= staff= actively= participated= in= transatlantic=
communication=in=many=areas=from=the=initial=coordination=of=application=for=student=visas=to=
preparation=of= requisite= documents= for=official= transcriptsK= caculty= who= teach= in= the= liberal=
arts =courses =have =had =to =rethink =assumptions =and =approaches =when =presenting =course =
contentI=such=as=the=history=of=kative=Americans=in=the=rnited=ptatesK=
=
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fn=the=communityI=the=program=has=provided=a=crossJcultural=experience=for=nursingI=allied=
healthI= and= medical= staff= at= hospitals= to= interact= with= students= who= will= provide= a= new=
cultural=perspectiveK=
=
At=the= professional=levelI= the=dissemination=of=q`k=program=results= has=garnered=attention=
at=prestigious= conferences=such=asW=the= dlobal=Alliance=for= ieadership= in=kursing=bducation=
and= pcienceI= doing= dlobalJfnternationalising= eigher= bducationI= and= the= fnternational=
`onference= of= bducationI= oesearchI= and= fnnovation= Ef`bofFK= caculty= have= participated= in=
podium=and=poster=presentations=and=have=submitted=articles=to=professional=journalsK=
=
qhe =success =of =the =q`k =program =also =provides =a =working =model =for =other =universities =
interested= in=developing=a= transnational= nursing= dualJdegree= arrangementK= ft= is= an= explicit=
response= to= the= mandate= offered= by= jadeleine= ieiningerI= the= nurseJanthropologist= who=
developed= the= qheory= of= `ulture= `are= aiversity= and= rniversalityK= _efore= the= turn= of= the=
centuryI= she= wrote= thatI= by= OMNMI= nursing= would= appreciate= the= critical= importance= of=
transcultural=nursing=and=that=by=OMNRI=she=predicted=that=all =health=care=would=need=to=be=
transculturally= based= in= order= to= serve= an= increasingly= multicultural= population= EieiningerI=
NVVRFK=
=
merhaps=the=full=effects=of=this=innovative=q`k=dualJdegree=program=cannot=be=measured=so=
soon=after=its=implementationK=eoweverI=all=of=the=faculty=who=have=been=involved=in=meeting=
the=challengesI=agree=that=the=experience=Eand=accompanying=increased=workloadF=has=been=
lifeJaltering= in= the= formation= of= new= lifeJlong= collegial= friendships= as= well= as= professional=
developmentK=
=
=
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ofeAppliedeSciencesreFinlande

Abstracth
=
qhe =aim =of =this =article =is =to =describe =the =future =alternatives =and =challenges =for =the =q`k =
Atlantis=programme=based=on=its=overarching=strengths=and=resultsK=qhe=description=is=based=
on=the= four= action= lines=of= the= internationalisation=strategy= of= iaurea=rniversity= of=Applied=
pciencesI=which=are=as=followsW=local=is=globalI=networking=for=resultsI=virtual=is=real=and=world=
classK=qhe=fore=action=lines=are=proposed=as=a=basis=for=further=development=and=endorsement=
by=the=participating=q`k=Atlantis=partner=institutionsK==
=
Introductionh
=
qhe= q`k= Atlantis= programme= was= established= in= cooperation= with= kazareth= `ollage= in=
oochesterI= kvI= pemmelweis= rniversity= in= _udapestI= eungary= and= iaurea= rniversity= of=
Applied=pciences=in=santaaI=cinlandK=qhe=main=objective=of=the=programme=was=to=improve=
and= develop= higher= education= in= nursing= Emop= et= alK= OMMVFK= AdditionallyI= the= q`k= Atlantis=
programme= focused= on= supporting= and= stimulating= the= international= _achelor= in= kursing=
degree=programme=by=increasing=the=commitment=towards=the=mobility=of=nursing=students=
and= staff= members= between= the= partner= institutions= and= facilitating= the= acceptance= of= the=
dual=degree=in=both=the=br=and=the=rp=EbrJrp=Atlantis=OMNOFK=qhe=expected=goals=of=the=q`k=
Atlantis= programme= have= been= reached= through= the= active= participation= of= each= partner=
institution=in=the=scheduled=exchange=as=well=as=by=developing=common=guidelinesI=learning=
methods=and=materials=and=collaborating=in=research=and=publicationsK=All=of=the=institutions=
are=willing=to=continue=their=cooperation=and=continue=to=implement=the=programme=results=
in =the =futureK =qhey =are =also =willing =to =face =future =challenges =in =order =to =increase =the =
competitivenessI=effectiveness=and=quality=assurance=of=nursing=educationK=
=
Localhishglobalh
=
fnstitutions= of= higher= education= generally= have= to= take= several= steps= to= become=
internationally= recognised= Eiaurea= rAp= OMNOX= lhj= OMNOFK= qhe= q`k= Atlantis= programme=
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represents=one=important=step=in=enhancing=the=internationalisation=of=its=three=participantsK=
qhe= internationalisation= objectives= can= be= reached= by= sharing= expertise= and= building=
common=capacities=in=terms=of=strategiesI=curriculum=and=planned=staff=development=Eppring=
OMMUFK= bxamples= include= improving=professional= and= cultural= sensitivity=and= competencies=
and= language= skills= as= well= as= enhancing= nursing= policiesI= research= and= evidenceJbased=
practiceK=
=
curthermoreI =health =care =is =part =of =a =universal =academic =culture =with =an =informed =transJ
cultural =approach =and =the =potential =to =transform =the =nursing =care =work =force =Emop =et =alK =
OMMVFK= qo= ensure= the= sustainability= of= the= goals= and= outcomes= of= the= q`k= Atlantis=
programmeI= it= is= necessary= to= integrate= a= common= exchange= programme= within= ongoing=
study= programmes= and= involve= both= health= care= students= and= staff= membersK= qhese=
programmes=are=an=important=part=of=an=international=environmentK=
=
Networkinghforhresultsh
=
As= institutions= of= higher= education= increasingly= become= part= of= global= structural=
developmentI= the= following= issues= are= becoming= more= importantW= an= ongoing= nursing=
shortage=Elulton=OMMSFI=aging=societies=and=environmental=problems=EpuJf=eou=OMNOFK=bach=
of= these= issues= requires= an= attention= to= quality= and= costJeffectivenessK= qhe= q`k= network=
enables= the= development= of= joint= study= programmesI= such= as= the= jaster= of= janagement=
and=aevelopment=of=telfare=pervices=programmesI=and=joint=modulesI=such=as=the=jaster’s=
mrogramme=in=eealth=mromotionI=as=a=part=of=health=care=study=programmesK=curthermoreI=a=
joint =product =portfolio =can =be =created =from =the =q`k =Atlantis =modules =that =exports =health =
care=education=and=benchmarks=various=issuesK=
=
qhe =processes =and =outcomes =of =the =q`k =Atlantis =programme =should =be =presented =by =all =
those=participating=in=future=international=and=national=networksI=conferences=and=seminars=
E`hildress=OMMVFK=qhe=valuable=and=trusted=cooperation=should=continue=in=multidisciplinary=
agreements=between=the=institutionsK=
=
Virtualhishrealh
=
sirtual= tools= are= continuously= becoming= more= important= Ethe= internetI= social= mediaF= in=
higher= education= institutions= Esickers= OMNOFK= qo= ensure= shared= communication= and=
information =for =the =q`k =exchange =studentsI =alumni =and =staff =membersI =a =useful =web =
platform=should=be=developedI=one=which=includes=an=online=toolkit=with=a=knowledge=baseI=
an=exchange=student=blogI=a=cacebook=group=Emahlman=et=alK =OMNMF=and=a=jobs=section=with=
professional= posting= informationK= curther= virtual= learning= environments= can= help= students=
and=faculty=increase=their=professional=knowledge=and=develop=their=skillsK=
=
Worldhclasshh
=
qhe =q`k =network =can =be =used =as =a =primary =tool =for =acquiring =international =financing =from =
oaf =or =the =educational =programmes =of =the =buropean =rnionK =qhe =main =goal =is =to =acquire =a =
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new =project =for =the =next =br =Atlantis =programme =in =OMNQ =by =focusing =on =excellence =in =
mobilityI=for=instance=as=a=part=of=the=degree=programme=in=health=careK=
fn=addition=to=the= q`k= networkI=an= international= fellowship=programme=based=on=iaurea’s=
focus =areaI =“kursing =and =`oping =at =eome”I =can =be =developed =to =integrate =oaf =and =
pedagogical=work=to=support=the=iearning=by=aeveloping=modelK=
=
Futurehchallengesh
=
fn =the =futureI =the =results =of =the =programme =can =be =successfully =implemented =in =a =costJ
effective=manner=EeummelJoossi=C=Ashdown=OMMOF=due=to=economic=and=legislative=changes=
in= cinnish= higher= educationK= curther= challenges= can= also= be= found= in= different= curricular=
structures=and=in=pedagogical=terminology=as=well=as=in=the=different=structures=and=methods=
for=achieving= competencies= related= to= the= ability=to= work=on=an= interdisciplinary= team=or= in=
decision=makingK=fn=additionI=consensus=is=required=for=the=development=and=administration=
of=online=toolsK=A=strategy=is=required=in=order=to=ensure=sustainabilityK=
=
eoweverI= the= q`k= Atlantis= programme= enjoys= a= great= deal= of= support= at= the= institutional=
levelK=All=of=the=participants=have=expressed=their=willingness=to=continue=with=the=successful=
level= of= cooperation= between= the= institutions= and= with= the= student= exchanges= and= staff=
development =programmesK =All =of =the =participants =will =increase =the =numberI =volume =and =
quality=of= internationally=financed=oaf=and= pedagogical=projectsK=qhis=cooperation=will=help=
ensure=future=cultural=competencies=in=health=care=and=nursing=educationK=
=
“te may have all come on different shipsI but we’re in the same boat now.”  
= = = = Jjartin=iuther=hing=grK=
=
=
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ptop=all=the=clocksI=cut=of=the=netI=
the=doubleJdegree=nurses=are=here=to=get=

our=admirationI=our=respectI=
a=lot=from=them=can=we=expectK=

=
qhe=project=has=shown=art=of=nursing=at=it´s=best=

in=oochesterI=santaa=and=_udapestI=
te´ve=learned=from=each=otherI=

made=friends=overseasI=
the=end=of=this=all=puts=me=into=tearsK=

=
Atlantis=is=known=now=in=korthI=bast=and=testI=

te´ve=done=our=dutyI=now=it´s=time=to=restK=
f´m=thanking=AtlantisI=making=a=songI=

f=thought=this=love=would=lastI=f=was=wrongK=
=

& 
=
=
=
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Transatlantic Degree Project 

The TCN (Transatlantic Curriculum in Nursing) programme was the first Transatlan-
tic Dual Degree Programme in Nursing in the world. Within the European Union, 

the programme was funded by the EU-US Atlantis programme, which is a part of the 
EACEA (Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency), and in the US it was 
funded by the FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education) during the 
years 2007-2012. The universities involved in this programme were Semmelweis Univer-
sity in Hungary, which acted as the programme coordinator, and Laurea University of 
Applied Sciences in Finland, which served as a partner in the programme. In the United 
States, the Nazareth College of Rochester served as the coordinator for the programme. 
Participation in the programme gave students the possibility to obtain two degrees — 
a degree from their home institution and another degree from a US institution for EU 
students and from a leading EU institution for US students. 

The aim of this publication is to describe the experiences, outcomes and future 
challenges for such developments in higher education. The publication consists of 

articles concerning students´ and teachers´ views on their experiences with the TCN 
EU-US Atlantis programme.  In addition, the publication describes the levels of recog-
nition, management activities and future challenges for the TCN programme. The pro-
gramme provided teachers with the opportunity to become acquainted with different 
pedagogical approaches and different teaching and assessment methods. TCN students 
became aware of the strengths and weaknesses of health care systems in the partner 
countries. These experiences motivated students to utilise their new learning skills and 
to continue developing their professional and personal skills. The TNC project expan-
ded international and national co-operation between partners and on the level of higher 
education. The TCN programme has been recognized both nationally and internatio-
nally and in working life.    

Teachers and students need international experience and the competence for mana-
ging in a world where work and networking are increasingly becoming more globa-

lised. During the project, the partners have been able to create common practices for 
project management and the comparability and transparency of curriculums and stu-
dent tutoring. The experiences and findings from the TCN programme have been encou-
raging and have promoted the TCN partners to continue co-operating and developing 
curriculums in participant countries and to continue providing study possibilities for 
new students and teachers. 
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